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NEW ASPECTS OF STATIC SKIN-EFFECT AND TRANSVERSE ELECTRON FOCUSING

STUDIES INTO SURFACE SCATTERING OF CONDUCTION ELECTRONS.

V.V. .ndrievsky. Yu.F.Komnik. S.V.Rozhok

B.I.Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering,

Academv of Sciences of Ukraine. 47 Lenin Ave.. Kharkov. Ukraine.

The potential '.nduced bv bulk and surface currents in the

presence of the static skin-effect is measured on the trigonal fs.ce

of the Bi crystal using point contacts with the spacing shorter

than the electron mean free path.

The effects of maenetic field and random nature of the bulk

scattering of electrons results in that the resistivity of a core

part of the compensated metal sample increases quadratically with

field (p H ). As to the surfase scattering, it is of a particular

deterministic character and. in a maenetic field parallel to the

surfase, can provide an electron displacement alone the surface,

which is limited only by the volume free length. This determinism

leads to the formation of a near-surface layer whose conduction in

the maenetic field is fl/r) times nicer than the bulk conduction (1

is the mean free path, r is the Larmor radius). The concentration

of current in the surface layer of about r-thicknees essentially

affects the conductivity of thin plates, i.e. the static skin

effect (SSE) occurs /1/.

In the case of specular surface reflection the SSE theory fl.21

predicts a linear dependence of the skin-layer resistance on the

strength H of the magnetic field parallel to the crystal surface.

The diffuse surface scattering was assumed to be of tho relaxation

character Г21. which leads to expect a quadratic dependence of

resistance on H. It is however shown Г31 that with the persistent

directed movement of the electron orbit centers on collisions with

a diffuse surface, the H-dependence of the skin-layer resistance is

linear, as in the case of specular reflection.

Studies of SSE encounter some prob
1
ems in the electro-

conductivity of thin elates. These are connected with separation of

bulk and surface contributions and with homogeneity of the sample

propertied and surface. Besides, theory has no consensus on how the

character of surface reflection of the electrons influeneeR the

10



II
dependence of the skin-laver conductivity uoon the maenetic field

Г2.31. This attaches topical importance to further studies of these

Problems.

We have studied the magnetic field dependences of oorface

resistance using a method which is free of stringent requirements

for sample shape and homogeneity. The character of the surface

scattering was controlled by electron focusing with the transverse

magnetic field (TEF method) Г41. The TEF method provides

information on the soecular reflectivity of electrons flying to the

surface at large angles.

The possibilities of the mechanical system used to study the TEF

make it possible to manipulate point contacts immediately in the

helium bath, namely, to arrange them on the crystal surface stricly

along definite directions at a distance L both larger and smaller

the volume free path.

The experimental Bi samples had the shape of a plate and a disk.

The face tested coincided with the trigonal plane of the crystal

(n||C
9
K The ratio between room temperature and helium temperature

resistances was 600-700. The specular reflectivity of the surface

was varied by chemical polishing. The specular reflectivity о was

found from the TBF curve . For the samples tested я was 0.2 and

0.75. which corresponds to diffuse and specular reflection of

electrons from the surface.

As electric current is passed through the point contacts placed

on the same crystal face with the spacing I» shorter than the mean

free path 1 (L<1). the contribution from the core region of the

sample is "switched off" since the electric current is localized in

the near-surface area between the point contacts in the high-

conductivity layer. The voltage gradient measured on the contacts

contains the valid magnetic field-dependent signal from the area

between the contacts and the point contact resistance which is

independent of the field. According to the data given in CS). the

free path of electrons in the point contact region ie by a factor

of two or three smaller than that in' the intercontaot area and also

cannot perturb considerably the legitimate signal. Thus, the

technique employed relates the voltage variation on the point

contacts to the changes in the surfaoe resistance of the metal in

the parallel magnetic field.

Curves 1 and 2 in Fig. 1 show the magnetic field dependences of

the surface layer resistance with the current of SO м flowing
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o the sample гейion between the point contacts 120 Цп» apart

«1=600 Цго». For specular reflection of" electrons from the surface

(curve II a linear dependence is observed in the field ranee of 0.2

to 1.5 kOe. which aerees with the theoretical prediction of the

static skin- effect Г21.

The chanee from the specular to

the diffuse reflection does not

affect the functional dependence

of the maenetoreeietance of the

surface layer: it remains linear

<curve 2). This suegests that a

exatic high- conductivity skin-

layer is formed at the surface of

the Bi crystal both on specular

and on diffuse electron reflection

from the surface. The conclusion

aerees with the theoretical

predictions (31.

The above is supported bv a

special experiment in which the

specular reflectivity of th* face of the same Bi crystal was

varied by successive chemical polishlnes. The increasing diffuse

reflection does not disturb the linear shape of magnetorasletanc*

and only suppresses the surface conductivity.

The absence of Shubnikov-de-Haas oscillations on curve 1 and 2

supports onoe again the suggestion that for L<1 th* main

contribution to the signal under measurement la mad* by th* surface

layer electrons. An increase in the lntercontaot ••«•ration causes

an increase in the contribution of the oscillating component that

can be observed against the background of the magnetic field linear

dependence of th* signal.

Under th* L>1 oondition th* spread of current occurs in •

region th* depth of which 1* larger than th* *tatio skin-layer

thickneaa and th* bulk scattering proo****s becom* pronounced. Th*

chang* in the signal on th* point contact*, when L>1 fourv* 31 is

characterised by a strong oscillatory d*p*nd*no*. which r*pr***nt*

th* Shubnikov-de-Haa* oscillation* of th* r*si*tano* in th* cor*

region of th* crystal. They manifest t h — s l v * «gainst th*

monotonous component having th* exponent olo** to 2.

On changing th* dir*otion of *l*ctrlc or magnetic fields. It
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found that the linear field

dependences of the resistance

were not coincident (Fie.2.

curves 1 and 2) while the

simultaneous chanee of the

directions of both the fielda did

not produce such effect. To our

opinion, such Inconsistency is

resulted fro* different effective

conductivities of the crystal

surface laver for different

mutual directions of eleotrio and

maonetic fields.
0

Figure 2.
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MAGNETIC EFFECTS IN THE TRIPLET EXCITATIONS OF MOLECULAR CRYSTALS
AT LOW TEMPERATURES

Avdeenko A.A., Eremenko V.V.

Institute for Low Temperature Physics & Engineering. Ukrainian
Academy of Sciences, 47 Lenin Avenue. Kharkov 310164, Ukraine

The processes are considered resulting of optical punping of
excited triplet state spin sublevels in organic crystals in high
magnetic field at helium temperatures and at various light
intensities. The mechanisms of molecular and exciton spin-lattice
relaxation and mutual annihilation of spin-polarized triplet
excitons are discussed on the basis of experimental data obtained.

At low temperatures in the excited triplet states of organic
molecular crystals spin orientation (or spin polarization) can be
obtained in high magnetic fields due to optical pumping [1,21. Under
these conditions spin-selective properties manifest themselves most
easily of radiative and radiationless relaxation of triplet
excitations and migration and mutual annihilation of triplet
excitons. Thus, there appear quite new non-traditional possibilities
to study dynamics of triplet excitations including spin-lattice
relaxation between triplet spin sublevels.

Hereafter the main results are presented recently obtained in
this field at the laboratory of spectroscopy of magnetic and
molecular crystals of the Institute for Low Temperature Physics &
Engineering of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences.

1. Exciton Zeeman Effect. The direct and inverse Zeeman effects
have been studied on triplet excitons in 4.4'-dichlorobenzophenone
CDCB) crystals in the fields up to 6.2 T at 2 K. The direct Zeeuian
effect in the exciton phosphorescence is studied both at the
stationary excitation and with time resolution. The intensity
distribution among Zeeman components is shown to be defined by the
direction of an external magnetic field with respect to
crystallographic axes as well as by the rates of spin-lattice
relaxation-and exciton mutual annihilation. Figure 1 shows the
exciton phosphorescence spectrum of a DCB crystal in an applied
magnetic field directed normal to the aonoclinic crystal axis at
different excitation light intensities.
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Studying the inverse Zeeman effect in the singlet-triplet
absorption made it possible to define relative radiation rates of
intercombination transitions for separate spin sublevels of a
triplet exciton. On the basis of the obtained experimental data and
theory-group analysis the conclusion is made that photoexcitation of
DCB molecules to the triplet state leads to the localization of
n-electrons on the C=0 bond.

2. Spin-Lattice Relaxation СSLR) . In DCB crystals SLR of
triplet excited local centers and triplet excitons has been studied
in magnetic fields up to 6.2 T at 2 К by the optical detection
method of SLR upon pulsed photoexcitation developed at the
laboratory. Anisotropy of SLR rates in triplet states of local
centers and the dependence of those rates on an applied magnetic

02
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Fig.2. Magnetic field
dependence of SLR
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field (Fig. 2) evidence that the spin-lattice process is direct and
evolves emitting resonance phonons which seem to be of the mixed
1ibration-translational character.

On the other hand, in DCB crystals the character of triplet
exciton SLR dependence on an applied magnetic field (Fig. 3) is
specific due to exciton transport. A conclusion is drawn that the
character of the above dependence is associated with the general
action of one-phonon and nuclear phononless relaxation mechanism
[33. This mechanism is "switched off" when the Zeeman splitting
exceeds the exciton bandwidth {31.

3. Mutual Annihilation o£ Triplet Excitons. It is found that at
low temperatures in high magnetic fields spin-selective properties
of triplet exciton mutual annihilation manifest themselves and, as a
result, specific features of this process can be studied using
different spin channels (4,5). Measurements of the intensity ratio
of 7eeman components in the exciton phosphorescence spectrum (Fig. 1)
and an analysis of the exciton phosphorescence kinetics made it
possible to obtain the rate constants of triplet exciton mutual
annihilation rlt in different spin states, i.e., |i> and |J>.

We were thus able to determine the rate constants of mutual
annihilation of triplet excitons in identical Cy++. r_. and ygcp

 and

different (y+.) spin states. The results obtained are collected in
Table.
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Table: r, | in cm°s

 x
; В ~ (5.2 T at 2 K; a', b and с - crystal axes.

Orientation! r
+
_

of В j

В II a'

В !i с

В !l b

C2+0.

(1.25+0.05)«10*
12

(6.5±1)*10~
1а

С 1.75+0. 25)xlO~
13

< 5 х Ю "
1 4

< 3x10-14

(2.8+1)
* 10-12

4. Future. Investigation of magnetic properties of triplet
excitations in molecular crystals is promising, especially when used
with the methods of magnetic resonance with optical detection,
coherent spectroscopy, and selective optical and microwave pumping.

It should be noted that of high priority are studies of magnetic
properties of fullerenes triplet states which are formed upon
photoexcitation with high yield E63. It is shown (see, for example,
[7,81) that magnetic resonance with optical detection is fairly
effective to study conformational transformations of fullerene
molecules upon photoexcitation and transfer of the triplet electron
excitation energy.
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STRUCTURE STUDIES OF HEON-HYDEOGSN ALLOYS

A.S Ssryinik, A.I.Prokhvatilov, M. A. Strzhemechny. G. N. Shcherbakov

Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering,
.Kharkov, Ukraine

As a r&suit of an x-ray investigation of Ne - H
2
 solid solutions

we Viave found a few anomalous effects in the region of low neon frac-
tions, naaely: 1) the excoss volume per Ne atom is positive in shear
conflict with the available notions; 2) two sets of hcjj refiexes are
found at low temperatures. We tentatively associate these and other
anomalies with Ne-Hg vdW clusters forming in the lattice during crys-
tallisation.

The fact that the molecular parameters of neon Co = 2.783 8; e =
38.7 JO and hydrogen Ccf = 2. Э6Й; с - 36.7 К) [13 are very close gives
grounds to treat them as isotopes but with greatly differing quantum
characteristics . Therefore, one could expect that alioys of these
substances, just like the truly isotopic quantum alloys such as

 4
He

- % © or Hg- Dg, will undergo 123 separation. *

Mutual ffiiscibility of the components in the Ne - H
2
 system has

already been studied before [3-73. As established [4-S3, even liquid
solutions separate. As to the solid, the ultimate solubility of Ne in
Kj was found [73 to Ы» below 0.2 *A, According to structure studies
£33, the solubility of neon In solid hydrogens does not exceed 0.29 %
while that of Hg in solid neon is below 0.5 Ji. An unusual diffraction
effect was observed [33 when the diffraction pattern of both neon-
end hydrogen-based soiutions revealed unexpectedly bright guest re-
flexes even at low fractions.

Vfe» point out a few circumstances. On the one hand, the above
quoted results pertain to the hiyh-temperature Csubmeiting) equilib-
r i a solubility in samples grown from the meit. On the other hand,
the tlwrmodynsjEic Hi, Ш and kinetic [10, 113 properties of the sys-
teffis involving neon and hydrogens are commonly studied at low teape-
raiur&s and on samples that have been deposited on cool substrates.
Anyway, these samples, even having been grown from the melt, are non-
equilibrium CnetasUble) as to the distribution of the irapurlty at
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low enough temperatures. Therefore, it is rather the metastable solu-
tions that are of independent interest for experimentalists.

In this report wa present results of x-ray studies of Ne-pH
s

alloys in a wide range of Me fractions fron 0.25Я to 99Я and tempera-
tures from 5 К to ths respective malting tenperatures of the mix-
tures. The studies were carried out on a DR0N-3M diffractoaeter equi-
pped with a special helium cryostat. Saiaples were obtained by dspo-
siting mixtures of a given composition onto a flat copper substrate
at T = 5 K. The thickness of policrystall.tne, snowlike Cand honce,
weakly interacting with the substrate) samples was about 0.1 mm. The
sample temperature was stabilized at every point to within ±0.05 K.
The lattice parameter determination error did not exceed ± 0.024.
High-purity C99.99J0 gases were used in experiments. The concentra-
tion of ortho-molecules in the initial para-hydrog&n was at the li-
quid-hydrogen equilibrium level С0.2Я).

A number of anomalies have been found in the temperature-
composition behavior of both the diffraction pattern itself and the
lattice parameters. A single-phase hep solution was detected for pKg+
0.35J« No alloys, with abnormally high intensities of the first two,
C100) and C002), lines of the hep triplet. As the Ne content grew Ся
> 0.5»), another hep phase emerged with a volume close to that of the
pure neon lattice but with the line intensity distribution observed
for the hydrogen hep phase. With x

N e
> 0.54, reflexes characteristic

of the neon fee phase appeared. Sample waraup to 13K led to a hop •
fee phase transition in both hep phases. The resulting fee phases re-
mained stable in subsequent warmup-cooldown cycling. Admirture of up
to 4(5% hydrogen in neon did not resulted in reflexes pertaining to
hydrogen. Moreover, we could observe only reflexes of hep and fee
phases with parameters close to these of the Ne lattice. It is only
at higher p!̂ > contents that hydrogen hep reflexes vr'ild appoar. Here,
sample warmup also drove the hep-fee transition but at higher tempe-
ratures CT >161O. Admixture of 15% and 75% nHg to the mixtures did
not virtually change the above picture, both tor neon- ~n<i hydrogen-
based alloys.

The concentration dependence of the molar volumes in the hep
phases deviates crucially from the Vegard law (dash lino in Fig. 13.
Furthermore, as the Ne content at low x ^ grew, we observed a fast
expansion rather than shrinking of the pl^ natrix. The excess volume
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per Ne impurity, CV-V
Q
)/xV

0
 CV

Q
 being the pure matrixvolume), reaches

an unexpectedly large positive value C60K to 15OJ0 if we take the
rated Ne fraction. If

 ф 2
3 6

should be also taken Ъ '
 1

into account that with £
x > 0.5"/. the true Ne ^> 23.2t
content in the hydro- °
gen-based hep phase is <S
likely to be from that £
preset in the gas mi», -5
since a considerable >
part of neon could be £5
in the other hep "o
phase. The observed -̂  0
change of the volume
of the hydrogen-based Concentration N e , %
hep phase is due to the admixture of not more than 0.5*4 Ne. The above
quoted results give us grounds to think that both hep phases, especi-
ally in the region of low Ne fractions, are hydrogen-based solutions.
This can be, in particular, inferred from the synchronization of the
hep-fee phase transitions in both phases at temperatures, quite low
С13Ю for the diffusive mobility of Ne atoms to be noticeable.

The anonalous value of the neon impurity excess volume can be
tentatively explained as follows. It is well known £123 that zero-
point vibrations in quantum crystals expand greatly the lattice so
that the effective potential well felt by a particle is appreciably
more "shallow" that its classical analog and the center of this well
Cfor sometimes one even unable to speak of a minimum) is essentially
shifted further away from the vdW minimum. The neon Impurity, whose
zero-point vibrations are less than those of the hydrogen molecule,
attracts the nearest-neighbor shell of the matrix thereby partially
suppressing its zero-point vibrations. By shifting towards the- neon
impurity, the first coordination sphere moves away from the second
coordination sphere thereby weakening the Interaction between these
spheres. As a result, the effective potential well for the second
sphere is formed by the third one, which implies that the minimum for
the second sphere moves away from the impurity, Microscopically, this
scenario associates with a certain volume increase. Thus, we
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that the pHg matrix contains, at low temperatures at least, van dor
Waals compounds NeCN

2
)

n
 similar to thoir helium analogs recently ob-

served [13]. In the ^ynamical aspect, they are expected to be rela-
tively independent of the matrix and, probably, to contribute nontri-
vially to the diffraction pattern. This state of the doped quantum
crystal is likely to be metastable, i.e. it breaks down at high tem-
peratures initiating the transition to fee structure even in the
phase rich in hydrogen. If this model is valid, these clusters, being
very heavy impurities loosely bound at that, should give a strong
heat capacity effect at very low temperatures.
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STUDY OF STRUCTURAL RELAXATION PROCESSES OF NONEGUILIBRIUM STATES

IN QUENCH-CONDENSED INDIUM FILMS WITH HYDRDGEN IMPURITIES BELOW 5 К

В.I.BELEVTSEV, Yu.F.KOMNIK, L.A.YATSUK

B.I.Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering,

Academy o-f Sciences of IJ.-:raine, Kharkov, 310164, Ukraine

The structural state of quench-condensed indium films with

hydrogen impurities has been studied by the electron-diffraction

method. The results obtained demonstrate that in metal films with a

nonequilibriurn-high hydrogen concentration, the structural relaxa-

tion processes, associated with significant migration or redistri-

bution of hydrogen, can occur at very low temperatures (< 5 K ) .

The study of physical properties of metal-hydrogen systems is

at present topical in solid state physics Cll. Many such systems

are metastable.or labile. A transition to equilibrium states can

proceed in such materials not via the usual phase transition mecha-

nism (activated formation and growth of nuclei of new phase), but

via, what is known as, spinodal decomposition (SO) C2,3].

Previously C4-73 it was shown that simultaneous deposition of

a. metal and hydrogen onto a liquid helium—cooled substrate enables

preparation of hydrogen solid solutions with such metals <3i , In,

Cr)
v
 w^ich cannot adsorb much hydrogen in equilibrium conditions.

A characteristic feature of these systems is formation of a solid

hydrogen layer at the film surface after condensation. This layer

prevents excess hydrogen from escaping from films and thus stabi-

lizes the state with the nonequiliorzum-high hydrogen concentra-

tion. Unstable states of this type were called H-phases. The suf—

•face solid hydrogen layer sublimes in vacuum at temperature T se

5 K, which causes some part of .hydrogen to be released from films

and leads to strong changes of their electrical properties 14—71.

Electron-diffraction study enables observation of changes of

structure state of films during H-phase decomposition. In polycrys-

talline In films, a'monotonic decrease in spacing* d in the micro-

crystallites мая observed during heating above the substrate titpt-

rature T at 3.5 К up to ahout 5 X C61. The variations of d are
•Ub

very largei td/tt * 10 . It was suggested C63 that said decrease of



ti is due to migration of hydrogen impurities to crystallites boun-

daries and to film external boundaries. It was also -found the time

variations in <2 at a constant temperature in the temperature range

where the H-phase exists 16>J. Thetie results indicate that the cha-

racter o-f structural relaxation can be due to SD.

It is interesting to do the -further investigations of such

kind of metal-hydrogen systems. Below is presented the electron-

di-ffraction study of the- structural relaxation processes in indium

•films, deposited at a lower temperature (T . at 2.5 K>. It contains
Bub

some new information on these nonequilibrium systems.

The films <thickness L = :

! 1.6

I

1.4

2.70

г.69

a ti*Mi

30—140 A) were deposited with

rates v = 3-20 A/s at hydrogen
—4

pressures p = 1.2 x 1O Torr
H

onto substrates cooled by liquid

helium to 2.5 K. The sample

•films were deposited onto alumi-

nium films. The positions of

diffraction lines of aluminium

were used to calibrate the

electron—diffraction camera for

measurement of the interplanar

spacings in crystallites.

Variations of interplanar

spacings d . in crystallites

for one of the films during

heating above the preparation

temperature are shown in Fig.1

(L » 2O A, v - 11.7 Д/s). The heating rate was between 0.05 and 0.1

K/min. One can r.ee that during heating the value of d first increa-

ses and then decreases. The observed "oscillations'* of interplanar

spacing-s are accompanied by variations in the diffraction line

width fl, which are due to variations in the magnitude of inhomog«—

neous strains in lattice of crystallites.

Time variations in d and ft were found to occur in our films

during keeping at the deposition temperature ^
шиЬ
 a> 2.!S К (e.g.,

see insert in Pig.l). Aperiodic variations in <t occur also during

keeping at higher temperatures in the temperature range of exis-

tence of the H-phase <Fig.2> (L - 30 A, v > 15 A/*}. From Fig.3 can

T(M

Fig.l
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be seen that temperature variations in d occur also after repeated

cooling and heating, if the temperature 5 К is not exceeded, at

which the H—phase decomposes (L = 40 А, к = S Д/s, (a) heating

immediately after condensation at T at 2.5 Kj (b> and <c) heating

after repeated coalings to T s 2.S K ) .

2.71 • 2.8 К

2.70

2.69

3.15 К 3.5 К 4.0 К

2.70

I

2,69

2.70

2.69

2.70

I

2.6»

4.5 К

1С)

0 5

t (min)

Fig.2

Using the value of the lat-

tice parameter increment under

influence of hydrogen dissolu-

tion, we can estimate the maxi-

mum hydrogen content in crystal-

lites to be 10-13 at.7.. Such a

hydrogen concentration is hund-

reds times higher than the equi-

librium one. The observed tempe-

rature and time variations of

the structural characteristics

are caused by migration or redi-

stribution of hydrogen atoms in

the films and reflect the pro-

cesses of relaxation of their

nortcqulibrium state at very low

temperature « S K ) . The varia-

tions in cf thus correspond to

homogeneous contraction or ex- Fig.3

pension of the lattice due to changes of the hydrogen concentration

in crystallites. The variations in the line width reflect the vari-

(b)

2 к

TIM
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ations of the spread of the <£ values for atomic planes, which »rs

perpendicular to the film surface.

Our films are inhomogeneous (granular). The characteristic

scale length of inhon.ogeneity for granular films is the granule

size, the minimum value of which in our case can be identified with

the crystallite size {"* 30 A). Therefore we can suggest thatr

1) presence of weak coupled granules prevents the end phase separa-

tion, and thus only the coherent stage of SO takes place;

2) the characteristic scale of the concentration fluctuations i»

determined by the granule size.

The indicated behaviour of relaxation processes shows some

symptoms of SD, i.e. by nonactivated transition to c. equilibrium

state with an inhomogeneous density. There are^ however, essential

distinctions from the features of SD, which are known for bulk

Metal'hydrogen systems. An example is nonmonotonic or alternating

variations of interatomic distances in crystallites revealed in

films. Such an effect was not found in bulk metal-hydrogen systems

and has not been included in the theoretical models which we know.

It is most probable that this behaviour reflects the interplay bat-

ween stress and concentration instabilities of the crystal lattice

in metal films with an nonequilibrium-high hydrogen content. In

this process the film adhesion to a substrate must play an impor-

tant role. Furher investigations агв required, however, into the

origin of the phenomenon discovered.
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KXCITON-INDUCED PROCESSES IN SOLID SOLUTIONS 0? OXYGEN

AND XENCN WITH NEON

A.G.Belov, I.Ya.Pugol' and E.M.Yurtaeva

B.Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering,
Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Kharkov, Ukraine.

Trie processes of the 0
2
 molecular dissociation, the Im-

purity atom diffusion and the desorptlon, the formation
of excimer compounds and a lattice defects are discussed.

In the last few years the processes stimulated by the action
of radiation on cryocrystals have found new applications due to the
advent of UV and VUV exclmer lasers and the development of "cold"
radiation technology.

The matrices of гаге-gas elements provide great scope for in-
vestigation of radiation-Induced reactions. This is due to (1) a
high energy level of host electronic excitations; (11) a high mobi-
lity of the electron subsystem that determines an effective energy
transfer; (ill) an existence of the wide energy gap in which deep
Impurity levels are formed; and (lv) a weak exoiton-phonon interac-
tion that promotes a slow dissipation of the excess energy and a
local heating of the lattice**^.

The paper deals with the exciton-induced processes in Ne-O,
and Ne-Xe-0

2
 solid solutions. The measurements were performed with

an equipment used to grow rare-gas cryocrystala with molecular im-
purities and to study their luminescence characteristics

3
. The

зоигсе of excitation was a monoklnetlc electron beam of energy
E

p
~ r<ceV and current density of about J

Q
« Of1mA/cn£. The radiation

was detected by two spectrometers at a time In VUV, UV and visible
ranges.

The luminescence speotra of neon cryocrystals with low Og and
Xe concentrations contain quasi-atomic bands of host and Impurity
emission. The neon matrix emission at 17eV Is responsible for by
the transitions from the sell-trapped one-center states 3Pj 2 and
'pj to a ground term 1S Q. The Impurity luminescence of oxygen is
accounted for by the transitions from the lowest Rydberg states
5S?(9,1eV),

 3S 1 (9,5eV), h2 (tO,8eV) and so on as veil as from the
lowling valent excitations hQ (2,22eV) end 1

й> (1,96«V). The mole-
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only for с > 0.1 and 0.03%, respectively. The spectrum of

0
2
 mixtures displays also an emission from the Rydberg

of Xe* ^(в.дДеУ) and
 1
P

1
 (9.58 eV) and bands of the exci-

ompound XeO*(1£) that occur on a high energy side of the

cular luminescence of oxygen O ^ A ^ - X 2 ^ ) and Xe|(1'
occurs only for с > 0.1 and 0.03%, respectively. The spectrum of

Ne-Xe-

states

mer compound XeO*(1£) that occur on a high energy side of the
valent transition of O ' V S Q - ^ ) . The detailed spectral characte-
ristics are given in3'4.

The emission of single-center Rydbei'g excitations is close In
energy to the transitions of a free atom and consists of several
components "2", n1",Md" and "0". Each of the components correspond.0;
to a definite type of the lattice distortion formed around the
excited center3'6. Component "2" corresponds to a delectless elas-
tlcally deformed surroundings with a dominant repulsive excitation-
matrix interaction. Component "1" is related to a plastic rearren-
gement of the lattice structure in the immediate vicinity of the
excitation. Component "d" is observed nearly the large-size defects
of the crystal structure {the grain boundaries, pores) and accoun-
ted for by a large contribution of the polarization forces of attr
raction to the energy balance of the excited center-surroundings
interaction. Narrow components "0" correspond to the atoms desorbed
from the sample surface.

The exposure dose (exposure time) is the main factor that
affects the crystal state and manifests itself in the modification
of the crystal spectrum. Are observed: (1) an decrease in the in-
tegral intensity of the Impurity emlsson with exposure time. The
host luminescence of matrix Increases at the same time , fig.A; (2)
an Increase in the intensity of desorbed components that reaches

20 30 40 50 ( 6 7 0
tmkt
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saturation for rather high exposure doses4; (3) a redistribution of
the Intensity of the transition components in favour of more defec-
tive ones ("1" and particularly "d " ) 4 ; (4) a change in the ratio
between intensities of the valent and Rydberg transitions In favour
of the latter, the change being more pronounced in earliest stages
of exposure, flg.B; (5) an Increase in the luminescence from the
excimer compounds of O*('SQ) with Xe (XeO*(1£)) compared to that
from the unbound radical O * ( 1 S Q ) , fig.B.

The analysis of experimental data has revealed a number of
processes occured in solid solutions exposed to radiation. The high
intensity of the dissociative processes in the neon matrix Is sup-
ported, on the one hand, by the absence of molecular luminescence
from the original crystals of Ne - 0 2 and, on the other hand, by
the existence of Intensive luminescence of 0* radicals that are
products of the oxygen dissociation. The dissociation efficiency Is
caused by the fact that on energy transfer from excitons with
Eex=i7eV to oxygen molecules, high-energy ions o| are formed the
dissociative recombination of which results in a population of the
valent and the ground states of the 0 radical. The excess kinetic
energy (5-7eV) released in this process promotes an escape of the О
radicals from the original cell. Thus, the dissociation products
are frozen Inside the lattice at fairly large distances that pre-
vent an inverse spontaneous recombination.

Analysis of the energy diagram of the Ne-0
2
 solutions demons-

trates that the population of the valent states of 0*( 1
SQ,

 1
D

2
) I S

accomplished only by exciting the 0% molecules and the Rydberg ones
0*(

5
S

2
.

 3
S

1 t
...) only by exciting the radicals In the ground state

O r P ) . In the initial stage there occurs an Intensive accumulation
of radicals and then a dynamic equilibrium between the numbers of О
and 0

2
 centers Is established. It Is controlled by the diffusion of

the о radicals that causes their Inverse recombination. The migra-
tion of the Impurity atoms through the crystal la stimulated by the
matrix exclton excitation of the 0 radicals. The diffusion Jump may
occur on .decay of Intermediate unstable complexes NeO* that are ge-
nerated due to exclton trapping. Moreover, the ezclton induced dif-
fusion of Ijnpurity centers manifests Itself In number of processes.
It controls the mlgrratlon of 0 to a boundary of the Irradiated re-
gion <wu the emergence from It, producing a decrease In the Integ-
ral intensity of the impurity luminescence with Increasing time

4
.

The diffusion also results In an emergence of the migrating
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atoms of 0 Into the surfase from which their desorption proceeds.
In this case the luminescence Intensity of the desorbed atoms In-
creases with exposure time . The mechanism of the Immediate act of
the Impurity atoms desorptlon Is determined by the exciton trapping
by the surface atoms. Under the action of repulsive forces not com-
pensated from the side of the free surface, the excited atom loses
Its bond with the crystal and ejects into vacuum.

The exclton-Induced diffusion also controls the formation of
exoimer compounds Xeo*and Xe£. For the exclmers to be formed in the
Ne matrix, two Impurity atoms must exist In neighboring lattice si-
tes, the probabllllty being no more than 1%. The rapid Increase In
the excimer luminescence of XeO* and Xe| as compared to the quasi-
atomic one of Xe* and 0* under irradiation Is Indicative oi the in-
tensive lnterdlffuslon and the Impurity atoms stabilization of the
close to one another. The diffusion coefficient Is estimated to be
D~10 cnr/s for the 0 and Xe atoms despite considerable differen-
ces In their masses and dimensions. This substantiates the exciton-
lnduced behavior of the diffusion where the released energy is much
higher than that required for activation.

The defect formation Is one of the most conspicuous manlflsta-
tlons of exclton-lnduced processes*'5.It shows up in an increase in
the Intensity of defective componentsw1" and "d" compared defect-
less ones "2" with lncrreaslng exposure time. Ths Intensity redist-
ribution enhances nearby the Impurity centers, suggesting a consi-
derable cotrlbutlon of the excess energy to the defect formation.

In conclusion. It may be said that all the above phenomena are
based on the general principle related to the energy structure and
the thennophysical properties of the Ne matrix (1) the rapid dissi-
pation of the excess energy of excitons followed by a lattice local
heating and distortion; (11) the repulsive behavior jf the Interac-
tion between the Rydberg excited impurity center and the surroun-
ding atoms с Т the matrix.
1I.Ya.fugoi', Adv.Phys. 21, 1 (1968).
2N.Shwentner, E.-E.Koch, and J.Jortner, In Electronic excitation in

oondenced rare gctaes (Springer Verlag, Berlin, 1965).
3A.G.Belov, I.Ya.Fugol', and E.M.Yurtaeva, So/.J.Low Teagbftiys. 1.8.
123 (1992)

4
A.G.Belov, I.Ya.Fugol'» and E.M.Yurtaeva, Sov.J.Low Temp.Phys. ̂ Q,
591 (1993)
^.V.Savchenko,•Yu.I.Rybalko, I.Ya.Fugol, JETP Lett. 4?, 260 (1985?
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VISUAL STUDIES OF ANISOTROPY OF PINNING IN YBaCuO SINGLE CRYSTALS

A.I.belyaeva and V.P.Yuryev

B.I.Verkin Inst i tute for Low Temperature Physics & Engineering,

Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Kharkov

A characterist ic lamine.r macroscopic inhoniogeneity of pinning

volume forces over thickness of real YBaCuO single crystals was

or ig inal ly revealed by direct visual studies.

Study of anisotropy of the electr ic and magnetic properties of

metal oxide HTSC compounds i s important for under-standing of the

nature of pirvting centers and "weak links" r e s t r i c t i n g the

transport properties a* HTSCe. However because of essential space

•inhomogeneity of present day HTSCs, re l iable information on

anisotropy of their c r i t i c a l parameters cannot be gained by

tradi t ional methods. The authors have studied anisotropy of

pinning in YBaCuO single crystals with using high—contrast

cryogenic magneto-optical visualization of the structure and

dynamics of the magnetic f lux over superconductors placed in an

external f i e l d through the use of a Bi-containing ferrogarnet f i lm

indicator СП.

These experiments were made on a bulk YBaCuO single crystal

shaped as a rectangular parallelepiped, with the edges paral le l t o

the crystallographic axes a,b and с measuring 0.6, 0.95 and 0.3S

mm, respectively. The f i lm indicator wi th perpendicular

magnetization was applied to the (ab),<bc) and <ac) face» of the

single c r y s t a l , and f lux penetration, trapping and removal i n

f ie lds perpendicular to the indicator surface ware visualized. The

components of the crit ical current density were, estimated fro* t h *

patterns of flux front movement in terms of the Been crit ical

state model.

Figure 1 shows the temperature dependencies of the crit ical

current j * b ' C induced in the basal plane of the crystal by the

external field Hllc (the directions of the external fields» the

induced current» and the Lorentz forces »rm shown in the inset).

The measurements were carried out for two casest during i n i t i a l

penetration of the. flux into the. crystal precooled in the
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of the field (the case of ZFC, О ), and during removal of the flux

trapped by the crystal cooled in the field by a field of the

inverse polarity (the case of FC, • ). We see that the critical

current values obtained in the case of ZFC are essentially smaller

then these in case of FC. This can be due to a system of weak

links in the single crystal. Indeed, in the case of initial flux

penetration , the onset of magnetization of the film indicator

over the single crystal <the location of the flux front) i»

determined by penetration of Josephson vortices along weak links.

10'
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2O 60
 т

,
к

the density of the criticalFig.l. Temperature dependence of

current j
 a > c

 induced in the (ab> plane by an external field Hllc.

О are values obtained during initial magnetic flux penetration

into the crystal cooled in the absence of the field (ZFC). Щ are

values obtained during removal of the flux trapped during cooling

in the field by a reverse field <FC). The inset «hows the

direction of the external field <H>, the induced current (j£brC)

and the Lorentz forces (F .) acting on vortex line.

In this case the regions with strong pinning do not contribute to

the calculation of the Jc value. On the contrary, if the crystal

is cooled in the field, the flux is trapped by regions with the

strongest flux pinning. During its removal by a field of the

inverse polarity th» location of the remagnetization front depends

totally on the condition of going to zero of th» magnetic

induction averaged over a macroscopic volume ( B"0 C2J >.' This

condition is fulfilled if a flux of the inverse polarity
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strong pinning which thus wil l

contribute to the value of j , In both the cases the dependencies

„i" '
C
«'T> are quite close to linear on the logarithmic scale, which

can also be explained on the assumption of the presence of weak

links.

Figure 2 presents tha temperature dependencies of the components

j
c

c
'

a b
 and j *

b
'

a b
 of the density of the critical current i«xJuced

by a Hlla,b in a plane containing the с axis ( the directions of

the fieid, currents and the Lorentz forces are shown in the

inset>. Comparison of fig.l and 2 suggests a strong anisotropy of

the temperature dependencies of the critical currents. The density

of the critical current j *
b >
 driving vortices in the direction

perpendicular to CuO layers < see the inset in fig.2 > is

characterized by the maximum value and the weakest temperature

dependence. This is consistent with theoretical predictions of

existence of nonzero pinning for motion of vortices in the

direction perpendicular to CuO layers, even in «Microscopically

homogeneous YBaCuO single crystals C31.

_2 jr.

o.abI

10s

1O'

20 40 60 T.K

Fig.2. Temperature dependencies of the components j *'*band j *b»*b

of tho critical current density Induced by the field Hlla.b ( th»

direction of the external field, the induced currents and the

displacement, of vorteH lines *rm shown in the inset). Д. , Q «""•

for ZFC, J» г Ш «re for FC.

The direct visual studies also revealed a characteristic

lamirar macroscopic inhomogeneity of pinning volume forces over
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thickness of real YBaCuO single crystals which has not ever been

observed. Figure 3 shows the change of the flux structure On the

<ac> face of the crystal cooled to 10 К in a f ield H=+2 ktte

parallel to the b axis which occurs after the field is 'switched

off and i t s polarity reversed. It is seen < fig.За) that after the

f ield is off, the crystal traps the flux which magnetized the

indicator over the <ac> face < the light area >. As the reverse

field is applied, the trapped flun ie removed, the front of

reversal of magnetization moving from the surface deeper into the

crystal, mainly along CuO layers ( f ig . 3b-d ). Similar pattern

were observed earlier on the basal planes of single cry*tale with

a twin structure occupying the whole crystal during flux

penetration along twin boundaries at temperature T>ZO К £41. In

this case however the flux behaved in the «aid fashion down to

T=*4.2 K, which is consistent with the concept of "intrinsic" flux

pinning at CuO planes. The differences in the depths of field

penetration along CuO layers resulting in macroscopic lamination

of the flux in the crystal < fig.3d ) are probably due to

variation of oxygen content in the layers. The macroscopic Jaminar

inhomogeneity of r«al YftaCuO that has been revealed should be

taken into consideration when anisotropy of their electric and

magnetic properties is investigated experimentally.

••:'• . y \ \ * ^ -

?•••&''ЙЁЙЙ

! л*

w 1 -

' - " • • 1 ' . • ' • 1

е&"р^'..ЙЯ L^. J^upJBBMwJ^Y^^g

Fig.3. Removal of the magnetic flux trapped by the single cry*t*l

after cooling to T»10 К in field H-+2 kOe parallel to the b iNit

which takes place after the field ie switched off und applied in

the reverse direction (at H-0| bt И—7t0 0e, ci H—-I fcOef <ft

H—1.4 kOe).

1. Belyaeva A . I . et a l . Cryogenic», 3 1 , 373 (199i>.

2 . Belyaeva A . I , e t a l . Superconductivity, 4, 660 <1991>.

3 . Ivlev B.J. and Kopnin N.B. J . Low Temp. Игу»., 77, 413 <1989).

4. Belyaeva A . I . e t a t . S o l . S t . Com*., 8 3 , 427 <!993>.
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VISUALIZATION OF MAGNETIC FLUX DYNAMICS DURINQ CURRENT-INDUCED

BREAKDOWN OF SUPERCONDUCTIVITY IN HTSC FILMS

A i.Belyaevat and V.P.Yuryev

B.I.Verldn Institute for Low Temperature Physics & Engineering,

Arademy of Sciences of Ukraine, Kharkov

Until the present tune investigations of structure and magnetic

flax dynamics have been carried out as transport current was

absent and shielding current were induced by alternating external

magnetic field. However it is clear that magnetic phenomena in

HTSC immediatly related with transport current and its magnetic

field ( in the case of absence of external magnetic field ) are of

prime interest for the studying" of stability of superconducting

state.

In this work dynamic behavior of magnetic flux structure in the

YBaCuO HTSC film have been visually investigated under the effect

of transport current. The YBaCuO film have been obtained by the

method of lasar deposition on the SrTiO
 3
 substrate. To increase

transport current density, the bridge 100 /*m wide and 1 mm of

length was cut by laser from investigating section of the film.

Visualization of magnetic flux dynamics in the current carrying

bridge has been by the high-contrast cryogenic magneto-optical

technique based on the application of Bi-containing film of

ferrogarnet C13 as maoni to-optical indicator. The complex of

rrodaet-eiae apparatus for magnetic recording of television signals

"Vtt LOMO 403 " was used to regist dynamic magneto-optical

patterns.

Presented лгв characteristic visual patterns of penetration

process of current induced magnetic field into the bridge as well

«s tha pattern» of interaction processes of transport current and

trapped magnetic flux. Regularities of nucleation and propagation

of resistive domain on Destruction of superconductivity have been

investigated.

i. Belyi-evc A.I. et al. Cryogenics, 31, 373 О991)
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Magnetoplasma waves in gallium

E.V.Beauglyi, N.G.Burma, E.Yu.Deyneka, and V.D.Fil'

B.Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering of the Academy of Sciences

of Ukraine, 47 Leain Av., 310164 Kharkiv, The Ukraine.

We present the results of the first observation of magnetoplasma waves in a "good" metal -

ultrapure gallium. These waves observed before only in semimctals were excited and recorded

by electromagnetic or acoustic techniques. The wave spectrum reveals high anisolropy re-

flecting the specific features of gallium Fermi surface. The results of a numerical calculation

of the wave spectrum describe quantitatively the experimental data and enable us to estimate

the Fermi-liquid interaction magnitude in gallium. The strong temperature dependence of

the fast magnetosonic wave velocity is being connected with the significant difference between

the interband and intraband scattering rates.

1.INTRODUCTION

In a pure compensated metal placed in a strong magnetic field H (v < w,qvr < o/f,j/

is the scattering rate, w( is the cyclotron frequency) the propagation of two kinds cf the

magnetoplasma waves (MPW) both having a linear spectrum v = qv is possible [l,2j: Aifven

wave and the fast magnetosonic wave (FMS W). Within aa isotropic electron spectrum model

the Aifven wave velocity at q j| H is given by

(1)

Here m, and Юь are the effective electron and bole masses, N is the carrier density, The

FMSW velocity dependence on H and q is more complicated [2], but at q j| H it is equal

to the Aifven velocity (1). Ь a "good" metal with the electron density N м lO^cm"8 the

simple estimate (1) yields an extremely low value of vA ж 6 • HPcm/t in the magnetic Seld

H = ЮкОе, во that the damping length: turn» out to be less than any reasonable sample

thickness even for ultrapure metals. The propagation of FMSW is restricted by some aagie

regions sear q || H and q 1 H if the Fermi-liquid interaction is sot taken into account.

Apparently for these reasons MPW were studied experimentally only in bismuth (3,4]

where vA becomes comparable to v? at a reachable value of H. Our experiments demonstrate

the existence of Aifven wave aad FMSW in gallium at the magnetic field H < 14kOe. The

wave excitation and receiving were carried out by the electromagnetic coils of various polar*»

sations. The excitation of FMSW coupled with the crystal lattice deformation w.-j possible

also via piezoelectric transducers.
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2.MAGNET0PLASMA WAVES AT q || H

For this geometry both of the MPW have velocities linearly dependent on H, and their

epectruro may be described by the dispersion equation

(2)

Here the overline denotes averaging over tiie electron orbit, the angle brackets mean integra-

tion over the H-projection рн of the electron momentum p, Ар = р - p , pj. ie the component

of p being orthogonal to Б and H. The second term in the right-hand side of Eq.2 describes

Landau damping which is essential at vA < vp.

In our experiment we have observed MPW at q || H in two cases: (I) H || (100|, Б |j [001|

and (II) H || {001], £ || [100). The linear wave velocity dependence on U presented on Fig.l

enables us to evaluate v.A,e.g., for Л = MkOe: vA(I) --= 3.6 10ecm/s)vA(II) = 3.2 10ecm/s. To

explain an absence of MPW for another geometry and the unexpectedly great vA magnitude

we have carried out numerical calculations of the MPW spectrum based on Eq.2 and the

Reed model |5j of Ga electron structure. We have assumed the Fermi velocity v r (p) to be

independent on p and used it as an adjusting parameter providing minimum deviation of vA

calculated from the experimental data.

W

6 -

4-\

10 30 4 0

H, k O e

Figure 1. Alfven velocity dependence on tht magnttk fold in gallium at H | | [100], В Ц

[001].
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The MPW propagation at H j| [010], E || [100] was found to be forbidden du« to the

open orbits directed along the electrical field. At H {| [100|, E |j [010] the calculated value of

vA = 1.47 lO*cm/e ig too email, hence the short wave damping length hinders from the MPW

observation for this geometry. The MPW existence at another directions and polarisations

is determined by the Landau damping which appeared to be small enough only for the cases

(I) and (II) due to the "dangerous" orbits symmetry or to their «mall phase volume. The

calculated values of vA(I) = 3.72 10'cm/s, vA(II) = 3.06 • I0«cm/e at H = 14 kOe under the

adjusting value of v? = 7- 10'cm/e are in good agreement with the measured ones. The main

reason of a great vA magnitude consists in the strong squeeaing of Gt Fermi surface along

[010} axis that leads to small values of (5p£) in Eq.2. Au additional increase of vA is caused

by the carrier density of 3 • 10" cm"3 to be less than that for free electrons.

3.FAST MAGNETOSONIC WAVE

The FMSW spectrum in Ga at q l H is independent on H for all reasonable values of H

and may be described in a collisionless limit by the following equation

(3)

Here fa is the isotropic part of the Fermi-liquid correlation function (for q [| E it tails from

Eq.2), the indices i, к enumerate Fermi-surface sheets, N,* = Nisigntrti, N| is the partial carrier

density. Within the simplest two-band model of fa = Ufa + f,(l - fa) we can introdnce the

dimensionless Fermi-liquid parameter F - it(fo - ft), where vr is the density of state*.

Eq.3 was used to calculate FMSW velocities along the main crystal axes presented on Fig.*

together with the experimental values. As well as for Alfven-like wavee, the open orbits forbid

the FMSW propagation both at q || (001], H If [100] and for certain direction* of И along

the (100) plane. Neglecting first the fermi-liquid interaction we obtain a good description of

the velocity aoisotropy observed, but the adjusting value of vr = 9.1 • 107cm/s neeins to be

too high. This confirms a aeseseity of taking into account the Fermi-liquid contribution that

leads for vp = 7 • 107cm/s to the vain* of F * 1.3 being in » good agreement with that found

earlier for Ga (6).

The FMSW velocity reveal* a strong temperature dependence that could not be described

by the simple r-approximation in a collision term [2]. Within a more realistic electron scat-

tering model allowing for the particle number conservation the theoretical v(T)-dependene*

become* close to the experimental one if we aarawo the teattering rate to b* proportional

to the density of state* of a given band and the interband Mattering frequency to be of the

order lea* than the mtraband one.



[100 ] [010] [001 ] [100]

Figure 2, The values of FMSW velocity: points - experiment, circles • calculation.
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Zero sound velocity in gallium

E.V.Bezuglyi, N.G.Buraia, E.Yu.Deyneka, and V.D.Fil1

B.Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering of the Academy of Sciences
of Ukraine, 47 Lenin Ave., 310164 Kharkiv, The Ukraine.

We have measured the velocity \ e of electron sound signals and the spectrum of Fermi

velocities in gallium. The value of v0 *vas found to be approximately equal to the maximum

Fermi velocity along a given direction. This confirms a hypothesis about the Fermi-liquid

nature of electron sound which may be thus considered as zero sound. Tee increase of v0 in a

weak magnetic field and its strong temperature dependence enables us to separate zero sound

from the ballistic transfer signals observed simultaneously in certain cases. It was shewn that

within the strong relaxation region zero sound transform* into the concentration mode - a

distinctive analogue of the first sound.

1.INTRODUCTION

After the discovery of electron sound signala in ultrapure metals [l;2] we have assumed

their Fermi-liquid nature treating them as zero sound predicted in [3,4; for uiisotropic multi-

band metals. There are known another possible mechanisms of electron sound propagation:

acoustic plasmons [5] and ballistic transfer (quasiwaves) (6j. However while studying electron

sound attenuation we have not found any noticeable Landau damping which is a distin-

guishing feature of the acoustic plasmon. The temperature dependence of the signal phase

enables us to renounce quasiwave interpretation also.

According to [3,4], the zero sound velocity v0 should exceed slightly the maxbnuui Fermi

velocity vpuax along the wave vector q. However our primary rough estimates for cailiuia [lj

yield v» = (1.9 ±0.fl)- lG7cm/s to be much less than vr u u , so that the reliable measurement of

v9 take* on principal significance for the confirmation or refutation of aero-sound hypothesis.

Here we present the results of the direct measurement of v0 in gallium. Its value was

found to be near VFM» that conform» to the Fermi-liquid interpretation of electron sound.

The experimental and theoretical studies of the influence of a weak magnetic field and the

electron scattering on v0 give additional arguments in tavcur of rero-aouad mture of the

signals observed.

2.ZERO SOUND VELOCITY MEASUREMENT

The electron sound sign ale were excited and recorded via piezoelectric trao*duc#r» within

the frequency region of 50-150 MHi. We have measured the dependence of a signal phase Ф
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on Ga samples thickuess L varied from 3 to 8.5 mm. As follows from Fig.l, this dependence

U practically linear for q jj (010J, БО that we obtain v0(010j = (7 ± 0.8} - 10'cm/e directly

from the slope of 4»(L). At q j| JlOOi Ф(Ь) is non-monotonous that could be explained by

the el juhaneous excitation of two signals of different velocities, the slowest one having both

the initial amplitude and the damping greater. A numerical adjustment yields the velocities

VojlOOj = f5.S ± 1.0) • 107cra/s for the fast signal, and (2±0.5) 107 cm/s for the slow one. The

fatter couid be considered as the quasiw we or a 'beam* wave [7[ arising from the flattened

section of Ga Fermi surface.

ql I [ 1 0 0 ]

I Г
4 в 10

L, mm

Figure 1. Electron sound phase Ф versos sample thickness L; the experimental points and

the approximating curves.

The measurement of Vf spectrum was carried out by the tilt effect |8] which enables us to

derive the extremum electron velocities from the angle dependences of the sound attenuation

fa a strong magnetic Geld. We have found that the values of vv coincide with the maximum

vp projections on q within the experimental accuracy (±10%). This conforms to the estimate

of the difference between aero-sound velocity v0 and v P s u to be of several percent* under

any reasonable Pcmi liquid interaction magnitude in mtUls.

3. T3MPERATURE DEPENDENCE OP ZERO SOUND VELOCITY

As follows from our measurements (see also }l,2j), the phase Ф of electron sound signals

depend» noticeably on the temperature, the change of #(1*) corresponding to the decrease
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of v,, as the electron scattering тсгеакез. First of all we have examined another origins of

this effect: the change of the transformation coefficient phase, the diffraction amendments

to Ф and possible contribution of the second signal. Our analysis shows that none of these

mechanis'iis may be responsible for this dependence Ф(Т) observed.

For this reason we developed a theory of zero-sound propagation allowing for the electron

.scattering described by a collision term satisfying the particle conservation law. This ensures

correct description of both the weak damping region (w > u, v is the electron relaxation

frequency) and the "hydrodynamic" regime ы < v, where the simplest т-approximation fails.

A dispersion equation obtained within a model of a two-band metal with equal carrier masses

is the following:

where v<h Vi are the intra- and interband scattering rates, respectively, P ie the diraensionless

Fermi-liquid parameter being of the order of unity. In a collisionless limit Eq.l has aero-sound

solution ш = qvrs(F) with s(F) > 1 at F > 0. As the scattering rises, the phase velocity found

from Eq.l decreases in accordance with the experiment. A quantative agreement may be

achieved if the interband scattering rate is assumed to be of the order less than the intraband

one. At u « v the solution of Eq.l exists even without the Fermi-liquid interaction and

describes oscillations of the partial carrier densities - the slow "concentration" mode that

could be treated as the first sound (contrary to the neutral Fermi liquid, it experiences a

strong damping in metals).

4. ZERO SOUND IN A WEAK MAGNETIC FIELD

To obtain additional proofs of the Fermi-liquid nature of electron sound we have studied

its behavior in a weak transversal magnetic field. It i> obvious that due to the bend of the

electros trajectories the quaeiwave velocity should decrease at H ф 0. At the same time our

theoretical calculation predicts an increase of zero-sound velocity

under the conditioa ut < w(e - 1), w, is the cyclotron frequency. As follows from the

experimental result* shown at Fig.2, Eq.2 describee well enough both the effect scale and the

dependence of v0 on H and и observed up to H< 3 Oe. The decrease oi v« found at greater

field valuee is cauwd likely by moving the electrons away from the oscillating Fermi-eurface
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spot that is equivalent to the increase of the electron scattering. Thus the zero-sound idea

yields a non-contradictory explanation of this experiment also.

5 -

0
0. 0

H. Oe

Figure 2. Experimental dependences of zero-sound velocity changes in weak magnetic

fields.
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ON PROBLEMS OF OBSERVATION OF MAGNETIC SOLITONS

IN ONE-DIMENSIONAL FERROMAGNETS

M.M.Bogdan and A.M.Kosevich

Institute for Low Temperature Physics & Engineering, Ukraine

Academy of Sciences, 47 Lenin Avenue, 310164 Kharkov, Ukraine

Two theoretical aspects of the problem of nagnetic soliton observation

are discussed. The first one is the stability of the 360 domin wall in a

magnetic field and its interaction with spin waves in the one-dimensional

anisotropic ferroroagnet. The second one is the existence of the internal

mode oscillation of the domain wall and its manifestation in the resonance

phenomena.

In the last decade much efforts have been made experimentally and

heoretically on problem of revealing magnetic soli tons in quasi-one-

dimensional ferromagnets [1}. Great attention has been given to the

investigation of the 360° domain wall and its specific solitonic properties

in the easy plane ferromagnet [1-51. The instability of the domain wall at a

high magnetic field, predicted in series of works [2-51, has seemed to have

to contribute to various phenomena euch as the inelastic neutron scattering,

the specific heat of the ferromagnet and so on. But this drastic instability

has not been observed in experiments on quasi-one-dimensional ferromac,uets

[1,6]. Thus a presence of the 360° domain wall has not been confirmed in

these crystals. Concerning this failure we point out in the present work

that the static 360° domain wall in the one-dimensional biaxial (in

particular, easy-plane) ferromagnet is stable in an arbitrary magnetic field

applied along the easy plane (ь_е the proof in [7)>. To solve the stability

problem we have analysed a spectrum of linear excitations of the 360° domain

wall and have proved rigorously the fact that there arc- no solutions

exponentially growing with time in the corresponding linearized equations.

We have shown that the spectrum of the wall excitations, in general,

consists of the continuum states (spin waves) and the internal modes of

oscillations. In this contribution we present explicit expressions for

*

interaction of nagnetic solitons with the spin waves in the uniaxial

ferronagnet and study the internal mode generation and its manifestation in

resonance jjhenomena.

Me describe the dynamics of the magnetization H in the one-dimensional

ferronagnet with the orthorhonbic magnetic «nieotropy in external magnetic
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field by the Landau-Lifshitz equation:
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where a, в and Эо are the exchange and anisotropy constants, £ is the

coordinate along the Z-axis, H is a constant magnetic field. Solution

describing 360J domain wall (DW) in the magnetic field U^ e^ has the

following form:
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here M ie the spontaneous magnetization and the azimuth angle •.(г) varies
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magnetic length. The equations for linear excitations of the wall may be

written as

-d»/at = L ф , a*>/dt = L 9 (3)

where f> and 9 are the amplitudes of small deviations of the azimuth and

polar (accounted from the easy plane) angles from the eoliton shape (2) and

now time t is measured in units G"
1 =
 h/(2 p К u M ) and the operators L and

L are

L
t
 « - gj2 + 1 - 8 (1 • | ) Viz) • в K* V

8
(2)

(4)

L
2
 > L

t
 - 4 H V(a) + e(H> , c(H> « Э

3
<Э!Кд Г

1

At first we dumnarize briefly analytical results for the uniaxial

ferromagnet (c » 0) when the equations (3,4) can be solved exactly as well

as those for linear excitations of the magnetic breather and the rotary

magnetization wave (R№l) [11. Noting that operator L may be rewritten as

L V where L* • td/dz - (l-2V(z>) tanh(z) and using [5] the supersyimetric

transformation Ь*Ф * Y, from the set (3) one can derive the equation:

- lit <5»

Here L = L
2
 and L is the famous Winter operator which determines a spectrum

of small excitations of the 180° Bloch DW (611 L
Q
 - -д

г
/дг

г
 « 1 - 2 sech

2
z.

Thus we have the Winter nodes with u(k> » 1 + k
2
 as the continuum spectrum

states of eg.(3,4). By carrying out the reverse transformation • * (L")"'T

we obtain explicitly solutions for spin waves interacting with the 360° DM:
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в+хф * 2HV(z> Hsinh(z> einh(z-iS<k>/2> - «] exp(i(ot-kz>)

• u* 1 exp(-i(ot-kx>H (6)

where о - H'*+ к
г
/о , 6(Ю « -4 arctan(k) and u > 1+к

г
.

Linear excitation spectrun of the uncnoved breather having the frequency

u - ap/дт and the envelope re * 1~2к^ (г) (here VJz>=U
z
+u cosh

2
*)"! г*хС#

ь , ,., * ь ь ь
t«tx , x-U-0 ) ) ia described by eqs.(3) with the operators L and L a*

D 1 *

follows

L - -д
2
/дг

г
 * 1 - 8(1- 0

1 ' b

The luperaynmetric transfozrnation of these equation* i * baaed on the

reprewntation of operator L * L*L" with L* * *Э/Эг -(1-2V1*) cotanh(z)>.
Z b О b D

After the transformation we cone again to the equation (5> with L* L
Q
. The

exact expressions for spin waves scattering on the bion are obtained by
L*)"1applying the reverse operator (L*)"

1
 to the Winter nodes >

О

cosh(2-i5<k)/2> - Э1 exp<i<ut-kzH

p (8»

where p * w"
1
- k

2
»*

1
, w(k) and к are the frequency and wave number of spin

wave in the easy axis ferromgnet <cf.eq.<6>).

When a magnetic field В is perpendicular to the easy plane the anall

and large rotary waves are analogues of domain walla 19] t d*arccoe(8

±(l-B
3
)V

r
(Z>>, V(Z)«(coah(Z)±Hl

1
, Z - < 1 - H V

Z
C . f

0
«const. Starting frast the

set of equations (3) with operators L ^ b V and L
2
«L

J
-1±2HV<Z) where the

supersynnetric operator pair is L *±d/dZ~sinh(Z>V(Z), we obtain eq. (5> with

time t«t(l-H
2
> and operator L>-d

s
/dZ

z
(l-d

2
/dZ

2
). It is remarkable that L is

reduced now to differential Ojjerations only. So the complete set of its

eigenfunctions is that of plane waves with the dispersion law o(k>»

k ( l * V
/ a
.

The internal made is absent in the spectrum of 360° Ш in the easy axis

ferronagnet and it arises for e#0. We have obtained earlier [10] analytical

expressions for the internal frequency at small and large с and H and have

shown that 0
2
(e,Ht is positive oonotonically increasing function, thm toe

internal mode cannot Jead to the dbmin mil inatabxiity. The internal

oscillations of the wall can be excited by the parallel magnetic pumping. We

have found [101 that the linear response of a ferresegnet with the 360° СИ

in the oscillating field h<t)>he eo*(i*>, has a typical Lorentzian resonance
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shape in the vicinity of the internal mod*? frequency. To calculate the

response we have supposed that internal dynamics of the 360° DW is described

by the ansatz: <p(z,t>=2arctan(K(t)z-R(t>> + 2arctan(K(t)z+R(tM with K=

cotanh(R), i.e. the 360 DW nay be considered as the bound state of the

soliton-soliton pair (two identical 180 DW) in the constant magnetic field.

In the case e(0)»l»H (corresponding to the ID ferronagnet TMNC III), we

obtain the foi.' awing equation for small oscillations r(t) of the 180 DWa

about the equilibrium distance R
o
= Arsinh(H"

1/2
):

d
2
r/dt

2
 + 23idr/dt + ft

z
r * <hK

0
/KR

0
))sin(ut) = 0 (9)

where X is a relaxation constant and the .internal node frequency written as

ft
Z
=2H(l+H)/I(R

o
), I(R

0
)=3p

2
+(l+pKl+p

2
<5 * l2

R
o

2 >
'
 P = Ш

о
/ К
о '

1 3 f i n e f i t t i n
9

for the double sine-Gordon limit of eq.(l). Finally we find the expression

for the average power absorption:

P * 1 a V u 1И/ИК > ЛЛЛЧ.^1 n (T,H ) (10)

о о о о о
 { v

z _
 Q
2

j 2 + iXtl> % )
г ow

where n is the density of the 360 DWs (see e.g. [11]). Thus the internal

modes of the DWs can contribute to the resonance phenomena in the guasi-one-

ditnensional ferromagnets such as TMNC and CsNiF .
3
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MICROSENSORS OF MAUNETIC FIELD AND THE NEW POSSIBILITY OF

THEIR USERS.

Bolshakova I.A..Voroshilo G.I..Mcskovets T.A.

( Ukraine, 290646, Lviv-13, St.Bandery 12,

Polytechnical Institute )

Semiconductor microsensoi's possess a great amount of

advantages in comparison with other kinds of sensors. In the first

place the main ones are high sensitivity and small dimensions.

As material for sensitive element production of high magnetic

field sensors не chose monocrystalline whiskers of InSb with

electron type of conductinity. They were obtained by gasotransport

reaction that makes possible to grow crystal Is of appointed forл

and dimensions by changing the degree of gas phase

supersaturation. This method also enables to dope the crystalls in

the growth process with the purpose of obtaining the appointed

electrical properties.

Monocrystalline whiskers have a number of advantages,such as:

1) high structure perfection due to which the large value of

mobility and mechanical strength is achived; 2) the possibility of

checking doping with different impurities in growth process in

wide concentration range of carries from 10*" cm""' to 10'** cm"';

3) the possibility of obtaining the crystalls of email section

(10x50) mkm
1
'' and with the length from 1 to 2W mm. In the process

of manufacturing whiskers of sensors the mechanical treatment of

crystall surface leading to deterioration of electrical and

mechanical properties and to high losses of expensive material is

eliminated.

The volume of sensors active wafer is 10
 r
\ . . 10 "

n
 mm

1
.

Conductivity and Hall constant for InSb whiskers with

different carrier concentration in wide temperature range is shown

on fir,.1 and 2.

Sensors sensitivity and output signal temperature coefficient

depends on the carrier concentration in sensor crystal decreasing

with the concentration increase that is connected with the

decrease of Hall constant.

The micvosensor sensitivity depends on the concentration of
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carriers in crystal of microsenscf.
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Fig.1 Temperature dependence of electroconductivity; n=

cm-» (1,2), n=10*' cm-
4
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Fig 2. Temperature dependence of Hall constant; n=10
l
°

(1,2). nsie^c»"* (3.4).

On the figure 3 the dependence microsensor output voltage on

magnetic field induction at the range +0,5 T, T=300 К and n=5xl0"*

cra-3 is shown.

The eeneitivity that к is 95 BikV/mT at 1=25 mA.

On the figure 4 we can see the same dependence at the

induction range 2...10T, Т=3«ИК (1). T=4.2K and 77K (2) and

n=3xlC
ir
 cm-^.KelZ »kV/»T at 1=30 mA.

The nonleniarity of output response is less than 1 X at whole

temperature and induction range.

Hence the main characteristics of wicrosensors of magnetic

field» made of InSb whiskers are fit for appliement of these
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gauges in magnetic fieiiJ induction range to 10 T and in

temperature range from 4,2 to 3G0 K. The absence of soluretion on

curve (fig.4) output voltage dependence as the function of

induction testifies the opportunity to use the gauges in higher

magnetic fields.

м

s :
•

Я'

1 и I

Л

1 К

л*

\
1 ж ш т

Fig.3 Hall generator output voltage dependence on magnetic

field induction in range 0.5 T at temperature 300 K.

...... .......

1

2

i
j _,

.....^

" •

i i

Fig 4. Hall generator output voltage dependence on magnetic

field induction in range 0...10 T at temperatures 300 К (1). 4,2 К

and 77К (2>.

The distensions of the aicrosensors of Magnetic field are so

small that the active plate size is < 18—» -10-* ли
1
 )ten in Minus

fourth power.

Such nicroeensors are used for measuring of high magnetic

fields gradient; for investigations of magnetic fields topography.
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and for measurements in very narrow gaps of magnetic system.

The application of magnetic field microsensors for non-contact

measuring of critical characteristics of high temperature

supe .-conductors (HTSC) is very perspective.

The resuls of diamagnetic response of cerarnica1 HTSC pattern

with dimensions 2x1 mm at the external magnetic field below

0.006 T, T=77 К are shown on the figure 5.

м

s -

1 Ч1 •!1 • а

>

Fig 5. Hall generator output

and without HTSC pattern.

voltage with HTSC pattern (1>

Our experiment was carried out by means of magnetic field

microsensor with linear dimensions 0,08x0,05 mm without any

amplifier. The error didn't exceed 1 X. On this figure we can see

microsensor output characteristic at the magnetic induction range

* е.евб т
Such data units allows us to carry out the scanning of

magnetic properties and local heterogeneity researching of

ceramical and monocryetal HTSC patterns with the help of non-

contact Method.
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PHASE TRANSITION " Ш У EXIS" - "EASY PLANE" IN FERROMAGNET WITH S=l.

V.G.Bxisenko. Yu. V. Pereverzev

B.Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering
Ukrainian Academy of Scinces.Lenin ave 47,Kharkiv 810161,Ukraine.

Conditions of existence of two phases ware investigated for a
single-site and different-site anisotropies of different sign in the
approximation of molecular field. It was shown that with the increase
of temperature for a definite ratio of the anisotropy constants mag-
netization is reoriented by a phase transition of the first kind from
the axis of anisotropy to the plane which is perpendicular to it.

Non-equilibriun free energy in which the part caused by aniso-
tropy is described by two anisotropy constants with two different te-
mperature dependences is the starting points in the phenomenological
description of orientational phase transitions in ferronagnets [11.

Winning in the generality of consideration such an approach often
does not permit to determine the influence of particular types of in-
teraction on the crientational transitions with change of temperature.
The microscopic approach permits to do this if we specify types of in-
teractions which are definite for the given problem.

Within the scope of the microscopic approach we considered the
influence of competing anisotropies of single-site and different-
site nature on the orientational transitions in the ferronagnet with
the spin value S=l with the change of temperature. Suit transitions
were considered earlier for mixed systems where magnetic ions of one
sort had "easy plane" anisotropy (see e.g.12)). The phase diagram of
reorientations when T=0 for a mgnetic chain of the sane ions was con-
structed in (31 for varying single-site and different-site constants
of different signs anisotropy. In the present report the structure of
Harailtonian (31 was used for the description of temperature recrienta-
tional transition in a tree-dimensional ferronagnet* Vfe found a ratio
betweem single-ion and different-ion anisotropies at which structural
reorientation of «agnetization took place with change of temperature.

In the original Hamltcnian of the system
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at the same time as ferromagnetic exchange interaction \J-l.w number
points.Sj-projection of the point spin operator) .The energy of aniso-
tropies single-site of the type "easy plane" ( 0 o=£ p1 m>0 ) ves taken
into account.

In the classical limit from (1) it is easy to find energies of
two phases - the phase in vhich magnetization is directed along the
axis of anisotropy (energy E 2) and the {hase in vhich magnetisation
lies in the plane that is perpendicular to this axis (energy Ex).The
energy of the phase E2< Ex if 0 < po < 2S>. If we could transfer the
obtained classical condition on the region' of temperatures T O then
it would be possible to assure thau v«hsn this condition for the cons-
tants is true we will go from the paramagnetic phase to the ordered
phase 'V.ffowever, more accirate solution of the problem shoves that
this is not true.There exists an interval for 0othat is limited from
above and from below in which with the decrease of temperature wo
can go from paramagnet phase to phase "г" only through phase V ( s e e
figure).The investigation is carried out in tlie sjace of states
described by two homogeneous parameters a

x
= <S

J x
>. o

z
= <S^

Z
> (beca-

use of the single axis symmetry we assure that <Sj >=0 , v«hero

is equilibrium matrix of density).
The problem is solved in the approximation of molecular field.

For such approximation the single-site Haraiitonian from (1) is at
the following form:

vihore

The free enargy i s determined from the relation

fEoTe«z,
моете Z - 2 ejqjC-et/ T).The levels of energy et are the roots of

characteristic equation of the fora

1 $The equilibriun values of o
z
and o

x
 can be found fro» the condition

of the minimum of free gy

, (5)

We considered tree possible solutions of equations (4) .(5):
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a) B2 фО т €ГХ=? 0 -phase "z"
b) 6 2 = 0 , ехф0 -phase "x"
c) 6r

2
 = 0 , б

х
= О -paramagnetic "Р" phase

Solution с) from (4) ,(5) can be found trivially. Non-aero solutions
a),b) are found from equations vhich are .obtained by equating the
square brackets in (4), (5) accordingly to zero. It is easy to show
that for the considered solutions ^f/S)ff-36u = 0 , therefore the
stability of the phases mentioned above is determined from the
following requirements

In particular, from the fulfilment of ttiese conditions for ordered
phases "z" and V at T=0 it follows that phase "г" is stable if
^oHo^h^ • Phase "x" is stable at ^^

X
-Z\b/[d+Zd

D
)^

As ю limit ourselves here and below by the case of small anisotropy
(D,£o^ d9) in the first approximation with respect to B/3 0 phase
"x" is stable for all fr, ^ p z « Б (1 - V/Z3

0
) .

Thus, regions of stability of phases "z" and "x" overlap and the
boundary of a phase transition of the first kind is determined from
the equality of the free energies fzfT^Ol^fxfT'O) vihich is true if

The results of the phase stability analysis for the wide range of
temperatures are shorn schematically on the phase diagram for a fixed
value of D (see figure}. .

h

Curve 3 on the figure satisfies the equation d*f

= 0

and is the lability lire of phase "z".
From the condition
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we receive the boundary of phase transition of the second kind from
phase "z" to paraphase (curve 5). The equation of this силе

Т
С2
=ф

о
-р

о
)ел

Р
(В/т

С2
)/[1 +2 eip (D/T

tt
)]

can also be obtained from the equality to zero of the square brackets

in (4) at 6, -* 0 • Curve 1 satisfies the equation

J5t
and is the lability line of phase "x".
From the condition

= 0

we received the boundary of the phase transition of the second kind
from phase V to paraphase Cline4). The equation of this line

T - (
Z
V)

can also be obtained from the equality to zero of the square brackets
in О at б

л
- » 0 . The equality T c x

=
T c z is true in the point

for which

Ш}.
For small B « 2

0
 the value of JJ

C
«^-D . As the lability region

of phases "z" and "x" overlap each other the boundary of the
transition of the first kind from phase "z" to phase "x" is found from
the equality of the free energies of the phases f

z
= f x (curve 2).

Thus, if p*c<8e><£e then, decreasirg the temperature from phase
*P" by the phase transition of tho second kind we go to phase "x"
from which at the further decrease of temperature we go to phase "z"
by the phase transition of the first kind. And only when fy£f>t.
with the decrease of temperature the transition from "P" to phase
"z" takes place.

1. K.P.Belov. A.K.Zvezdin, A.M.Kadoaitseva et al. OrienUtioml
iransitions in rare-earth magnets. Moscow. Nauka, 1579.
2. M.A.Ivanov, V.M.Loktev, Yu.G.ft4xelov.Phys.L8tt.A.V.ia).309(ig84).
3. S.T.Chui, fC.B.№. Fhys.Rev.B.V.29.1287(19Bi).
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SELF-INDUCED WiANSPAREHCY IN 1D MAGNETICS

Borovlck A.E.. Borovikov V.S. and Gorellk L.Yu.

B.I.Verkln Institute for Low Temperature Physics & Engineering,
Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, Lenin's Ave. 47, 310164 Kharklv,

UKRAINE

The evolution of spin system with Fermt character of the relevant
excitations under the resonant magnetic field pulse is presented.
The nonlinear dynamic equations describing interaction of the
system and external magnetic field are found. It's shown that under
certain conditions the Initial state of the resonantly absorbing
system does not change after the field pulse passing.

In condensed medium with delocaliaed excitations microwave
collective mode propagation may be accompanied in some cases with
forming of special nonlinear excitations - resonance solitons
(sound one In superconductors, helicons In metals). The fact
resonance solltons are existing means the self-Induced transparency
effect

1
 аг!зез. In this paper we have proved the resonance soliton

existence in chain system of Interacting spins. These solitons may
be formed under the electromagnetic field and spin modes
Interaction in magnetic system. As follows from our results as well
as from

2
'

9
 the self-Induced transparency arises if the elementary

excitations of condensed medium are Feral-type. In a
one-dlmenaional spin XY-system elementary excitations are fermions
which naturally determines the choice of this model as an object of
our Investigation.

Let us consider the one-dimensional XY-system in magnetic
field which is described by the Hamlltonlan

l

here S
n
 Is the spin operator at site n (S-1/2), «Г

ж
,«Г

у
 are the

exchange constants, a Is lnteratunlc distance, h(t,t) Is nonunlforra
along spin chain ((-axle) magnetic field directed perpendicular to
the chain (z-axls).
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The full set of equations describing dynamics of the whole
system ( chain + electromagnetic field) consists of the Maxwell
equation and kinetic equation for spin density matrix 7ft;:

, (2a)

io-i(t)/et = [ H,i(t j , К-») = expf-pff
o
;. (2b)

here H
o
 is Eamiltonian (1) at h=0, р=1/Т (Т is temperature),

n(Z)*tt/a\ й=с»1. We have established the relaxation time x
p
 is

the largest time In our consideration and that scale of the
magnetic field nonuniform is much more than interatomic distance.

We have investigated the XY-model having a special relation
between the exchange constants (J

X
=-J=J). Т М з restriction gives

us the possibility to simplify equation (2b) and avoid the
resonance approximation which Is usually used for the investigation
of the resonance solltons

a
. However more important that in only

this case the resonance solitons exist. It means this condition is
necessary the self-Induced transparency takes place.

The Wlgner transformation enables us to describe the such
magnetic system In terms of toe Fermi operators and rewrite the
Hamlltlnlan (1) In the continuous limit as follows

/ (3)

here

is two-component field Fermi operator, V=2«7cr, o
{
 is Pauli

matrix. From this we can see that If Л«О excitation spectrum is
linear with momentum p and Is consisted from two branches
Е

х
(р)=<&р* *= (*). Hamiltonlan (3) conserves the number of

fermions and Is an one-particle one. So the solving of equation
(2b) Is reduced to the Investigation of the evolution equation
with the Hamlltonian к for the two-component wave function \9(t,t)>
and respective Initial conditions. The set of equations (2) may be
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rewritten аз follows

here fo(Ex(p)) Is Fermi distribution function,

I ©P" Г £, t=-«.;>=: [J] ejcpf t Vpg ̂  t£_

At low amplitude h(£,t) the obtained set of equations
describes the linear response of the system to the field h(t.t). In
this case the field pulse Is damped out at the length I « Jd/VEQ, d
is the Impulse space width, EQ is anlsotropic magnetodlpole energy,
Eo= 4iqx

2/a3.
Then the aollton solution h(i-vt) for the given set of

nonlinear equations was founded

ш (Zv/\ul) e h U

This solution represents collision-free propagation of the
electromagnetic field pulse with finite amplitude and width d
through the magnetic medium. Consequently* If the pulse amplitude
h(i,t) increases (with fixed pulse width d) and becomes larger then
a certain value, the electromagnetic wave energy . absorption
decreases sharply. In other words under condition *7

x

m
-»L we have

cbtalned self-induced transparency for the electromagnetic pulses.
Thus, if a chain of interacting spine and the shape of the

resonance pumping field satisfy the conditions specified above, the
transparency effect may arise. This phenomena m y be observed with
some one-dimensional complexes of the type TONQ

4
 . since in these
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compounds the zero field static susceptibility can bo described
5
 in

the framework of the XY model with J
x
=-J •

The transparency effect considered in thi3 report аз well as

self-induced acou3tlc transparency in a superconductor
2
 enable us

to suggest that similar phenomena may be observed in other systems

with Fermi-llke elementary excitations.
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THE KINETICS OF PHASE SEPARATION IN 8UPBRKLUID SOLUTIONS

OP QUANTUM LIQUIDS IN THE ULTRALOW TEMPERATURE RBOIOM

V.K.Chagovets,V.A.Maldanov,V.A.Mlkheev,N.P.Mlkhin,N.P.O»elaenko,

E.Va.Rudavski1,0.A.Sheehin.

B.I.Verkln Institute for Low Temperature Physics С Engineering,

47 Lenin ave, 310164, Kharkov, Ukraine.

Experimental investigation of phase Reparation kinetics in

He- He liquid oolutlns have been carried out in the temperature

region 30-250 яК. The rapid nucieatlon line was obtained first

which divides the region of metastable superCluld solutions. At

temperatures above 50 шК the obtained results are in agreement

vlth predictions of the theory based on the thermal activation

mechanism of nucleatlon.

1. INTRODUCTION

Investigation of the phase separation in liquid He- He

solutions is Interesting since the phase transition in this system

occurs under fairly "perfect" conditions. The absence of Impurities

in liquid helium makes a phase transition possible through

homogeneous nucleation. Another peculiarity of He- He solutions is

associated vlth the fact that phase separation can occur In this

solution at indefinitely lov temperatures, and hence quantum

effects can be expected during nucleatlon.

Experimental study of the phase separation kinetics In He- He

solutions was started in 1972 11) and continued in I960** 12-41 in

relatively high-temperature region (above 0,5 K). Investigation of

the behaviour of the system during phase separation belov 0,3 К has

been earring out since 1990's (5-81. This problem also has been

studing theocetlnally intensively 19-121.

In this paper first the systematic investigation of kinetics of

phase separation has been carried out at ultralov temperatures

(below 200 mK). Two independent experlmets are described both foe

Initiation and for registration of tha phase transition.

2. EXPERIMENT A

This experiment was cnrrled out at constant temperature and

pressure end the phase separation vae caused by a change in the
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soluton concentration. We ueed the method of a continuous change of

concentration In situ caused by the change oC osmotic and fountain

pressure (51. The phase separation vas detected by measuring

slmu}caneoue the first sound velocity and the capacttive gauge were

placed In the experimental chamber In surh a way that after the

separation both transducers were In a lower dilute phase.

The Initial concentration always corresponds to a homogenuous

state on the left side fro* the equilibrium separation line. Then
-9 -*

the concentration Increase? gradually at a velocity of .10 -10 \

Не/в. Separation of solution occurs after Bonn supersaturate on and

Is registered as an anomaly sharp change In the sound velocity and

the dielectric constant.

3. EXPERHENT В

In this experiment a supersaturated metastable solution was

formed by the decompression method which was firstused for He- He

solution in (2). The state of solution and its concentration are

registered by the pulsed NMR method. The NMR coll was placed In an

upper part of the experimental cell and therefore It detected the

concentrated phase.The onset of phase separation corresponds to a

sharp Increase in the signal amplitude and change of ekho shape.

4. EQUILIBRIUM PHASE SEPARATION

The equilibrium phase separation lines in the He- He liquid

solution were measured at constant pressure in experiment B. The

measuring cell was filled vlth a solution of known concentration at

a temperature above 200 mK and at fixed pressure. Then the sample

was cooled. The state of the solution during cooling was monitoring

by measuring the NNR echo-signal amplitude h. Value,- of T
s
 recorded

by such vay was 2-Э mK lower than the corresponding value obtai-

ning during heating of the specimen. This difference is associated

with a real supercooling of the sampl*. After the onset of phase

separation the temperature of the cell was maintained at a constant

value with the help of an electronic stabilizer until stopping of

MT» Increase testify to thermal and concentration equilibrium In

the liquid. The concentration x. of the diluted phase can be deter-

minated from the measured values of h(T>, taking Into account the

known values of th* total cell volume and the volume of the

coil. The relative error In computing *
d
 was

 л
*

а
/*

а
 w 4 Ч0~*.

Th* experimental results ( rig. 1) can be approximated by the ewpi-
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rlcal dependence x
d
(P,T) « <*ао* a*P)'(l + b'T*), < J ) where the

fitting coefficients are x ^ ' 0.066, a - 6. Э2 *10~
9
atm^* b - 9.1K~

2
.

5. RAPID NUCLEATION LINE

In the experiment A the phase separation Is always delayed by

some value of supersaturation Ax. It means that the metastable

long-living 3uperfluld solutions were obtained In these experi-

ments. In the- experiment В the results depended on the velocity of

decompress In. The metastable phase was formed only if the velocity

of pressure quench is less than 0,1 ata/min. For higher velocity

the phase separation occurs on the equilibrium phase separation

line. All the experiments were performed at an elevate pressure-,

therefore there exists no free liquid vapour Interface and no nuc-

leation on surface layer riched by He. Fig.2 shows the experimen-

tal data on rapid nucleatlon line where the phase transition fro»

the met.iatable state takes place. The Metastable region is

restricted by equilibrium phase separation line (II (left) and the

rapid nucleatlon line (right). The agreement between experiments A

and В occurs at temperatures above 50 mK.
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XAlHOPMYSICAl, STUDY OF HICK-T iWPl'MCONDVCTOUS IN 5<ADIOWAVB AND

UIT.LIUKTRK WAVE FiAMDS

Cherfwk N.T., Kiriohenko A.Ya.

Institute of Radophyslcs and Floctronlcs, Academy of Sciences of

Ukraine, ЗЮОО5 Kharkov

Abntract. Effects of different factora upon electromagnetic

energy absorption in HTSC bulk and film samples have been studied.

Detecting and momory properties of bulk aamples with trapped

magnetic flux aro noted. Dependences of Zs*"(T) versus film

dispoaition relative to dielectric resonator is established.

Study of electromagnetic wave and superconductor interaction

is interesting because it allows to investigate a behaviour of

quasiparticlus versus temperaturn. field frequency, dc magnetic

field and to compare the above mentioned dependences with

different physical models. This is especially important for UTSC

which superconductivity nature haa not boon established yet for.

UTSC material la granular structure. Its properties in much are

determined by properties of separate grains contacts and can be

apparently studied in some cases only by radiophyslcal methods.

The letters prompt also methods of both contactless measurements

of the sample characteristics and nondestructive control of UTSO

quality. The present work is a brief review of the results

obtained by authors and their colleagues last time at study of

YBa.CuO HTSC In two wavebands.

High frequency range (1-20 UH2). In connection with presence

of intergranular medium in HTSC the UP absorption P
< b t

 study in

low magnetic fields H
o
 that are lower or slightly exceeding

field for gralne la especially informative [1]. HP rung*

Advantage here because of great field penetration depth Into the

sample (hundreds of fita). Experimentally it ha* been shown that

P
a b a

 in superconducting (SC> a tat a at ceramic bulk sample le not

only a function of Н
ф
 but of a maenatia history of the sample too

ГЗ]. Moreover. there la more Information tn the aample with trapped

magnetic flux (TUP), cooled in «его magnetic field (2PC regime)

131. The typical dependence Q(H
e
) <• P

e b t
"'<H

e
) for TMP case *t • •
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77 К i s »i iaplay/.d in tins F J g . 1 . I t a l l o w 3 t o detemi in. ; If

аз critical
accuracy of

fiol»l II

the field penotration into the grains, that i s И * И

field

for intorgranular medium (within the

factor). Tim point D corrtui panda to

It should

be по tod tJuit Q<H )/0 = J (H )/J .
О О С О СО

where Q

to И u. Thus dependence J (И ) -
С О

CO

know»

corraapond

of Jouephaon

and <i

at

Obtufnad results ere Interpreted in terms of modal

medium formed by weak links hatwann SO grains.

Correlation of dependence Q(T) with changes in utructure,

chemical and phaaa compositions of ceramic are established. It la

aliown that changes of inter-granular medium and не pirate grains

aurfuce taku place. Herewith the weakening and destroying of

luturgranular contacts era observed [ 4 ] . It was found in features

of Q behaviour in remanent magnetic field varsun samp]о density

and heat treatment tliat low magnetic field H effect upon V ia

reduced ( 5 ] .

Superconductivity percolation model ia proposed. It explains

a complicated nature of J and Q du|ioniienoies versus Ag content in

Ae-VHa.̂ Cû O., л compofiitn.

Vlu wnu]d Jikti to dwall mora detail on discovered

extrinsic electromagnetic, radiation (EMR) effect uptin

sample s ta te with 'IMF when field h > H ^ ' ia switched off.

in 16]

hlgh-T

t20Ho0e 20 АО
Fig- 2

The sample with TUT is a carrier of information about magnetizing

field H
Q
. The state of the sample with TUP is exchanged by EUR

with frequency t. . When BUR le ewitched att ш new state of the

sample that iremambera not only value H. but power P
(
 of EUR which

haa interacted with the sample ia fixed. Uonitorine of the еяяр1е

state may be carried out by means of a control of HP field with

frequency *
o
*t, • HI' loasea In the sample depend on TUP and on P

}

at 1SUR. For Instance the dependence of control KF loasea P at *
c
«°
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MHz in magnetized sample on amplitude of EMR at
 f

l n
=

1
 kHz Is

displayed on Vis-
 2

-
 T I l

° dependence haa bean moaaursd after

transitory action of the EMN (Uai P|
/ z
 is voltage amplitude in a

coll on tha sample surface). The sample is in isothermal state at

77 K. The more strong amplitude U of EMR the lower control HP

, losses in-the sample. Analogous action on magnetized sample is

produced by a video short pulse train or even by a solitary

videopulse irradiation. Thus,ceramic sample ia able to work аз а

sensor having a memory about EMR that has affected on it.

Microwave range ^ ^ 8 and 4 mm). Tha real and imagine parts of

surface impedance Z =R +iX
(
 are determined by quaaiparticles state

In HTSC. In addition R values point to microwave application

possibility of this materials. The oriented thin filraa are the

most perfect substances in this aspect. So for as R^«w
a
 for HTSC

[7] and R aw
1
'

2
 for normal metala then frequency value u> is of

interest when R values for HTSC and normal metal (Cu) are equate

to each other at 77 K. In this connection two problems arisa: 1)

increase of instrumentation sensitivity for Z measurement and 2)

account of external factors effecting on values of Z
e f f

.

Film impedance measurements are carried out by means of

quasioptical dielectric resonators (DR) with whispery wave mode

[8]. DR's made in ruby single crystal have high quality values

(Q
0
=10

a
+i0

4
 at T=300 К and Xat8 mm) affording potential

possibilities for pronounced sensitivity increase of impedance

measurement method. Characteristic properties of dependencies

Z"'
r
(T) conditioned by a large value of substrate dielectric

constant are experimentally found. Assuming that two-liquid model

ia valid expression for field penetration depth

X(0)= lufl/fajrKf'aS) has been obtained where S=I1-(T/T)T'
/ s
\ bt

О v 0

£я X variation corresponding to AS. a ia a factor taking account

for DR degree perturbation by sample Г9]. Value of X(O) ia 120+140

niu Г Ю ] . It is shown that IT*'в О.4В/-
И>
(77 К) for studied films

(YBa,Cu,O_ /SrTiOJ. Moreover it hae been found that Z
e f r

(T)

depends also on disposition of the film relative to DR. If the

film is faced directly to the DR arising oscillations of Z-
r
'(T)

are decreased at transittion from normal to SC state (Fig. 3a). In

the opposite case when the substrate is facing to the DR the

oscillations of Z"
rr
(T) are increased if temperature T<T is

reduced (I'Jg. 3b). TIIQMO features are explained by interference of
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waves rejected from substrata and are described on the basis of

transmission-line theory.

SI

1.0

0.5. a)

АО 80 120 T, К АО
Fig. 3

80

radiophysical studies of high-T superconductors present

a. possibility to determine their impedance properties and to

Investigate influence of various internal and external factors on

HVSO properties by means of contactless method.
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TUNNELING PROPERTIES OF BI SR CA CU О / AS JUNCTION
2 2 2 X

Chiang Yu.N., Shevchenko O.B., Nalbat Yu.S.

Institute for' Law Temperature Physics Si Engineering,
Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, Kharkov

The tunnel—type Junction which is naturally formed during
firing of Ag paste on the surface of Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 crystal
has been investigated. It was found that the contact exhibit-
ed NIS properties with the energy gap-like parameter far
less than the bulk one in the HTSC. Me connect the low gap
parameter value with the surface superconductivity in Ag
induced by the proximity effect.

In attempts to investigate HTSC characteristics by means of

tunnel effect one meets remarkable difficulties during the prepa-

ration of tunnel-type junctions because of the high chemical ac-

tivity of HTSC materials. The latter results in the chemical cha-

nges in the interface *гел between the HTSC and the most of me-

tals С13. However the evidence appeared that the surface proper—

ties of HTSC material* were only «lightly affected by the contac-

ting noble metals. As a rule such contacts *rm prepared using

thin film technology.

We «how that the junction formation between HTSC and silver

paste which is directly applied in the former is accompanied by

the "natural" barrier. As a sequence rather perfect tunneling BIN

junction is formed unlike the HTSC contact with other metals .

The properties of such a junction measured by the direct non-

differential method are described.

The a-b surface of the Bi-Si—Ca-Cu-0 crystal (2212 was the
3

main phase) with ахЬкс»Зх4х0.5 mm dimensions served as one of

the 8N contact side. To the surface edges two Ag paste drop* were

paintedf they formed the contact areas by O.S mm diameter. The
о

burning к м realized at 450 С for 4 hours under flowing oxygen .
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Natural I-barrier seems to arise due to the impurity oxidation at

tf э supercunductor •sur-facie without Lbe chemical reaction with Ag.

The measuring solubility in voltage being sufficient the non-

linearity of the perfect tunnel—type junction current—voltage

characteristics CIVC) may be studied directly as the junction

possesses by 'he switching properties: when the Junction voltage

U < 2 A/e the conductance is equal to zero <dU/dI-»ao) aiuJ when

SN
U >2Д/е the differential resistance is equal to zero <dU/JI=O>.
SN
It means that under the mentioned limiting conditions the NIS

system differential characteristics coincide with the full ones

i.e. dU/dl-U/I, the full junction resistance including as well

its normal part R .
N

The success of the IVC шисьиг eaten ts in the transition reyion

by the non—differential method depends completely on the voltage

sensitivity of the measurer. If the sertsitiviL/ *a=> less than

-10
10 V we should not directly measure the IVC of our tunneling

junction. In solving the problem we used the superconducting mo-

dulator which had been especially worked out for the high solubi-

lity measurements of the samples with sufficiently high resist-

ance up to several Ohms C23.

Fig. shows tunnel IVC of the junction investigated in coordi-

nates <U-U )/I vs I at the temperatures 6.OK (curve 1), 7.8K

01
(curve 2> and W K (curveS); insert - the whole dependence o* the

sample resistance on temperature including the onset of the su-

perconducting transition in the resistive state the Measuring

current being 0.69 мсА. The value of the threshold voltage 2 &/e

-4
as follow* fro* the curve 1 data occurs to be equal to 6.8*10 V

which correspond» to the gap parameter A -0.34 aeV.
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Curve* 1, 2 and 3 for temperatures 6, 7.8 and 10K illustrate

tunnel effect evolution in the contact investigated with the

temperature changing till its complete disappearing at T»iOK.

Such a small value of the gap-like parameter at lower tempe-

ratures apparently indicate* weak superconductivity in the near-

boundary Ag region induced by the high—T superconductor through

с
very thin isolating layer. The analogous conclusion was arrived

at in studying of the V-Ba-Cu-O/Ag thin film sandviches C33 .

Therefore the transition from the curve 3 to curve 1 may be in-

terpreted as the transition from NIS system to 8NI8 one.

We estimate the "induced" coherence length in A

1/2

(v C43 in the limit of "dirty metal" when the mean free

path 1 in silver paint is order of interatomic distance. The j

N

value turned out to be order of 10 cm at 6K. Assuming now that
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Д / Д *— екр (— d/ Т ) where d i s t h e I - I a y e r t h i c k n e s s arid Л

HTSC Ag N HTSC

far bis.nuth superconductors, а-fter di-f-ferent workers,has the

magm tude between 1 and 20 meV we have got the value o-f the gap

pa» ametftr measi/ ed Д =0.34 nifeV. The t h i c k n e s s o-f the "natural"

Ay ^
i s o l a t i n g layer d i s (1—4)) which i s only by order o-f magnitude

N >•
larger than the coherence length Ц -for Ljismuthi superconductors.

Jab
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ALTERNATING MAGNETIC FIELD INDUCED DOMAIN
MOTION IN DYSPROSIUM ORTHOFERRITE

ChizhiJc A. 8., Gnatchenko S.L.

B.I.Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering
of Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Kharkov

Abstract. - The behavior of the strip weak /еггоп*л#пеtic
domain structure is studied in the ac magnetic field in
the presence of the external field gradient. A directed
motion of the domains is observed as the ac field reaches
its threshold value.

INTRODUCTION

A strong ас magnetic field acting upon a ferromagnet or an
antiferromagnet may induce a directed motion of the magnetic
domains [1-6]. Although such ac field-induced motion of the domain
structure CDS) is anticipated in some theoretical models Г1-3] and
was studied experimentally in ferro- and ferrimagnets [1, 4-6], its
nature is not yet understood completely. While analysing possible
reasons for the directed domain motion in ac magnetic field, some
researchers [41 ascribe it to various inhomogeneities in the
crystal; owing to them, the domains have different energies in dif-
ferent parts of the sample. It is therefore interesting to study
experimentally the DS behavior of the weak ferromagnet DyFeO

g
 in

the ac field with a deliberately induced gradient of the external
magnetic field.

EXPERIMENTAL

The sample - a DyFeO
3
 plate cut perpendicular to the optical

axis - has a strip weak ferromagnetic CWFM) domain structure above
the Мог in temperature T

M
 % 49 K. With the dc magnetic field

gradient of * 120 Oe/mm the WFM domains have different widths in
different parts of the crystal. The DS behavior in the ac field was
studied using the optic polarization technique; in addition to
visual observation, a photometric measurement was made in the
sample region of * 200 м<п In diameter, which is comparable with the
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Fig. 1
Magnetooptic signal oscillo-
grams. T=53 K. f=l kHz.
a)h=46 Oe, b)h=510e.

period of the strip DS CD * 160
Three types of behavior can be observed depending on the ac

field amplitude:
Ci) oscillations of the domain walls CDW) in step with the

external field when the field amplitude is small;
Cii) the formation of new domains in the threshold field with

the frequency lower than the ac field frequency and the directed DS
motion;

Ciii) a chaotic formation and motion of domains.
The DW oscillations, domain motion and formation of wedge -

shaped domains could be observed visually at low frequency. The DS
motion was opposite from the region of domains formation along the
external field gradient. The region of new domain generation could
be shifted over the crystal introducing additional external dc
field. Photometrically,the directed DS motion in the 100 Hz-100 kHz
ra-ge was registered as low frequency oscillations appearing
against the signal related to DW oscillations and synchronous with
the external field CFig. la). An increase in the ac field was
observed to reduce the period of the low frequency oscillations,
which suggests that the domain velocity increases CFig. lb). In our
e:perimer.',s this velocity was 0,3-1,1 cin-'s. The threshold field in
which the D5 motion appears, increases with frequency CFig. Э).
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To explain the ac field-induced formation of new domains and
the directed DS motion, it is appropriate to consider a plausible
model of the experimentally observed processes. The ac magnetic
field induces the DW oscillations but due to the dynamic braking of
the walls, the domain structure fails to follow the changes In the
external field and thus is nonequilibrium. At sufficiently high ac
field amplitudes the DS may become less nonequilibrium not only due
to the DW displacement but also due to the formation of advantage-
ous domains inside the disadvantageous ones. With the external
field gradient, the conditions necessary for an advantageous domain
to form may be fulfilled in a certain part of the sample.

It is known that in the gradient external magnetic field each
individual domain experiences a force which tends to shift it to
that region of the sample where the magnetic state has the lowest
Zeeman energy. The whole strip domain structure remains immobile
due to the balance of forces acting on the WFM

+
 and WFhfdomains.

The formation of a new domain would destroy the balance. This new
domain experiences a noncompensated force making it move, its
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motion involves the whole domain structure in the direction of the
magnetic field gradient.

In the case of the fluctuation mechanism of domain formation
the waiting time necessary for the nucleus of the advantageous
state to appear is the shorter, the larger is the nonequilibrium of
the disadvantageous state. The DS nonequilibrium increases with the
ac field amplitude, increasing thus the probability of an
advantageous nucleus inside a disadvantageous domain. This
correlation between the domain formation time and ac field
amplitude accounts for the dependence HCf) in Fig. 2. In order a
new domain could be formed during a half-period of the field, it is
necessary to increase the amplitude of the ac field as its
frequency is growing. The formation of a new domain does not
occur during each half-period of the ac field,' since the newly
formed domain takes some time to leave the region of nucleation.

Within the model employed, the velocity of the directed domain
motion is controlled by the force acting on the new domain and
dependent on the external field gradient, as well as by the
frequency of the new domain formation in the ac field. An increase
in the formation frequency with the ac field amplitude should ac-
celerate the directed DS motion, which was observed experimentally.

The model proposed accounts for the directed motion of the
domain structure in our experiment and provides a good qualitative
description of the basic regularities of the process observed.

The authors are cordially grateful to N.F.Kharchenko for help-
ful discussion.
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EFTFCT OF NON-JOSKPHSON GENERATION :

A NEW CONCEPT OF BOLOMETRIC DETECTOR.

Churilov G.E, Dikin D.A, Dmitriev V.M.

(Institute for Low Temperature Physics & Engineering,

47,Lenin Ave..Kharkov,310164,Ukraine).

The use of the effect of non-Josephson generation (NJG) to build
a new type of bolometer is considered for the tirst time. The
obtained experimental results measure up to those for supercondu-
cting resistive- film bolometers. The possibilities of improving
the characteristics of the new device are analysed.

It is found that superconducting thin films in the resistive

state can initiate, in addition to the Лозервоп oscillations those

7 в

of much lower frequencies (10 -10 Hz} (11* The phenomenon is

called the non-Josepson generation. These oscillations are genera-

ted by the phase slip renter (PSC) in narrow films and by phase

slip line (PSD in wide films. Characteristically, the № 6 oscil-

lation frequency /_is extremely sensitive to the outer parameters-

do current,temperature,dc magnetic field,hf electromagnetic field.

The dependence of / on cuTent or temperature may be as steep

as 1 0
1 1
 Hz/A or Hz/K, respectively. This high sensitivity of the

oscillation frequency to external influence, and above all to

temperature, holds much promise for development of a new class of

detector.

The experimental results reported here were taken on tin samples.

The sample response to IR radiation was tested in an optical cryo-

stat. R L С filters were used on the input leads to protect the

films from external high- and low - frequency radiation and to

prohibit ac shunting of the samples from external dc circuits. The

NJG signal was monochromatic enough, and the spectrum linewidth

Д,/ , as measured with an analyser, was within 10 - 10 Hz.

As much as the voltage- watt sensitivity characterises the con-

ventional bolometer, so doe* the Hertx-Watt sensitivity in our ca-

se 8»<d//dt)/G , where в is the heat exohange between the film and

the thermostat and free space (fbr our samples Q * 2 10"' V/K).

Possible deteotor parameters derived experimentally and calculated
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by standard technique for isotermal condition are tabulated below.

Paraj>ieters

Operating temperature -

Sample geometry - L • W

Residual film resistance
per square -

Detector area

Integral absorption
coefficient

Effective thermal
conductivity

Transformation curve
slope

Integral
sensitivity

Minimum
detectable power

Noise-equivalent
power - NEP,

Redused
deteotabilitv D

Time constant

Т. К

d, цт
 3

B° .Ohm

а, см
г

ft

G. V/K

ft-
 HZK

S
f
. Hz/W

P , w
III l П

W/Hz^'

cm Нг'
/г

W

T, S

Measured

3.

4 1.

3

3

. 2-

5-

.'i •

1,7

3

4 ft.
J , U

V33

9-0.26

10'
г

1 0 -

ИГ
3

JO"
7

10*

1 0
1 4

10"
9

lO"'
2

9

1 0
2

Possible

*= 3.0

;:o i o.i

10
 J
+ 10

z

10"'

- 0.5

- 2 10
7

- 10
1
"

- 10
16

-a-io-

- 4-10"*

~ 0• 1 Q
w

10"**

The ultimate sensitivity of the device is determined by the

accuracy of external instruments measuring the NJG frequency.Sinse

in the limiting case this accuracy is dependent on the spectral

linewidth of the NJG signal, it is reasonable to consider possible

factor responsible for the line broadening.The voltage fluctuations

over the sample and measuring circuit* may be expressed in terms of

noise currents which affect the generations frequency and «mplitu-
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de. Amplitude modulation of the signal is mostly neglisible, and

Л may be considered constant if the current variations are small.

On the contrary, the rate of the / change with current may reach
1110 Hz/A, hence small currents are not significant. The maximum

noise induced smearing of the signal spectrum can be estimated

using the ultimate value of the transformation characteristic

d/ /dl ~ 10 Hz/A.Then tho amplitude of the frequency deviation at
ч

the corresponding mise level in a single line,or in other worlds,

the deviation of the MJO frequency,is found as / =1 . ~ d/ /dl.
J
 g noise

 J
 g

As analysis show,neither known fluctuation processes,nor instru-

ment, noise are -the smearing of the spectrum of the non-Josephson

oscillations.The fsreatest contributions is made by the thermal con-

ductivity noise,but to achieve / >10 Hz, the G -value must, exceed
-3

3 10 W/K, which is many orders of magnitude higher than the

measured value. Thus, the experimental linewidth of the generation

signal seems to be directly connected with the mechanism which

puts this process in effect.

Let xis analyse possible ways of improving the receiving device

based on the thermal sensitivity of the NJ6 effect.First,the slope

of the transformation d/ /dT is sometimes more than 10 Kz/K.

Second, the integral absorption coefficient о is extremely low

(~ 10 >. The gain in « by increasing RP is hardly acceptable since

thi3 effects a decrease in the electron mean free path, which in

turn involves the broadening of the NJG spectrum and a decrease

in the signal amplitude. Therefore, a special antenna matched to

the incident radiation and transmitting it to the thermal detector

is the best option.Gf independent interest is the third trend aimed

at studying the non- isotermal operation of the receiving device

when the external influence is localized in the PSC region.In this

case the area of the active element where the NJG process takes
2 -7 2

place is (10• 1 )jim (s-»10 cm ) .Not that, with the external radiation

focused onto the PSC, the slope of the transformation d/ /df and

the valid signal amplitude A would not decrease, which advan-

tageously distinguishes this type of detector from, for example, a

resistive film bolometer, in which R must be increased to enhance

the valid signal. The speed of the system response is limited by

the NJG frequency and hence, cannot be better than - 10 see for
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such material as tin.We hope the NJO effect will be obtained on

samples of HT.'-'C films, and its frequency is expected to be
9 10

~ 10-10 Hz, which can hasten the system response. Besides, an

alternative situation is possible, which is simular to that in an

electronic bolometer (2), when the effective temperatures of the

phonon and electron subsystems are different. This conclusion is

based on the fact that the quasiparticle effect on the exitation

spectrum in the superconductor is sufficient to change the

generation frequency [31.

i. G.E.Churilov.V.M.Dmitriev.A.P.Beskorsyi.

Pis'ma Zh. Exp. Teor .Fiz. lg,231,(1969).

2.E.M.eerchenzon,M.E.Gerchenzon,G.N.Gctltsman, A.M.Lulkin,

A.D.Semenov.A.V.Sergeev. Zh.Tekhn.Fiz.,52,111,(1999).

3. G.E.Churilov,D.ft.Dikin,V.M.Dmitriev,V.N.3vetlov.

Fiz.Hizk.Temp.,11,185-197,(1991).
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NON-STATIONARY PROPERTIES OF SUPERCONDUCTORS

IN THE RESISTIVE STATE.

Churilov G.E..Dmitriev V.M..

(Institute for Low Temperature Physics & Engineering,

47,Lenin Ave..Kharkov,310164.Ukraine>•

The authors have st'idied a Josept.son and non-Jonephson genera-
tion in thin films with phaae flip centnrs. Some sin^ularities
have been revealed that are due to an additional conduction
channel for quasi-particles with the energies of the order of
magnitude of the gap.

Near the critical temperature a long narrow film switches, from

the superconducting state to the normal not jumpwise but gradually,

remaining in the current resistive state over a wide range of cur-

rents. In this case the current- voltage characteristic; has three

typical parts. One of these is adjacent, to the critical current

( the small supercritical current region, I > I ), and this .is
О

where practically avalanche formation of phase slip centres (PSC)

takes place . The second region is at currents far exceeding the

critical current (the large supercritical current region, I >> I )

and precedes the transition to the normal state.This is the excess

current state in which the dynamic resistance of the film is equal

to normal and the tilmis filled by PSCs.These two regions have be-

en investigated fairly well,both theoretically and experimentally.

However the less studied intermediate region between the said two

has proved more interesting. At I ;• I the I-V characteristic is

steplike and, after PSCs have filled the entire sample, become

monotone but nonlinear.

It was demonstrated theoretically and experimentally [11 that

in the cores of PSCs the order parameter (energy gap) oscillates

with a frequency / , given by the Josephson relation h/
 x

 2 eV,

where V is the voltage across the PSC. Besides the above mentioned

Josephson oscillations with the frequency / ~ Д/h, wer revealed (2}

that at a certain current value the film develop» electric oscilla-

tions of a lower frequency {/ ~ 10 Ha) which we have called non-

Josepheon generation (NJG). Thus, the resistive current, state is
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characterized not only by Josephson oscillations in a PSCs, there

are also other dynamic processes responsible for peculiar unsteady

properties.

"i brief summary of the experimental work:

At supercritical currents, near the superconducting transition

temperature (0.97 < t = T/T < 1.0), a narrow long superconducting

film represents a periodic structure consisting of alternate

resistive and superconducting areas.

In the range of the currents between low and high supercritical

the I-V characteristic of such a film is nonlinear which manifests

itself in its first-order derivative dV/dl as periodic peaks of the

differential resistance R,.

In a narrow range of the reduced temperatures, against the

background of an R^ maximum, there is a deep local depression in

the differential resistance which is attended by initiation of the

NJ6.

The зоигсе of the NJG and Josephson oscillations is a space-

stationary PSC.

At a prescribed temperature, the current range of the NJG is

very small by comparison with the transport current through the

sample (Д1_ « I*-)- At a fixed current through the sample the tem-

perature domain of the NJG is а1зо very narrow (~ 2-10 K).

A NJG signal is characterizied by the following main parame-

ters / - ( 1 - W l l O
6
 Hz, Д/ - 5-10

5
 Hz. A < 10"

5
 V.and there are

no harmonics in a oscillation spectrum.

The generation signal frequency heavily depends on the current

and temperature, so that d/ /dl (d/ 'dT) ~ 1 0
1 0
 - 1 0

1 1
 Hz/A ( H E / K ) .

The generation current density depends on temperature in a li-

near way and does not depend on the electron mean free path.

The effect of an external electromagnetic signal,when h/ « Л,

is equivalent to effective temperature rise in the sample.Irrodia-

tion of the sample with a ultra-high frequency signal (10 -10 Hz),

when h/ < й but / > x
t
 , results either in stimulation or suppres-

sion of the sample critical current.In the former case, / decrea-

ses And, in the latter, increases.

Under the action of hip,h-and low-frequency signals,the freque-

ncy / £еп^я to th» pumping frequency /
в х >

 /„ is modulated by / ,
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and the NJG signal is amplified.

The presence of the subharmonies suggests that in PSC's there

is a mechanism of multiple Andreev reflection by which quasi-par-

ticles can gain the епегку е > 2Д [3].

The dips revealed in the peaks of dV/dHV) mean decrease of

the PSC resistance at these voltages. Hence,there exist conditions

under which the energy states with the energy e ~ 2Д are inversely

populated,reducing the PSC resistance at the voltages V=e/e.Inver-

se population at this level is the most likely to arise.

The non-Josephson generation effect which has been the topic

of this paper suggests once again the unique character of the phe-

nomenon termed supercond\ictivity stemming from its quantum mech-.-

nical nature. As is seen from this summary of the results of а

long-time study of a new type of non-stationarity which we disco-

vered, it involves the most interesting effects characteristic of

superconducting thin films in the resistive current state : the

Josephson effect, the size quantum effect, the Andreev reflection,

and lastly the quantum transitions between levels with photon

emission.

As can be seen from the results presented here,the non-Joseph-

son generation has such unique characteristics as a strong depende-

nce of the generation frequency on the external conditions: tempe-

rature, transport current, direct and alternating fields.

1. W.J.Skocpol.M.R.Beasley.M.Tinkham,

J.Low Temp.Phys.li.N 1/2.1<»5, (197b).

2. G.E.Churilov.V.M.Dmitriev.A.P.Beskorsyi

Pis'ma Zh.Exp.Teor.Fiz.1Q.231.(1969).

3. G.E.Churilov.D.A.Dikin.V.M.Dmitriev.V.N.Svetlov.

Fiz.Nizk.Temp.,1Z,165,(1991).
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ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF YTTRIUM CERAMICS

WITH Y-Sc AND Cu-Sc PARTIAL SUBSTITUTIONS

V.M. Dmitriev, A.P. Isakina. M.M. Ofitserov. N.N. Prentslau,

A.I. Prokhvatilov

B. VerV.in Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering,

Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Kharkov

I.C. Korsunskaya, I.V. Krivoshei

Kharkov State University

It is shown that in the Y ceramics there exists a possibility

of Y-Sc and Cu-Sc substitutions (1,2). On a partial Y-Sc

substitution T of the ceramics is found to increase up to 110 К

(Э). Moreover, the data giver, below demonstrate that for a Sc-doped

yttrium ceramics one can observe a number of peculiar features in

the temperature dependences of structural, thermodynamic and

electronic rf characteristics.

With the Y-Sc partial substitution <Y Sc Ba Cu 0 i the

<>. as п. it» к з r.

dc critical temperature T increases up to Н О К as in (3). But for

an alternating current the situation is quite different. First, at

f S 10
s
 Hz T shifts towards lower temperatures (3c 90 K). Second,

- the temperature of the onset of superconductivity T and that of

its disappearance, T , in the process of cooling-heating of the

sample are not coincident. In the latter case the lower the

temperature of cooling T as against T (ДТ « T - T ), the higher

is Т - T « ЛТ . This can be seen in Fig. la and 2, curve 1.

The temperature dependence of the frequency shift of the

metering tuned circuit caused by the reactive response of the

ceramics under investigation is shown in Fig. la (the decreasing

and increasing temperatures are marked by arrows). As illustrated,

when the sample is heated the diamagnetie response typical of the

superconducting state does not vanish at T but persists up to T «

С N

127 К. The response correlates with the temperature dependences of

ohmie loss and heat capacity of the sample and is related to the
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constant magnetic field at T < T 14), The dependence of ДТ •

.F(-VTt is shown in Fig. 2 (curve 1). So. T of the ceramic* depends

on the temperature history of the sample and, on its heating, m y

shift towards higher temperatures by a> 36 K. It should be mentioned

that in the temperature range between 110 and 120 К the

superconductivity is not observed. This peculiar feature correlates

with the temperature behaviors of heat capacity Ik] arwi lattice

parameters (Fig. lb.c). Note that the temperature history - induced

superconductivity can be broken by an increase in temperature above

T . The superconductivity can be broken by magnetic field too, but
N

after its turning off it is restored everywhere over the region T -

V

iff

, 3.S0

во so toe tfff tiff tso не T,JC

Fif.l
The iacruM in T of the yttrim otraadc» with • Cu-Sc

substitution it rtsponsibU for not by tb» t e s y t r t w history of
tbt etrmict but by the «Mter of eoollns-hMtim cycles. On
temperature cycling the «дог temperature l iait dot* not exceed ar
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160 К at which the phase transitions are usually observed in the Y

ceramics (5). But an increase in the number of temperature cycles,

4
n, results in an increase of T (Fig. 2, curve 2). When the

ceramics is heated up to temperatures above 160 К no increase in T
с

occurs, and the temperature cycling should be reperformed to
restore the ceramics. But the increase in the number of сус!ез
causes a decrease in ДТ (Fig. 2, curve 3).

с

/ 3 S ? S // П

Fig.2 Fig.3

One of the distinguishing features of the Cu-Sc ceramic» it

its high paramagnetism at least at f * 25 MHz. At room temperature

the ceramics is attracted to a permanent magnet, but the residual

magnetization on its surface is no higher than 10 Oa. Unlike

diamagnetic materials, at 25 MHz there occurs not a "forcing" of

the rf electromagnetic field out of the ceramics body but, quite

the reverse, its concentration. Thus, the frequency of the resonant

circuit with the ceramics placed inside its inductance coil

experiences not an increase, as with the diamagnetic response, but

a reduction (Fig. Id, curve 1) and takes on a diamagnetic character

in the vicinity of T . On heating, the ceramics tend* to degrade
С

and the diamagnetic behavior of &f persists up to a certain

temperature T after which the sample becomes paramagnetic (curve

2). Thus, s closed hysteresis loop i« formed in a cooling-heating
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cycle, its width increases with the number of temperature cycles.

After a few cycles the hysteresis loop becomes open (curve 3). It

.should be noted that such hysteresis effects are not observed in an

active part of the ceramics impedance.

The time deterioration of magnetic properties of the ceramics

is followed by a variation in its T . The dependences of Af and T
C" « C-

are shown in Pig. 3 for three ceramics samples (two samples of

YBa Cu Sc 0 ), Af being measures at T « 110 K. These

dependences are typical of only the deteriorating ceramics and

cannot be observed for variations in T during temperature cycling

up to T < 160 К (Fig. 2).

The X-ray diffraction analysis shows that the structure of the

Cu-Sc ceramics samples experiences, when deteriorating, no changes

but there occurs a redistribution of the phase composition.

Besides, there occur changes in the values of lattice parameters

and oxygen content of the superconducting phase.

The above measurements of the Y-Sc and Cu-Sc ceramics point to

a close temperature correlation of their electromagnetic and

structural characteristics.
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PHASE-SLIP PROCESSES AND ENHANCEMENT SUPERCURRENT IN

SUPERCONDUCTING CERAMIC YBa2Cu3O?_x

Dmitriev V.M., Khristenko E.V. and Zolochevskii I.V.

B. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering,
Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Kharkov,47,Lenin Ave.310164,Ukraine

This work is an attempt to study non-equilibrium processes in
the superconducting ceramics YBa2Cu307_x , which are induced by the
external microwave field and direct current: the stimulation of
superconductivity by the electromagnetic field and the phase-slip
processes induced by direct current or by electromagnetic
irradiation.

Nonequilibrium processes in superconductors are very important
both from the fundamental and from applied standpoints. In spite of
their complex character, they represent more adequately and
comprehensively the essence of the superconducting state veiled in
ordinary linear situations. The nonequilibrium processes are
particularly topical in high-Tc superconductors (HTSC), whose
physical nature is so far not clear.

The coherence length £ of HTSC is small enough < about tens of
Angstrem ) even at temperatures close to critical Tc, which sets
some difficulties in obtaining samples whose transverse dimension
could be comparable with £. However, some authors ( 1-4 ) observed
the Josephson effect on samples whose dimensions were several
orders of magnitude larger than the coherence length. Moreover,
there appeared a paper reporting the observation of phase slip
centers (PSC) in quite wide bridges <~ 200-500 im ) cut from
polycrystalline films YBa2Cu307_x ( 5 1. We however believe that
the sample dimensions given in these papers are several orders of
magnitude larger than "real" ones on which the reported results
were taken.

We cannot so far prepare a sample with the cross-section area
of ~ S3 There is however reason to think that employing the
technique of succe sive reduction of the ceramic sample
cross-section we would be abie to detect the phenomena inherited in
weakly coupled superconductors and the phenomena characteristic . of
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a superconducting channel.

We have studied the superconducting ceramics YBa
2
Cu

3
0

7
_

x
 with

T
c
=93K and the initial sizes: the width 0.7mm, the thickness 0.3 mm

and the length lmm (sample N1). It is important that in the range

T/T
c
=0.04-0.70 the temperature dependence of the critical current

. was I ~(T - T )
3 / 2

. Similar temperature dependences of the critical

current are observed for low temperature superconducting channel at

T close to T and for S-I-N-S structures.

On exposure to external electromagnetic radiation (f=13.3

GHz) the I-V curves of the sample have Josephson steps of current.

The dependence l
e
(VF)/l

c
i0) is linear (P is power of external

electromagnetic irradiation).

It is interesting to note that the dependence I (я/Р)/1 (0) is

also linear for low temperature superconducting channels in the

frequency range WT» << 1 161.

When the sample width is reduced to 0.5 mm (sample N2), the

irradiation at f=13.3GHz produces a region in the resistance part

of the I-V curves where resistivity is lower as compared to that of

the non-perturbed I-V curve (P»0>, i.e. the excess current I (P)
©xc

is observed to increase. A similar effect was observed on Nb-Sn

point contacts (71. The dependence I (P) is similar to I (P) for
exc с

weakly coupled superconductors. The latter is explained in the

Aslamasov-Larkin theory of superconductivity stimulation with

electromagnetic radiation [8].

Then the sample width is further reduced to 0.4 mm (sample

N3). With direct current exceeding the critical value I>I
C
. the I-V

curves of this sample show voltage jumps and the resistance varies

discretely. The shape of the I-V curves indicates that phase slip

centers <PSC) are formed in the sample. Their specific feature is

the so-called cutoff current at zero voltage (9). This current is

linearly dependent on temperature, as is the case in the channels

of low temperature superconductors (LTSC). The PSC resistance in

our samples decreases linearly with rising temperature. Such

dependence was also observed on LTSC samples (10).

It is known 111! that in the external electromagnetic field

PSCs start to form in the superconducting channel as the critical

power P
c
 is exceeded ( for convenience, they are called hf

PSCs).Their resistance can be found from the slope of the initial

parts of the 1-V curves.
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We have found that the resistance of the sample N3 exposed to

electromagnetic field changes discretely ( see Fig. 1 ), as is the

case with LTSC samples. The assumption is hence reasonable that hf

PSCs ire formed in HTSC samples too.

1.0

0.5

1 3 V.iaV

Fig. 1. A family of I-V curves of Sample 3 at various

attenuations of external irradiation powers of frequency

f = 16.2 GHz: - 100 dB (1). - 26 dB (2), - 3 dB (3) at T = 5 K.

It is shown 1121 that if direct current is passed through a

LTSC channel, then at a certain value of the current,

current-induced PSC's ape formed in addition to the PSC formed due

to the microwave field, and the channel resistance will increase as

new direct current PSC's become available. The situation is

different in HTSC samples. If direct current is passed through a

HTSC sample with hf PSCs, the latter "vanish" at soee current

value, and on a further increase of the current new PSC are formed.

Our studies show that the superconducting ceramic

i'Ba
2
Cu

3
0

7X
 undergoes a number of non-equilibrium processes', which

can also occur in low temperature superconductors: the Josephson

oscillation, stimulation of superconducting current by

electromagnetic field, the formation of phase slip centers induced

both by direct and by high-frequency currents. Me have also shown

that stimulation of superconducting current in the ceramics is

effected by the Aslamazov- Larkin mechanism.

At the same time the non-equilibrium phenomena in the HTSC

ceramics hnve somft features distinguishing them from conventional
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superconductors, e.g. the dynamics of the resistive transition in
HTSC ceramics induced by the electromagnetic field and direct
current. These require a further investigation to find out the
reason for this difference.

Thus, the basic nonequilibrium and high-frequency properties
of HTSC are fundamentally similar to those of traditional
superconductors..
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V.N.Svetlov, V.B.Stepanov.

(Institute for Low Temperature Physics & Engineering,
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The studies of electric losses in the YBa.Cu-0 films at

2SMHz are reported; it is shown convincingly that the
substrate SrTiO

3
 influences the losses in these films.

The studies of Ohmic losses on YBa
2
Cu

3
0

x
 films in a wide

temperature range are utterly important, for designing HTSC-based

instruments possessing certain frequency and temperature

properties.

We have studied the impedances of the YBa
2
Cu

3
0

x
 film, the

single crystalline SrTiO, substrate with the crystallographyс

orientation (100) and the bulk ceramics YBa
2
Cu

3
0 at 25MHz and

temperatures above T (80-Э00К). The choice of SrTiO- was

dictated by the fact that at present the films prepared on

substrates of this material have the highest critical parameters.

This material is however noted for high Ohmic losses R and an

intricate temperature - frequency dependence of the losses (1].

This in turn may considerably influence the film behavior in ao

fields.

It is shown (2) that the temperature dependence of the total

Ohmic losses of the YBa
2
Cu

3
0

x
 film on the SrTiO

3
 substrate in the

normal state at 860Hz shows up as oscillations (curve (a) in the

figure). Such oscilations are not observed in films on the ZrO
2

substrate. The appropriate reasoning [2) suggests that there are

some regions in the film through which the electromagnetic field

penetrates into the substrate. Then the substrate limited, on the

one hand, by the film material and, on the other hand, by the wall

of the measuring cavity resonator starts itself operating as a

resonator system. As a result, resonances appear in the substrate

at a certain frequency.

Indeed, in a radio-engineering system, which is essentially

"a cavity within a cavity", in the case when the coupling of the

cavities weak and the external cavity operates in the duplex mode,



a resonance lockout with a wedge-like characteristic of the

locking type may appear (3]. The locking effect may be

appreciable, which agrees with the locking shape and extent in

RefI21. Some facts are however not clear.

(i). Why are there so many anomalous features in the

absorption of the signal passing through the cavity just in the

temperature response rather than in the frequency one? The

anomalies can only exist when the substrate permittivity varies

considerably with slight changes in temperature. At the same time

no anomalies are observed on the other type of substrate [2].

(ii). Why do the other type substrates (MgO) display a

frequency dependence of the anomalies as well [<t)?

(iii). If these anomalies are of the «lectrodynamic

character, why do they show up in different films at the same

temperature and only in one material-SrTiO-?

These questions have impelled us to initiate the present

study. We performed a series of measurements of Ohmic losses on

the YBa
2
Cu

3
0

x
 film deposited onto a SrTiO

3
 substrate. The

YBa
2
Cu

3
0

x
 film 0.5цт thick was prepared by the pulse laser-beam

evaporation. The stoichiometric bulk ceramic YBa~Cu~O_ was sprayed

in oxygen under the pressure (0.1-0.5)*10 Pa with Nd-laser pulses

(wavelength l.Ofym, pulse duration 10ns, repetition frequency

lOHz, average target power -10 tt/cm ). The substrate was kept at

about 800°C during evaporation. The critical temperature of the

superconducting transition was 8SK.

To avoid resonance in the substrate» the measuring frequency

was chosen to be low enough (25MH*), both the cavity and the

four-point probe methods were used. With the cavity method, the

loss resistance R
(
 was fiund from changes in the Q-factor, the

reactive part of the impedance could be Judged by the frequency

shift in the measuring oscillatory circuit Af, which was caused by

the substrate or film material. The temperature dependences of the

Q-factor and Af were measured successively in the unloaded

resonance system, then the system was loaded with the ceramic

YBa
2
Cu

3
0

x
, a sample of the reference material (Cu), the SrTiO

 3

substrate, the same substrate first with the YBa
2
Cu

3
0

x
 film and

then, after its removal, with the Sn film. R
#
 and Af were

calculated from the measurement result» Individually for each

sample.

The measurement results are shown in the figure
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(curves(b)-(1)). The dependences of Ohmic losses R(T) reduced to

RO00) and of the frequency shift ,-f in the measuring circuit of

the SrTiO, at 25MHz are presented as a function of temperature

(curves (b), (c)). The same dependences for the YBa_Cu_O on the

SrTiO- substrate are shown by the curves (d) and (e). The curve

(g) describes R(T)/R(300) of the film measured by the four-point

probe method at 25Mhz. The resistivity of the film material and

the Ohmic losses of the bulk VBa,Cu»O ceramics at the same

frequency are given by the curves (h) and (k). For comparison,

curve (1) shows Af for Sn evaporated on the same substrate.

The comparative analysis of the curves reveals a temperature

correlation between most extreme anomalies of the impedances of

the substrate and the film. The comparison also shows correlation

with the results of Ref.[ 2] (curve (a)). The extreme anomalous

points coinciding in temperature are marked with arrows. It should

be noted that the shapes of the R(T)/R(300) extrema measured by

the cavity method are similar for the substrate and the film

(curves (b) and (dMexcept for the temperature 1Э5К (arched errows

in the figure). The anomalies of conductivity inherent in films

are not seen in dc measurements (curve (h)) and in bulk ceramic

YBajCUgO^ samples (curve (k)). Ceramics however have their own

anomalies (curve (k)-barred arrows) related to the phase

transitions at corresponding temperatures [5].

It is interesting to note that with YBa,Cu,O^ substituted by

Sn on the same substrate, an anomalous impedance is seen only in

the SrTiO
3
 substrate and is absent in the Sn films (curve (1)).

Bearing in mind that in the microwave [2] and low -fre<iuency [6]

ranges no anomalous impedance was observed in Zr-based substrates,

the following conclusion ruggests itself.

There exists a genetic line between the substrate and film

materials, which shows up аз a correlation between the impedance

features of the SrTiO_ substrate and the УВа_Си,О„ film.
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ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE FEATURIES OF HIGH TEMPERATURE

SUPERCONDUCTORS IN THE NORMAL STATE.

V.H.Dmitriev, M.N. Ofitserov and N.H. Prentslau

B. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering,

Academy of Sciences of Ukraine. Kharkov

A characteristic feature of high temperature superconductors

(HTSCs) distinguishing them from normal conductors is anomalous

behaviour of the electrical resistance R. The anomalies usually

manifest themselves as deviation of R values from the regular

dependence R « F(T) II] or R * F(f) for high frequencies (2) (T is

temperature and f frequency).

Below we shall present the results of experimental

iitvestigations of two anomalies of R characteristic of HTSCs.

One of them is the case in single crystals, ceramics and films

of superconducting metal oxides and represents a change of sign of

the derivative #R/<?T in a certain low frequency range (f St 10
3
- 10

7

Hz), while it is positive at direct current [31.

/50 200 250 300 щ* IP IP Ti*
Fig.l

Fig. la «bows Я versus temperature and Fig. lb versus
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alternating current frequency, the dependences being normalized by

the electrical resistance for 300 К of the same YBa Cu 0 single

z a x

crystal. Curve 1 of Fig. la suggests that for dc, dR/#T > 0

(metallic temperature dependence of Kl. As the frequency increases,

the following takes place. First i?R/«?T drops and at a critical

frequency f , R * F(T) (i.e. <7R/dT « 0, curve 2). Then the

derivative dR/dT reverses sign (#R/dT < 01, exhibiting a

semiconductor behaviour Of RIT) (curve 3 and 41. The frequency

increasing further, |«?R/«?T| attains a maxima* and, gradually

falling off, re-enters the region of the metallic character of R(T)

(curve 5). The frequency dependence of R for T * const is presented

in Fig. lb whence it follows that R(fI has a second maximum of the

ohmic loss, at higher frequencies. It is also unusual that in the

frequency range about 10
s
 Hz the sample resistance is lower than

гот direct current.

Thus, in the lower frequency range, R(Tt depends on the ac

frequency in a complicated fashion so that sign (<?R/«?T> - ?lt).

This relation can be qualitatively described in terms of the

two-band superconductor model f%,5).

The other anomaly of R is a decrease of the electric

resistance before the N-S transition which is not affected by

direct magnetic field and does not exhibit the Meissner effect.

Shown in Fig. 2 is a schematic of an arrangement for of the

Meissner effect.

с
2

At/жvf

IY

5

4

2

i

Fig.2 Fig.3
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A rod-shaped HTSC sample 1 is suspended at the middle on a .

silk fibre 2 so that its arms are balanced. One end of the sample

is in the field of the inductance coil 3 of . the measurement

oscillatory circuit and the other in the field of a permanent

magnet 4. The whole arrangement is placed in a solenoid (shown in

Figure) generating a field of 0 - 100 (»e.

The sample retains the position shown in Fig. 2 till

levitation starts and then, under the action of the magnetic field

of the magnet 4 varies position. When turning about the fibre axis,

it alters the Q factor and the frequency of the measuring circuit.

The experimental results are presented in Fig. 3. Curve l shows

R(T) and curve 2 the temperature dependence of the alteration of

the oscillatory circuit frequency, Af. It is seen that at a

temperature T the active (1) and reactive (2) parts of impedance

start to deviate from the regular temperature dependences. However,

the solenoid magnetic field effect is not manifested here. It is at

T that it begins to be seen (curves 3 and 4) as well as levitation

(curve S). Curves 3 and 4 were obtained with a fixed sample and

curve 5 with the sample suspended on the fibre. In Fig. 3 we see

that the region of transition to the superconducting state consists

of two parts: in one of them there are the influence of the

magnetic field on the HTSC impedance and levitation of tne sample

(T < T I, and in the other they are not manifested fT > T ). This

gives grounds to assume that at T > T > T there is no

superconducting phase and the electromagnetic properties of the

sample may be the result of rearrangement of the magnetic subsystem

of the HTSC 16 J. Since the Hall coefficient reverses sign near T
с

[6] and the temperature of the Heissner effect manifestation start

in ceramics with electron conduction alters when the oxygen index

changes (7), it «ay be concluded that there appear charge of the

opposite sign.

It thus seem* likely that both the «insularities of R are due

to interaction of the electron and magnetic subsystem of HTSC which

have a pronounced effect on the transport properties of the

materials. Inquiry into these interaction will provide better

insight into the nature of the normal .state of HTSC and possibly

understand the mechanism of the N-S transition, because it is in
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the normal state that prerequisites for transition into the

superconducting state arise.
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THE EFFECT OF ELASTIC DEFORMATION ON SUPERCONDUCTIVITY OF

GRAINS AND INTERGRAIN JUNCTIONS IN HTS CERAMICS

A.M. Dolgin. 5.N. Smlrnov, V.D. Natsik

B. Verkln Institute for Low-Temperature Physics & Engineering.

Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Kharkov, Ukraine

The variation of the real component of the dynamic magnetic sus-

ceptibility X In the HTS ceramics YBaCuO and BIPbSrCaCuO is in-

vestigated under mechanical stresses <5 In the superconducting tran-

sition region. The existence of two regions within the transition

utdth Is established which differ in the nature of the effect of

stress on the granular superconductor. Nonmonotonic hysteresis of

the derivative dXVd(5 in a magnetic field Is observed. The observed

regularities are attributed to a change In the Josephson currents

In the network of weak links under mechanical stresses.

INTRODUCTION

In granular superconductor with weak bonds like HTS ceramics su-

perconducting transition reflects two processes. Beginning from

certain temperature Tee, a transition of Individual grains is obser-

ved. At lower temperature, Josephson junction come into play and at

temperature T^j a phase coherence is established in the weakly coup-

led medium. At temperatures below Tcj the dlamagnetic properties are

main determined by the properties of Josephson Junctions. Hence it

can be expected nontrlvlal temperature and field dependence of the

response of sample to streses.

Present work alms at experimental Investigation of the effect of

uniaxlal stress on the ac susceptibility of HTC ceramics over enti-

re superconducting transition and field dependence of susceptibili-

ty In superconducting state.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

Investigation were carried out on ceramics» YBaCuO (T^ « 90 K)

and BIPbSrCaCuO (2223. T«»« H O K). Sample slzet 3x3x10 mm. The

sample were loaded by uniaxlal compression up to & * 100 NPa. The

ac magnetic nusceptlbllity (real X* and Imaginary X " parts} WAS

measured in 3 kHz-fieId with amplitude b - 0.03-0.2 mT.
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FIX. 1 Illustrates two types of experiments uhlch uere carried

out» (a) temperature dependence X'(T) and Its variations under

stress C5 were recorded In the course of the superconducting tran-

sition; (b) susceptibility variation X' under stress upon the ap-

plication and removal of the Magnetic field В at 4.2 and 77 К was

measured. The values of the derivatives were defined as dX7de»

and dT/d0

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The temperature dependence of dX'/d<3 (Д) and df/d<5 (o) during

the euperconductins transition for YBaCuO and BiPbSrCaCuO are pre-

sented in fit. 2 and 3 respectively. It can be eeen that the chance

In the superconducting properties does not result in a parallel

displacement of X'(T) curve alone the T-axls, but Is more complica-

ted. There are two temperature regions within the superconducting

transition width. In region I (T>T
CJ
- ) dX'/dd is determined by the

change in lntragraln superconducting properties and in region II -

by the change In the Josephson.lntergrain junctions. In the case of

YBaCuO a linear dependense of d¥/d6 takes place in the region II,

but In the case of BiPbSrCaCuO this Is two-stage temperature depen-

dence of dT/d<5 .

The field dependence of the derivative dX'/d0 in Inceaelng and

decreasing magnetic field for YBaCuO at 77 К Is shown in fig. 4.

This dependence Is qualitatively similar for YBaCuO at 4. 2 К and

for BiPbSrCaCuO. The differences are in the character scale of mag-

netic field and the value* of dX'/d<5. It can be seen that the sam-

ple response to the stresses Is mainly determined by the value of

the magnetic field B. Field dependence of dX'/d6 reveal a maximum

at some field and is char: cterlze, like X' and X". by irreverelbl-

llty In a decreasing field. In all the cases the curve dX'/d<5 cor-

relate* with the field dependence X"(B).

It is known that a weakly linked medium exhibit* properties

characteristic of ordinary hard type-II superconductor* and the

dlamagnetlc properties of such systems can be described well by the

crltlcal-etate model. In term* of Bean'* model we obtained the tem-

perature and field dependence* of critical current I
e
 and field de-

pendence of derivative dI
c
/d0* from the temperature and field depen-

dence* of X', X " and dX'/d6. The dependence* obtained are describe

well by the following expressions!
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I
e
 (T) - lT

e
j - Т)

П
. I

c
 (В) ~ В"Т

For YBaCuO n*2 In whole temperature region and at monoton1callу de-

crease from m=2 to m*i/2 ulth increasing B. For BIPbSrCaCuO a

chance in the character of l
c
 <T) dependence was found at the tem-

perature T^,^which corresponds to «axlnum of hysteretlc losses X".

In field dependence the bend take place at the field Ъ
тлж
 which al-

so corresponds to maximum X". Such a behavior can be explained by

possible change of screening current topology, namely, by the divi-

ding of the system of Josephson Junctions Into the separate super-

conducting clusters.

In YBaCuO the derivative dlnl
c
/d6 «0.1 t/GPa at 4. 2 К and

0.23 - 0.6 1/GPa at 77 K. In BIPbSrCaCuO those values are the same

order but the change of the character of field dependences of

dlnl
c
/d<3 is observed In the field Ъ

тах
 wlch corresponds to maximum

of hysteresis losses. The microscopic causes ot changes In I
e
 have

been analized and it is shown that the value of dlnl
c
/d<5 obtained

can be explained in terms of theory of SNS Junctions. The thickness

of Josephson junctions was estimated: Л *>-10-20 y
o
.

CONCLUSIONS

1. It Is found that there are two regionsi in region I (T > 1
C
: -

Phase locking temperature) the derivative dX'/d<5 is determined by

the change In intragraln surerconductIng properties and In region

II (T<T
e
j ) - by the change of Josephson intergrain Junctions.

2. A new effect, viz. . the nonmonotonic and hysteresis behavior

of the derivative dX'/d<5 in the superconducting state (at 4.2 and

77 K) in a magnetic field. Is discovered.

3. A description ot temperature and field dependences of the de-

rivative dX'/dfi In region II In terms of critical state model

which based on the variation of the critical currents I
c
 of Joseph-

son Junctions under stress is proposed.

4. The temperature dependence of I
e
. field dependences of I

e
 and

derivative dlnl
c
/d<5 at 4.2 and 77 К were obtained.

5. It is shown that the value of dlnl
c
/d6 obtained can be expla-

lne in terms of theory of SNS junctions. The thickness of Joseph-

son junctions was estimated» d~10-20^
#
.

6. In BIPbSrCaCuO the anomalies of the temperature and field de-

pendences of I
e
 and of the field dependences of dlnl«/d<5 and con-

centration of supercoductlng phase were found at the temperature

and field which corresponds to maximum of hlsteresis losses.
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ON THE MAGNON-INDUCED COOPER PAIRING IN THE
ANTIFERROMAGNETIC STATE OF THE HUBBARD MODEL

I.P.DZYUB, Yu.E.ZEROV

Bogolyubov Institute for Theoretical Physics,
Ukrainian Academy of Sciences,
252143 Kiev, Ukraine

BCS-like gap equation has been obtained for the electron-zt/^-magnoii coupled
system derived within the repulsive-f/ Hubbnrd model. Cooper pairing phenome-
non is discussed for the many-valley case of the square Fermi surface which is
supposed to correspond (n that of the doping induced states in the СиОг layers of
the high-7). oxides.

The primary purpose of the theoretical search for high—Гс superconductivity is
to find the adequate pairing theory. Different npn-BCS pairing schemes has been
proposed so far, such as the paramagnon mediated interaction near spin density
wave instability, holons pairing within RVB theory and the spin polaron ("spin-
bag") approach.

We treat the Hubbard model at near half-filling as the electron- /tF-magnon
coupled system using the electron-/t/r-niagnon scattering amplitude V(k,q) ob-
tained within the self-energy approximation. The H.Prolich-like model Hamilto-
nian is derived in the form

// = Ho + Лы-таян,

Ho = 52(12(1) - /Oc^cj, + //„„, IIAF = Ъ £ S&,
e.» <и>

£ Л.с.

Due to the symmetry of the AF background the lattice can be divided into
two disjoint sets of sites A and B. For the 2D Fermi surface consisting of four
"pockets" (valleys) wuh holes, separated by the nesting vector Q = (±эг/а,±»/«)
in the momentum space, the corresponding singlet pairing interaction was found
to be «trongly attractive, divergent like <?"', where q is the momentum transfer
q = ДЙ - $ in the inter-valley scattering channel. Moreover, the discussed singlet
pairing through AF spin waves leads to two order parameter*, that resemble* Suhl
theory for Cooper phenomenon in the two-band model. Accordingly, one should
expect the existence of two transition temperatures into superconducting state. It
was shown that Coulomb corrections in our pairing problem favor the existence of
two order parameters, i.e. two different solution* of gap equation.
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CHAHGJS DENSITY WAVES AND PEIEHLS TRANSITIONS

IN LINEAR CHAINS

A.A.Eremko

Bogolyubov Institute for Theoretical Physics

of Ukrainian Academy of Sciences,

252143 Kiev, Metrologichna str., 14-b

The charge density wave (СШ) is a seH'-consistent state of

electrons and a lattice distortion and has been widely investiga-

ted in solids built of chains of atoms, with high anisotropic

crystal and electronic structures £1]] . According to the Beierls

theorem and following to Fro'hlich [2j , the CDW is usually descri-

bed as a harmonic wave with the wave vector Q » 2 k p ( fcf ±s
the Fermi wave number). In spite of considerable progress, seve-

ral important unresolved questions remain. At the same time the

continuum Fro'hlich problem has the exact solution Гз-б] « The

exact solution shows that the CD* is essentially nonlinear wave

and makes it possible to understand more deeply the СДО proper-

ties and to explain some experimental observations without accou-

nting for additional mechanisms.

In linear chains the lattice distortion and the periodical-

ly modulated charge density occurs along the chain direction, and

the position-dependent electron density is described by elliptic

functions

where p^ is average electron density, S
s
^ v 4L is the ratio of

CDW velocity V to the sound one V^. , g» is parameter deter-

mined by electron-phonon coupling [5l , jfr(2) is the elliptic

double-periodic Weierstrass function with periods <?(*) and̂ fct)' ,

П is thn constant of the elliptic functions theory. In our case

2fc)' is purely imnginnry number, JJft>'sr £2£F , Bnd 2&J is

real number being the С И period. The expression (1) can be re-

presented in the form of two equivalent expansions Г5-7]



The first one (2e) is the Fourier series in which the main har-
monic ( fl - 1) corresponds to Fro'hlich approximation. The second
one (2b) shows that the C M con be represented as a lattice of
aolitons with width ZcO and spaced by %(£ •

One of the important consequences of the exact solution is
that the self-consistent deformational potential is a single-gap
periodic Lame potential JjJ whose spectrum ha» only one forbid-
den band (gap) at E« ^ P С F a » which splits the initial con-
duction band into two bands of allowed states: Ц|4> С "4 Ci

3

The values of the electron chemical potential JU* and of

the half-periods 0) and id are determined from three self-

consistence conditions Гз.в! , At cero temperature (T • O) the

conditions lead to JA- being in the forbidden band and (O and

8 being [5]

where the first expression is the Peierls relation. Consequently

at T • О the ground state of system correponds to the completly

occupied lower (condensate) band having width L * £ ^ ~ ̂"f
being separated from the empty upper band by the energy gap
Да E

3
- £

л
 .

The character of the COW and a relation between U and

A essentially depend on the value of tht parameter
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The values t- S 1 (weak electron-phonon coupling) correpond

to the Jrohlich limit when U *$> Д , and at T < £ the
CDW is a lattice of bisolitons sufficiently distant from each
other and in this case u ^ & . .

Note that current J =•& ^Pl (*' "*") carried by the С Ш
through the chain cross-section X oscillates and according to

(2a) its Fourier transformation has frequency peaks both at fun-

damental frequency %)= <J 'У/2Q.
 a n d

 *
te
 harmonics V

a
 =

O'/i (n = 2,ij.y. The appearance of harmonics in oscillation

spectrum (so called "narrow-band noise") was explained as being

due to impurities. But the large coherent length is in conflict

with such mechanism [i j .

At the finite temperature the analysis of self-consistence

conditions shows jj6^ that at L » j { (Pro'hlich limit) the С Ш

period does not depend on temperature and a temperature dependen-

ce of the gap is described by the BCS expression. But at £*< £
the conditions lead to []jj

at « j U ^ и
л
Л .In this case the С Ш period decreases with

T increasing. A significant variation of the period as a func-

tion of temperature has been observed in various materials fij .

With T increasing the condensate band width L \Tj increas-

es, and energy gap Ь ( • / decreases and tends to tero when tem-

perature approaches the value l
p
 of the Peier.ls pheae transi-

tion. At t > a. the phase transition temperature is connected

with half-gap value at T « О by the BCS relation.

At sufficiently small value of parameter , Ь < < 4. , th

relation between *f> and b(0) /% is

At sufficiently small value of parameter L , Ь < < 4. , the

< »
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The fact that in real CDWe the electronic gap is found to be

two or three times the expected BCS value is a clear indication

that these systems are not in the weak coupling regime.
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«ICROPIASTICITY AND FRACTURB TOUGHNHSS OF HTSCe AT DOW TEMPERATURES

L.S.Fomenko. S.V.Lubenets. V.I'.Nataik

B. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Riyaica and Engineering,

Academy of Sciences of Ukraine

310164 Kharkov. Lenin Ave., 47, Ukraine

Our data and some others In literature on the micromechanical properties

of YBOO and BSGGO HTSC single crystals and ceramics are summarized brief-

ly with particular attention given to the low temperature region (for 77

< T < 300 K). The influence of structural defects on hardness and fractu-

re toughness of superconductors are described.

INTRODUCTION

The problem of studying the low temperature mechanical properties of euch

complicated objects as the new HTSCe appears as not very simple. Neverthe-

less, several techniques are used now to measure plasticity and strength of

superconductors in a wide temperature range. Host investigations were «ad*

with using the indentation technique.

We report here the microhardnees and the fracture toughness of the YBOO

and BSOCO single crystals and ceramics with a wide rang* of densities that

were measured ae a function of temperature from 300 К to 77 K.

EXPERIMENTAL

The samples of compositions Y-Ba-Cu-0 aad Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 were prepared by

high temperature solid state reaction. The hardness Н„ and fracture toughness

K
c
 were calculated using the equations: 1\, = 1.6S4(P - P

th
)/(2a)* and K

e
 =

0.016(1/1^ )*"(P - P
t h
) / c " V '

S
 «here P is the indentation load, P

( h
 is the

threshold load, which does not result in an impression (2a = 0) or crack (c =

0), E ie the elastic constant (along the axes [100] «ad (010] I
M

 s
 1 ^

 s

156 GPa, along the axis [001] ! „ = 89 GPa) for YBOO at room temperature.

R1SULTS AND DISCUSSION

Y-Ba-Cu-0 system

Single etyatmla. Microhardneae and fracture toughness of the YBCO single

crystals studied are shown to vary within large ranges at room temperature:

K^ = 5-10 GPa and Кц s 0.4-0.6 MPa-a"*. Hardness was found to be isotropic

and was not influenced by the preeenee of twin boundaries. By contrast» the
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length and direction of crack propagation are sensitive to indentation crys-

tallography (and to the preeence of twin layers ). Cleavage is easier along

basal planes. Typical results on H
V
(T) are shown in Fig.l together with li-

terature data. ' One can notice a linear increase in hardness of the ortho-

phaae with a decrease in temperature without any anomalies near T
e
 at ЯЗ K.

The data obtained on softer crystals and at higher temperatures (Fig.1.2»

show similar temperature dependence. The increase of H
v
 at T > 550 К can be

associated with the changes in oxygen stoiehiometry. Samples with the tetra-

gonal structure exhibit lower hardness at room temperature but a steeper in-

crease of it with decreasing temperature and a sharp transition from ductile

behaviour to brittle fracture at about 200 К (Fig.1,3).

Analogous H
v
 values and their low temperature dependences of usually

brittle eemiconductors (e.g. Si, Ge) and YBCO single crystals can indicate

that in region I the similar thermally activated dislocation mechanisms cont-

rol plastic deformation under indentation. The high temperature deformation

processes in the tetragonal phase (region ffi. Fig.1,4 ) are obviously diffu-

sion assisted. In intermediate region I the mixed dislocation-diffusion

mechanisms are expected to control plastic flow.

Temperature, measurements of the fracture toufiinesa have been carried out

on two series of YBa
e
Cu

g
0

x
 single crystals grown in alumina (A) and Pt. (B)

crucibles. The A crystals contained 4 % Al as the subatitutional dopant.

The similarity of the temperature dependences of the hardness and fractu-

re toughness of 8 crystals supports the assumption that the nucleation and

growth of the indentation cracks are controlled by thermally activated dislo-

cation glide. This provides evidence for a quasi-brittle type of fracture.

In contrast, the weak rise of K
e
 (and the weak drop of H.

y
) of A crystals

with increasing temperature may point to an ideally brittle «ode of fracture

under the action of localized force without elide dislocations or with their

alight participation. In this situation, the calculated values of K
e
 are de-

termined essentially by the material

o
 ^

t
 constants. Using the Griffith-Orovan

X *\ ' ""»i "
ir
° "

Mla
" "*"" "*"'" *"'• *"*

\
V H O . 1. The Victors hardness as a

function of temperature obtained on
the YB00

x
 single, crystals: 1 - the

ortho-phase ж «
ш
 7; 2 - the ortho-

passe а*-стоип; 3 - the tetra-pha-

в* x = 6i" 4 - the tetra-pnaae.*

- I
1

200

%

«00

./.

fi
1

500

840 К •

"t

800 Т. К
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is Poisson's ratio, we couid estimate the surface energy 7 of two surfaced
(1001/(010) and (001): \

00
,,

сло

a. (360+1400) erg/cm* and 160 erg/cm*.

The hardness of YBOO eyatea ia highly sensitive to oxygen concentration

in the ortho-phase range but it is not influenced by ortho-tetra phase

transition (x at 6.5).

Ceraaica. The average values of hardness which characterize YBCO ceramics

as a whole have been obtained for samples of various densitiee.

The key role of inoergrain material in the formation of the ductility of

ceramics could be seen best by the example of fine-graind ceramics Kl with

the grain size d at 5 Цт. Ita average hardness ia smaller by a factor of 3 as

compared to that of ceramics K2 (d st 40 \im) indicating the determining influ-

ence of grain boundaries. The temperature dependences of hardness values of

grains and inter?rain regionc of ceramics Kl are shown in Fie.2. The maxim»

hardness of grains and single crystals ia in good agreement in the whole tse-

perature interval from 77 to 300 R.

Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 system

Bi-containing HTSC ceramics
4
Pb

o T
c
 = 105-120 K)

crystals (T
c
 = 82 K) demonstrated highly nonuniform micromechanical

ties that seems to be due to their multiphase nature.

and

proper—

in conclusion, there is a possibility to compare some data on plasticity

of YBCO and BSCOO obtained in micro- and macrotests. In the temperature range

where the material is usually brittle the ratio hardness to yield stress was

found to be about 3. In accordance with available data for YBCO ceramics the

maximum H
v
 = 4.3 GPa and O

y
 = 1.25 GPa,* hence \/O

y
 a> 3.2. It is interes-

ting to compare hardness and strength of single crystals. At 77 К Н = 13.2

GPa and the strength

in the field-ion microscope, ' so

4.3 + 2.8. It can be noted that the O_

= 3.1 + S.4 GPa as measured at the same temperature

s

T
 values

are close to the theoretical strength of • per-

fect crystal: O
T
/8,, at (1/16 + 1/30).

For BSCOO (2212) crystals there are data

on hardness"'** and tensile strength a m «las- ..

FIG.2. Th* Vlckere hardness as a function of
temperature obtained on ceramics Kl when in-
dents «ere located entirely in individual gra-
ins (1) and in or near tha grain boundaries „
(2). Dash-line shows Н„(Т) of single crystal*.
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tie aodulua of whiskers at room temperature: the maximum of H

v
 = 3.1 GPa

and H
v
= 8.2 GPa.** (J. = 0.94 GPa and E = 92 GPa,

1
* so H

v
/O

c
 at 3.3 + ti.6 and

O
c
/t и 1/100. It ie clear in this case that, firstly, the yield point waa not

found because of brittle fracture of whiskers and. secondly, <J
C
 ie leea than

O
T
 jjecaua* of the iarije cross section of whiskers which was «ore than 00 \>m .
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FRACTAL PROPERTIES OF SUPERCONDUCTING

PERCOLATED SN-CE FILMS

A.M. Glukhov (a), A.N.Grib (b). A.S. Pokhila (c)

(a) Research S Development Firm "Helium", Kharkov
(b) Physical Department, Kharkov State University, Kharkov

(c) B.Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and
Engineering of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, Kharkov

DC-Volt age oscillations as a. function of the Magnetic field

are observed when the low-frequency ac current is applied to

superconducting Sn-Ge filw in the vicinity of their percolation

threshold. The Fourier-spectra of V. (H) dependence have the

"Flicker"-for* and show no clear oscillation pertor' •. The

oscillation structure is shown to be of the fractal character.

It is known that an ac flow in weak-link systems In the
external magnetic field H below the critical temperature leads to
the rectified voitage V

d c >
 which oscillates with changing H

 1
.

Such oscillating dependences V
d e
(H) were observed, e.g., on Nb

powders
 2
 and in interferometers of Clarke drops type

 3
 and were

related to the quantum interference effects in weak-link circuits.
The rectified voltage oscillations were also observed in
percolating granulated Pb and Al films

 4
.

It is interesting to study fractal properties of the
dependences V

rfc
(H) because the percolating cluster has a fractal

structure near the percolating threshold.
This work studies the fractal properties of the oscillatory

Vdc(H) structure in granulated films of the Sn-Ge system, which is
near the percolation threshold below the critical temperature. The
samples were prepared condensing Sn on a long (60 mm) substrate
with a temperature gradient along it. The preparation technique
and the resistive properties of the samples In the "dielectric"
and "Metallic* regimes are described in

 B
. The studies were

performed in the region near the percolation threshold with the
typical structure shown in Fig. 1 (Sn - white, Ge - black).

Electric measurements were performed using the four-point
probe method. Alternate current of 1-200 kHz was supplied by a
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Fig. 1 Fig. 2
sinusoidal signal generator connected via an isolation transformer.
DC voltage over the' sample was recorded with a digital voltmeter.
The sample length for each Vde(H) was not shorter than 8192
points. The film was in liquid helium inside a superconducting
solenoid. The design of the measuring cell provided for changing
the sample position with respect to the magnetic field direction.

The samples had considerably broadened superconducting
transitions. At temperatures below the midpoint of resistance
transitions pronounced Vdc oscillations v?re observed as a
function of the external magnetic field, as an ac flow was passing
through the sample. The current amplitude and frequency produce no
appreciable effect on the Vdc(H) shape. The results obtained are
readily reproducible. Fig.2 shows Vdc<H> for two temperatures. The
temperature dependence of the standard deviation S of the
rectified voltage characterizing the mean oscillation amplitude
has a maximum at about 2.6K (Fig. 3). This behavior of S(T) may be

S,itf*

•0.02 0
T-3.354K

U02
H.TI

Fig. 3 Fig. 4
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connected with the increasing number of quantizing circuits and
their growing critical fields at lowering temperature. On a
further drop of the temperature S decreases since the percolation
network is getting covered and the number of weak links decreases.

The dependence V^JH) is shown in Fig.4 for different
orientations of the filawith respect to the magnetic field. The
scale of the oscillation structure vs field is in inverse
proportion to cosine of the angle 8 between of applied magnetic
field and the normal to the sample plane. The effect produced only
by the normal component of the magnetic field and the antisymmetry
of the oscillatory structure with respect to И=0 attest to the
quantun-interference origin of the V

d c
(H).

In the system studied the quantizing circuits belong to the
backbone of the metallic percolating cluster, which is known to
have a fractal structure

 B
 . With the help of computer processing

of the electron-microscopic pictures taken on the samples, we
calculated the fractal dimension of the percolating cluster:
D=1.88±0.02, which is in agreement with theoretical predictions

 B
.

Since quantizing circuits belong to the percolating cluster
having a fractal structure, we may assume that the oscillating
pattern are fractal too. We have calculated cell dimensions

 7
 of

the samples Vdc(H) at all the temperatures used. The number of
cells N covering the V

de
<H) plot arc shown in Fig.5 as a function

of the cell scale b in the logarithmic coordinates. The least
covering cell along the ordinate was chosen to be about the

LgN

L
2
.

Fig. 5

D=l.«jto.O2

T= 2396 К

Fig. 6
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measuring voltneter resolution. The obtained fractal dimensions D
appeared to be 1.6-1.7 and show no systematic dependence on
temperature. The values of D practically coincide with theoretical
fractal dimension of the two-dimensional percolation cluster
backbone (1.62

 e
) .

The observed oscillatory structure is a superposition of
quantum voltage oscillations in Josephson circuits of different
sizes up to the geometric size of the sample. The Fourier-analysis
of V (H) shows no pronounced maxima, which suggests the absence
of separated magnetic fields and, hence, of the quantizing
circuits. The power spectrum P

V
(L

2
) of oscillations (Fig.6) has

the "flicker"-form, i.e. increases with decreasing sizes of the
quantization circuits L. The assumption is thus possible that the
quanturn-interference response of the voltage to the magnetic field
fluctuations is one of the mechanisms responsible for the
"flicker-noise* in the percolation systems (these include all
objects at the points of the second-order phase transition)t

This work was supported by the Fundamental Research Foundation
of the State Coaaittee for Science and Technologies of Ukraine.
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Acoustic transparency of layered conductors placed in a
magnetic field
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The peculiarities of magnetoacoustic phenomena in layered conductors have been studied.

Quasi-two-dimensional nature of electron energy spectrum of these conductors results in the

acoustic transparency increase. Under the Pippard effect conditions the sound attenuation is

extremely small for the majority of values of the magnetic field intensity. In ж higher magnetic

field H the acoustic transparency increases for certain orientations of H.

Layered conducting crystals (graphite and its intercalates, a series of organic polymer

conductors, HTSC compounds ets.) are expected to possess a qcasi-two-dimensial electron

energy spectrum which is characterized by open isoenergctic surfaces with a relatively small

projection of charge carriers velocity along the normal to the layers

v0 = (v«)»,« = 4VP, 4 < 1 . (1)

Neglecting the anisotropy in the plane of the layers, we can represent the simplest model of

such a spectrum in the form

£(p) - p?/2m - f>e/a) cos(ap,/n) (2)

where m is the effective mass, a is the cryctal lattice period along the OX axis.

Quasi-two-dimensional nature of the dispersion law (2) results in rising both the anisotropy

of static conductivity and the peculiarities of high-frequency kinetic characteristics of the

layered conductors [1|. We consider the magnetoacoustic effect, 1л. the dependence of the

electron absorption of the ultrasound propagating along the layers (k || OY) oa the magnitude

and the orientation ofthe external uniform magnetic fi«klH « (Hcos#,0,Hsuiff). Specific for

quasi-two-dimensional conductors features of sound absorption have been studied by jointly

doiving the elasticity theory dynamical equation and toe Maxwell equations for the electric

field S where the electron elastic force and the electric current j represent the ranctionals of

the non-equilibrium electron distribution function. In the сам t described below the sound

damping is related mainly to the Joule lasses. For the rate of sound attenuation we hare
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where Б — Б - (nHjiw/c is the effective electric field in conductor deformed by sound dis-

placements n, pa the crystal mass density, k, w, s are the wavevector, the frequency and the

velocity of tound.

1. la a hiph magnetic field

rac|w|/eH, < 1; kcpF/eH s krH < 1 (4)

(w s « + i/r, r is the electron relaxation time) the electric field Б should be calculated

by using the asymptotic representation for the conductivity tensor <r&. In the lowest order

approximation with respect to the small parameters 7 = mcw/ieH» and IJ the conductivity

tensor takes the form од » <r0Sii where the matrix S» is given by

^ J o J i , (5)

-*7*7f tan в, f, i ( l + t|*f tan* 9),

Й1А. - '

Here f = 2Ji+(Jj) - l)z~2, <ru = me2/niw, e is the electron charge, n is the charge carriers

density, JN(Z) are the Bessel functions fur the argument я a (app/Ь) tantf.

Я the sound wave is purely longitudinal {a |[ к j| OY), the electric field component

makes the major contribution to the sound attenuation rate which is given by

m
where (for not so high frequencies, wr < 1), A = q*w£s*r/uc*. The angle 9'» conditioned by

К tan в < l/m, l ш the electron mean free path). If the plasma frequency Wp = 2e^n/m

is comparable with the typical value for an ordinary metal (wf s 1 0 u - 10usec~1), parameter

A generally is not small which results in the more complicated shape of Г(#) dependence (see

Fig.l). When the angle i is close to tji, the angular dependence of Г is quasi-periodical

with respect to 1. Them oscillations an caused by Larmoir precession of electrons along the

strongly stretched Fermi surface sections crossing a gnat number of reciprocal lattice cells.

Period of oscillations is con" xted with changing by one this number. Period meastnmemts

may enable the average diameter of Fermi striae* (2pr) along the given dinctiom (p, axis in

present case) to be evaluated.
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Figure 1.

2. In a weaker magnetic field (k~* <тш<1) there are conditions tor the Pippard effect:
sound attenuation depends on the multiplicity of the electron orbit diameter to the sound
wavelength [2]. In a two-dimensional conductor (9 » 0) this dependence turns out to be
much more pronounced than in an ordinary metal. Hie reason к that the Pippard effect is
produced by all electrons, but not only a small fraction. The deformation absorption of the
longitudinal sound waves is given by

(7)

where Г* « wamru/pf is of the same older of magnitude as the attenuation rate at H = 0.
Ь the quail-two-dimensional case (f ftO) the expression (7)»Mrailableia magnetic field*

such that
qftck/ea < H < ckpr/e. (8)

b this range the difference between the maxinnn and the пипкамш diameters of the Fermi
surface multiplied by c/eH is appreciably smaller than tbt sound wavelength. When H <

/ea most of electrons make eoatribttka to tbt motjoVmicaUy varymg part of Г and
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amplitude of the Pippard oscillations decreases. Рог В - 0 the sound absorption rate has the

form

г * ^-k \+$шГ'7см (kR - 5)«( 2 k * - Щ w
As we have seen, the quasi- two-dimensiality of the electron energy spectrum results in the

increase of the acoustic transparency of a conductor. Under the Pippard effect conditions

the sound absorption is considerably smaller than Го for the majority of values of the mag-

netic field. In Я higher magnetic fi*»M th* лглплЫс trannnaiwnry mertawm nharnhr for r#»rt*in
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The conduction-electron g-faetors have been calculated
for 14 noble and transition metals within the relati-
v is ts LMTO and tight-binding methods including an
applied magnetic field. These results are compared with
experimental data from DHVA, CESK and magnetic suscep-
tibility measurements. The comparison with the experi-
mental DHVA g-fantor data made It possible to extract
the exchange-correlation enhancement factor for some FS
orbits in these metals. The general trends in the g-
factors behavior are formulated for all transition
metals across the Periodic Table.

The splitting of otherwise—degenerate electronic states at
the Fermi surface (FS) of a metal in an applied magnetic field
is conveniently expressed in terms of the g-factor. The
deviation of the g-factor from the free-electron value
(g& =2.0083) is governed by the spin-orbit coupling, and is
modified by many-body effects. The possibility of extracting
these effects on FS accounts for the current interest in
measuring and analyzing of g-factors in transition metals l~4 .

The conduction-electron g-factors have been calculated for
14 noble and transition metals using the relativimtic
modifications of LMTO and the tight-binding LMTO methods with
Hamiltonians which include an applied magnetic field:
H rlmlob = Hlmto + н ю + H, (H tato - scalar-relativistic , Н „ -
spin-orbit , and H, - Zeeman Hamiltonians respectively)

For principal extremal orbits on FS of these metals the
orbital g-factors g o were deduced ae well as <g>, averaged over
FS (Tublcs 1,2). These results are compared with experimental
data from DHVA, CF.SR and magnetic susceptibility measurements.
This analysis shows that in transition metals the main sources
of the deviation from the free-electron value g 0 can be
accounted for the spin-orbit coupling and d-bands filling. The
comparison with the experimental DFVA g-factor data made ft
possible to estimate the exchange-correlation enhancement
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Table 1
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2
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2
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Table 2
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factor for electrons on FS orbits in these metals. It is found
that the calculated values of g c are in accord with the OIIVA
data Глг the values 7 and 3.5 of Stoner exchange enhancement
Fc-- eoine orbits a noticeable anisotropy have been revealed
though the FS average of the enhancement factors is in
agreement with the predictions of first-principles
calculations.

The results of calculations of the conduction electron g—
factcrs *~* allow us to formulate some general regularities for
transition metals having a cubic structure:

- The quantities g> presented in the table are characterized
by an increase in the shif* |a <g>\ = |<g>-g0 | upon an increase in
the atomic number Z of a metal within a group, i.e., upon a
transition from-the 3d- to 5d-row. This effect is related to
the increase of SO interaction.

- The sign of the &<g> changes from negative at the beginning
of a row to positive at its end. This is due to an increase in
the number of spectral branches under the Fermi level with the
filled d-band, which gives positive contributions to g-factor.

- For the same reason, the values of <g> i for any metal under
investigation increase monotonically with the band number j .
- The shifts in the local g—factors correlate with the distance
to neighboring energy bands and are anomalously high for
electron states which are close to degeneracy.
- The orbital g-factors on the FS sheets exhibit a considerable
enisotropy for such states even in cubic metals.

A reasonable combination of calculations and experiments
will make it possible to extract valuable information about
g-factcrs and electron-electron interaction in transition
metaJs.
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STRUCTURE AND THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF HIGH TEMPERATURE

PHASE OF SF
6

A.P.Isakina, A. I. Prokhvatilov

Institute for Low Temperature Physics & Engineering,Kharkov,Ukraine

X-Ray investigations of the structure and the thermal expan-

sion are carried out for high temperature phase of SFg. It is shown

that the structure of SFg is bcc of space group Im3m. Detailed data

on temperature dependences of the lattice parameters, molar volumes

and thermal expansion coefficients are obtained. We calculated Gru-

neisen parameters, Debye temperatures, heat capacity components.

The structure, phase transitions, orientational order and mo-

lecule dynamics in various phases of SFg have been studied thoro-

ughly. According to X-ray til, neutron 121 and electron [3-51 dif-

fraction results, the high temperature phase CT > 94.3 JO of SFg

has Ccubic) bcc structure of symmetry Im3m with the bonds S-F ori-

ented near the phase transition along the principal lattice direc-

tions <100>. Analysis of the data reveals however some contradic-

tions concerning the orientational structure of SFg. Sometimes this

phase is interpreted as orientationally ordered [2,6,7], other re-

ports give evidence of a high degree of orientational disorder

[4,8,91.

To clarify this question and obtain additional information, we
have performed an X-ray study of the structure, lattice parameters
and thermal expansion coefficients of the high-temperature phase of
SFg in a wide range of temperatures using a DR0N-3M X-ray diffrac-
tometer in Co K

a
 emission at X = 1.79021 A. Polycrystal samples we-

re prepared by condensing the SFg gas of 99.98X purity С impurities
CF4 * O.OIX and Ng, 0u> * 0.01X ) on a flat copper substrate cooled
down to 120 K. The samples were then annealed for 1.5 h at ISO K,
which produced snow-like material. The measurement error is not mo-
re than ±0.024 for lattice parameters and ± 9K for thermal expan-
sion coefficients.

The intensities of X-ray reflections from polycrystal S§ sa-
шр1*« *t 100 X wwr* оо*рлг*& with o*loul«tioMi for two noctols of
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the ordered and disordered orientational structures within space
symmetry group Im3m. In the latter case the F atoms were brought
into the common position 96 I, which resulted in an eight-times
disordering of the orientation of each molecule. Both models take
into account the isotropic thermal factor. The constants В for the
S and F atoms are
found from the Debye
temperature and the
standard deviation "5Г
in the high-tempera- о
ture phase С103 to ^
be 0.94 and 2.21 A

2
,

respectively. The
experimental inte-
nsities at 100 К are
In quite good agree-
ment with those in *"*90 130 170
the model of ori-

entationally ordered Temperature, К

structure. The factor R is not more then 0.06. At T > 140 К the in-
tensities of the ChOO) and ChkO) type reflections decrease CFig.D
and approach those calculated in the model of orientational molecu-
le disordering. Nevertheless, up to 170 К the factor R is relative-
ly large, =«0.15. This suggests that the orienUtional structure of
(3 -SFg is not completely disordered even at high enough temperatu-
res.

The lattice parameters and molar volumes obtained here are in
good agreement with literature data both for the high-temperature
phase and for the low-T one and the liquid too. Near the phase tra-
nsition thethermal expansion coefficients (3 , as in other molecular
crystals, increase at lowering temperature, which is related to the
enhancement of the correlation effects in the rotational subsystem.
Then at 110-135 К /3 CT) tends to saturate. However, at T > 140 К
the expansion again builds up appreciably faster. Note that at the
same temperatures the intensities of some reflections decrease,
which is indicative of a progressing orientational disordering. An-
alysis of the SFg structure by the molecular dynamics method shows
(8,93 that these processes are of A dynamic nature. The interaction
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between nearest neighbors in the bcc phase promotes the S-F bonds
to align along <100>, whereas it is the repulsion that predominates
in the interaction with next neighbors between F atoms.

The Debye temperatures, Gruneisen coefficients, isothermal co-
mpressibility and heat capacity at constant volume are calculated
using the obtained molar volumes and thermal expansion coeffici-
ents, as well as the literature data on heat capacity at constant
pressure and the compressibility (from the Brillouin light scatte-
ring). The heat capacity of the rotational subsystem is separated
taking into account the contributions to (J. from the lattice and
intramolecular vibrations. The lattice component of the heat capa-
city in the whole region of existence of the high-temperature phase
appears to be almost constant (5,90 at .100 К and 5.95 cal/mole К at
200 K) and close to its limiting value 3R. The contribution of the
intramolecular vibrations is calculated in the Einstein.approxima-
tion. The obtained Gruneisen constants y=/3WC *

s
 vary only slightly

with temperature, and their average value of 2.3 is close to that
observed in atomic cryocrystals С12] and in disordered phases of
simple molecular materials [13].

The rotational component of heat capacity (J.
Q̂
 = (̂ - (£r -C^n

decreases with increasing temperature and approaches 3/2 R at T>160
K, which is characteristic of a free three-dimensional rotor. Howe-
ver, at T > 200 К the £ 0^ increases considerably. This may mean
that both the translational and long-range orientational orders are
destroyed at the triple point of SFQ. Th« considerable jumps of the
volume С 22.354 ) and melting entropy ( 5.4 cal/mole К ) convincing-
ly support the above conclusion.

The temperature behavior of the rotational heat capacity con-
tradicts the structural data of long-range orientational order per-
sisting at T < 140 K. Usually, decrease in (y

r o t
 with increasing

temperature suggests a decrease of the correlation anisotropic in-
teraction in orientationally disordered phases of cryocrystals
(131. It is most likely that the evaluated dependence C

V r o t
CT) does

not reflect the real physics of rotational notion of Sg molecules
in the 0-phase. Because of the strong translation-rotation coupling
£8), the separation of heat capacity contributions, assuming inde-
pendence of different kinds of oscillations does not seem to be
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Justified. Thus, the problem of temperature-induced changes in the
rotational heat capacity of the high-temperature phase of SFQ requ-
ires additional experimental and theoretical investigation.
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EDDY-CURRENT LOSSES IN MAGNETS WITH

NON-ONE-DIMENSIONAL DOMAIN WALLS

Iv.-mov B.A., Bugrij I.A.

Institute for Metal Physics, 3G Vernatlskii Street,
Kiev 252142, Ukraine

Eddy-current, losses ar<% due to variation of magnetic induction В
with time. This results in the appearance of currents of density j . The
power of losses per unit volume of a .sample can l>e expressed through the
formula

where p is a specific resistance assumed to be homogeneous, V - volume
of ferromagnetic.

Usually eddy-current josses due to variation of total magnetization
of a sample are studied. They result from the dynamics of domain walls
(DW). Specific power of these losses decreases since the thickness of film
/ decreases, WL ~ /2 .

In the low-anis<-tropic magnetics DW can be non-oiie-diinensional.
In particular, various materials such as pure iron [l] and iron-yttrium
garnet [2] have a structure of DW with the system of vertical В loch lines.
These lines divide the parts of a DW with different projections of the
magnetization vector to the film plain- (see Fig. 1). The usual mechanism
of eddy-current losses due to the motion of DW does not depend on
the structure of DW. When there are magnetic lnhomogeneities in the
DW new mechanism of eddy-current losses due to the motion of these
inhomogeneities along DW can occur.

Let DW move in the x direction with the velocity v . Then tho
gyroscopic force Fg acts on this inhomogeneity and displaces it along the
DW. (This was observed in the t xpeiim.nis [2]).

The value of this force* equals to t), — Gv , where the constant G
can be obtained in each particular c.ise. The direction of the motion
of BL depends on its topological charge. The motion of BL results in
appearance of dDt/dt ф 0 which in turn leads to the induction of eddy
currents on the film plane (see Fig.i). This changes the character of
eddy-current losses in essence.

In the case when Dloch lines move to meet each olhsr, the average
value of dB./dt does not equal 0. The dynamics of BL yields a con-
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siderable contribution in eddy-t urrent losses per unit volume of sample.

Fig.l. If the Bloch lines move in the tame direction the value dB,/dt b u

opposite tigni in the adjacent BL. In this case the average value of dBm/dt equals

zero. The currents are localized in the region between DL. The contribution of BL

into the losses is small.

Calculations show that the power of losses due to DL has maximum
if

1) the magnetic inhoiuogcncitics in given DVV move to meet each other
and dBjdt ф 0 ;

2) the motion of magnetic inhoinngvncities in adjacent DW is synchro»
nous and their dBt/dt have the same signs;

3) the domain size D is much less than b — the width of the film (the
size of the sample along domain wall).
Compared to the standard losses

т) (:) (г)
Д is the DW thickness, / — the thickness of the film, u — the velocity of
BL, v — the velocity of DW, b — the width of the film, d — the distance
between BL.

For thin films the ratio A// is not small. In the experiments [2)
it was observed that u/v > 10 . Taking into account that the distance
between BL compares to the domain size we conclude that b/d also is not
small. Therefore the dynamics of the magnetic inhomogeneities like BL
can make a considerable contribution to eddy-current losses.
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QUANTUM INTERFERENCE AND HEATING EFFECTS IN BISMUTH THIN FILMS

V.Yu.Kashirin and Ye F.Komnik

B. I.Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering,
Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, 47 Lenin ave., Kharkov 310164,
Ukraine

L. INTRODUCTION
Weak lokalization CWL) and electron-electron interaction CEEI)

provide information on the parameters of electron relaxation and
interaction in disordered conductors 111, the inelastic scattering
time т , and the spin-orbital scattering time T

S O
, in particular.

These times are generally found by analysing the behaviour of the
quantum corrections to the conductivity due to the WL and EEI ef-
fects in magnetic field. As shown experimentally Ш , т of thin
films at about 1 К varies as r'J-a T , and at higher temperatures
(about 10 JO as т~ ее Tr. The former behaviour has been unambiquous-
ly explained by the effect of electron-electron scattering, and the
latter by prevailing electron-phonon relaxation. Meanwhile such a
dependence does not follow from theoretical studied for the time
T
eph

 o f e
^

e c
^

r o n
~ P

n o n o n
 interaction in disordered metals, which

imply a higher power of T.

Another sourse of information on r
e p h

are experiments on electron
overheating in thin films [2-6), since transfer of the excess ener-
gy from the electron system to the phonon one is determined by т

е р Н

An advantage of electron overheating experiments is that they can
provide information on r

e p h
 at low temperatures where processes of

electron-phonon relaxation in quantum interference effects do not
stand out against the background of the more frequent processes of
electron-electron scattering. Electron overheating takes place in
thin films with good film-substrate acoustic coupling, phonons emit
ted by electrons departing from the I'ilm without being reabsorbed
in it. Thus, the lattice temperature does not change, and elect-
rons gain a higher temperature under the electric field due to the
strong current flowing.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

Bismuth thin films С about 100Й in thick ) were prepared by con-
densing a Bi molecular beam onto the substrate having room tempera-
ture in vacuum of КГЧегг. The samples were shaped so that the re-
sistance could be measured by the four probe method and were Otya
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wide and 0.2cm long. The substrates were made of calcite which pro-
vides good film-substrate acoustic coupling .because the acoustic
impedances of these materials are similar. The measurements used
temperatures 1,5 - 20 К С the samples being in liquid helium when
T<4,2 К ) and magnetic fields up to 20 kG. The current through the
samples was varied between 5-300/aA, the maximum current density was
5*10

4
 A-cnf

2
, the electric field in this case being up to 33 V-cnff

3,. FORMULAE

To calculate т we used the relation [1]

giving the localization correction to conductivity of a film in a
perpendicular magnetic field for strong spin - orbital interaction
proper to Bi. Here fgCx^lnx+Ml/S+i/x) СФ is the logarithmic deri-
vative of the Г-function) and D is the electron diffusion coeffici-
ent. The latter was calculated by the relation D = 1/3 V^ •<- , where
r is the total electron relaxation time. The experiments were so
staged that other quantum corrections did not contribute to the
magnetoconductivity [7].

To find T
e p h

 from electron overheating, the difference between
the electron temperature T

0
 and the phonon temperature T

p h
 . i.e.

the overheating AT=T
e
~T

 h
 , is to be known. If they are known, т

 h

can be found from the heat balance equation
ДТ = E

2
*/ r

e p h
 / C

e
= E

2
* r

e p h
 / у T , C2)

where C
e
 is the electronic heat capacity, Tel/2CT

e
+T

 h
 ). The value

of r for Bi is not known exactly, It varies in literature sources
from 7 to 67 |Л»ию1'К"

2
. Thus, it is better to use the relation

СкТ
е
)

г
= CkTp^

2
 • б CeE)

2
DT

e p h
 / я

2
 (3)

It is identical to (2) if the electron density of states v is the
same In C

0
= А

2
! и / 3 and a = e

2
!» D.

4s_ EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In preceding works, t

e p h
was usually calculated by (2) with using

AT found by comparison of the temperature dependences of the re-
sistances at various currents. It was believed that in order to
find T

e
 the resistance for slrong current is to be identified with

the equal resistance for low current. In Ref.2 for this purpose the
laagnetoresistance of films was similarly used.

We found AT with using the temperature dependences of т obtained
for various currents. The solid diamonds in the fig.a represent the
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dependence r (T) for equilibrium conditions. These values of r
g

re found from the magnetic field dependences of the localization
correction for weak current. The other solid symbols shown т СТ)
for film-heating currents. In the equilibrium curve we see well the
transition from x'J-a. T to r^cfl^Csolid lines). With increasing cur-
rent, т decreases; by comparison of these т values with these in
the equilibrium curve, T

@
 can be found.

The points at the top of the fig. a show r
e p h

 values found by (3)
from electron overheating for various conditions. They fit well in-
to the single dependence r'La T

3
 (dashed line). If formula (2) is

used instead of (3), the result corresponds to у =15 piJ-raol.K . The
points (asterisks) obtained by (3) when AT was determined from the
temperature dependences of resistance for a low film-heating cur-
rent СЗОрА) fit into the same dependence.

The result suggest that the т value found from the quantum corr-
ections are not identical to the time
T

2
! Let us assume everywhere

found from the quantu o
x

e p h
 in the region where T~i

e, I.e. that т Includes pro
cesses of both electron-electron and electron-phonon interactions.
If the equilibrium dependence т СТ) is represented as the function
T~** AT+BT

P
 t8) and А,В and p are found by the least-squares tech-

nique, then т
е е
СТ) and т

е
_

п
(Т) are such as shown in the fig.a by

dashed-dotted curves where p 93. The discrepancy between the depen-
dences Tgp^CT) and T

e p h
(T) is understandable, since, as was shown
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in ref.3, the electron-phcnon energy relaxation time т L differs
Troa the time r^

ph
 which orresponds to the electron-phonon contri-

bution to the inelastic lime.
Г ref.3 the following expressions were obtained for the

electron-phonon relaxation times:

-
1
-- = 3 (KT/ Ю*+

1
 Ц+3) C« (dx - * j - - C «

T
eph " '•J e

x
- 1

= l ~ = 3n CK/ h ) * + 1 C* (?T* + l + T< + 1 ) Г dx -л 3 --- С5)
Tfeph * J e x - 1

and their ratio is

T
eph 3 (?+3) I

f + 2

 P
 J e

x
- 1

It follows from the experimental data for Bi films on calcite
J[=2. Calculation by C6) gives in this case т

 h
 / r'

 h
 % 0,4.

Fig.b represents the part of fig. a showing the dependences r^^
(T) as obtained from the electron overheating effect Copen circles)
and т*^СТ) found by expression C5)Csolid circles ). The latter al-
most coincide with the dashed-dotted curve. The value of C« was de-
termined by comparing the experimental т

е h
CT) with expression (4).

sL CONCLUSION
A combined study of the effects of WL of electrons and electron

overheating enabled comparison of the temperature dependences of
the inelastic electron scattering process time т , the time T L ^
corresponding to the electron-phonon contribution to the inelastic
time, and the electron-phonon energy relaxation time r

 n
 . It has

been found that Ст' ̂ "^cc T^and С т ^ ^ ^ а Т
3
, and the dependence

т~ а Тг is due to participation of the processes of both electron-
phonon and electron-electron relaxation.
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TIME-REVERSED ANTIFERROMAGNETIC DOMAINS:

MAGNETO-OPTICAL INVESTIGATIONS

N.F.Kharchenko

B.Verkln Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering
Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, Lenin ave. 47, Kharkiv 310164, Ukraine

The experimental results of vizual investigations of the time-reversed
domains in different anttferromagnetic crystals by magneto-optical
method are presented. The possibility of local staggered magnetization
reversing in antiferromagnetlc specimens is shown.

1. INTRODUCTION

Among different types of antiferromagnettc domains the time-reversed

domains (or, the same, the ISO-degree or colinear domains) are worth of special

attention. They are typical for all antiferromagnclic crystals and are the

only possible domains in highly symmetric antlferromagncls. Many macroscopic

properties of the time-reversed antiferromagnelic slates in compensated anll-

ferromaenets and in certain cases all of them are similar. Therefore, the visu-

al distinguishing these antiferromagnetic domains is problematic. First of all

it must be emphazlzed that all antiferromagnels are divided in two types- those

with magnetic cells coincident with chemical ones and antiferromagnets whose

magnetic cells are greater than chemical ones and multiple to them. All proper-

ties of second type anttferromagnets are the same as properties of magnetically

disordered crystals because thetr symmetry magnetic point groups contain the

time-reversal operation. Properties of lime-reversed domains in these antifer-

romagnets are identical. These domains can be detected through revealing the

domain wail only. The magnetic point groups of the first type antiferromagnets

do not contain the time-reversal operation and certain properties of these

anttferromagnets can be varied when the staggered magnetization is reversed.

Thus the time-reversed domains in these anttferromagnets can be distinguished.

The possibility of detection of time-reversed domains In compensated antl-

ferromagnels was discussed more than once. The presence of these domains in

antlferromagneltc specimens can be delected by effects which are sensitive ю

the staggered magnetic moment reversal: by the piezomagnettc effect and linear

magnetostriction, magnetoclectric effect, nuclear magnetic resonance technique,

with the specimen placed in an electrto field, the polarized neutrons diffrac-

tion or, at last, through precise magnetomelry.

2.VISUALIZATOM.

The possibility of visualization of lime-reversed antiferromagnettc do-

mains through application of optical and magneto-optical techniques was discus-

sed in 1963 (11. Particular attention was paid to the so-called gyrotroplc bl-
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refringence which is allowed by the symmetry in noncenrally symmetric antifer-
romagneis and manifests itself as a spatial dispersion effect. However, it is
expected to be too low in magnitude even for being observed I 6 I. Induced
effects have proved better suited for optical visualization of time-reversed
domains in antiferromagnets. However, the domain structure observed asm/ Indu-
ced effects may not be the same as in a free specimen, since the crystal Is
acted upon by an external agent.

The symmetry allowing the time-reversal sensitive optical effects can be
seen from the expressions for the dielectric tensor components:

H « * ^ 0 0 HaH,3 * i B t ^ H « HHaH,3 * i B t ^ H«H/3 *

E« * *l& EaE/3 +

Here upper indices "s" and "a" denote symmetrical and antisymmetrtcal matrices
with respect to the permutation of indices i and j. Underlined terms are time-
reversal sensitive ones. The optical effects governed by these terms can be
used in vizualizating the lime-reversed domains. Many of these effects are very
small in an order of magnitude for use. But certain magnetic field induced
effects may work for vtzuallzalion of domains. So, in 1974 121 while studying
of the magnettc transition in antlferromagnet DyAIG by means of Faraday effect
out-of-ordinary domains were observed.Their peculiar properties allow to iden-
tify them as time-reversed antiferromagnetic domains. In 1978 131 and 1985 (41
two magnetic field induced effects - linear magneto-optical effect and quadra-
tic magnetic rotation of the light polarization plane <q^o and B a ^ terms)
were detected. Their values were sufficient for visual studies of time-reversed
antiferromagnetic domains in CoF^ FeF2> DyFeOj, CaMnGeG. The photographs in
Figs 1-4 shew the time-reversed antiferromagnetic domains that were observed by
means of the linear magneto-optical effect in CoF- and CaMnGeG 15,61. The do-
mains were formed under different conditions.
3. PREPARATION OF THE DOMAIN STRUCTURES.

A problem of control of antiferromagnetlc domains is connected with a pro-
blem of the staggered magnetization reversal of anllferromagnets. The energy
inequivalence of the time-reversed antiferromagnetic states can be echleved by
the combination of two physical actions. The energy of antiferromagnets depen-
ding on time-reversed can be written in the form:
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AF = • E*

Here E,- and E . are projections of the Johnes vector of the light beam. The ene-

rgy Inequivalence of the anttferromagnelie states in a magnetic field can be

achieved by an electric field in noncentrosymmelnc magneto-electric anllfer-

romagnetic crystals, a tilted magnetic field itself or by elastic stress :n

piezomagnetic antiferromagnels. A polarized light flux can also affect time-

reversed antiferromagnetic states inducing their magnetic inequivalence tn non-

centroantlsymmctnc crystals.

Ftg.2 demonstrates the influence of a magnetic fieid on the formation of

the lime-reversed domain structure during antiferromagnetic ordering. Fig.3 de-

monstrates the possibility of the thermomagnetic preparation of the time-

reversed domains through a local chang of conditions of the staggered magneti-

zation reversal upon local heating. Fig.4 shows the stripe time-reversed domain

structure which was prepared in the specimen preliminary exposed te light which

had periodical spatial modulated polarization.

Fig.1. Time-reversed domain structure revealed in the crystal CoF

near T M <T-TN 5K) after repeated heating and cooling.

Flg.2. Magnetic field effect (1- 1^=22 kOc, Нк= H = Oj 2-

H^s H s 14 kOe.) on formation o( domain structure under

magnelic ordering in CoF .

з

^ 0,

aniiferro-
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Fig.3. Round an'J rins -inliferromaenetic domains prepared in the

CaMnGeG plain by m«ins of local liser heating in a magnetic fjcld.

Kig.4. Slrlpe structure of time-reversed domains formed in a

CaMnGeG plate in magnetic field after exposing of a specimen in the

interference field of two linearly and orthogonally polarized light

beams. The narrow dark stripes on photos 1 and 2 are image* of regions

of the sample which were illuminated by light with circular pola-

rization. They are visible through the photolnduced birefringence

established in the sample.

Thus, experimental studies show that there are possibilities to prepare the
predetermtned time-reversed domain structures in antiferromagnetic crystals.
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STUDIES OF ISOCHORIC THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OP SIKPES

MOLECULAR CRYSTALS

V.A. Zonstantinov, V.G. Manzhelii, S.A* Smirnov

Institute for Low Temperature Physics & Engineering, Academy of

Sciences of Ukraine, Kharkov, Ukraine

Isochoric thermal conductivity/\
 y
 of solid inert gases, COg,

N
2
0, CC1

4
, CHClo, CH

2
C1

2
» SP

6
, and CgHg has been studied at the

temperatures of the order and above Debye ones, T %, Q . The tempe-

rature dependence of Л of solid inert gases and orientationally

ordered crystals has been found weaker then 1/T. In orientational-

ly disordered crystalline phases of CCl^, SPg, and CgHg the iso-

choric thermal conductivity increases with increasing temperature*

The relation between the temperature dependence of the thermal

conductivity and the character of orientational motion of mole-

cules is discussed.

The paper is dedicated to the study of high-temperature Isocho-

ric thermal conductivity and phonon scattering in solid inert ga-

ses and simple molecular crystals in which molecules rotate as a

whole. The simplest version of the phonon scattering theory for

processes involving three quaeiparticles predicts that the thermal

conductivity Л is inversely proportional to the temperature at

T 2- Q ( Э is the Debye temperature)
1
. When deriving the depen-

dence A<£1/T, the crystal volume and, hence, its energy spect-
rum were supposed to be independent of temperature. It means that
to test this dependence it is necessary to study the isochoric
thermal conductivity Л

 у
. So compare the theory and experiment,the

isochorio thermal conductivity of solid inert gases , COg and NgO »

CC1
4

4
, CHCl^ and CHgClg

5
, CgHg

6
, and S 7

g

7
 has been studied at

T £ & • The experimental set up, the method of crystal growth, and
the procedures to determine tbe aolar voluae are described in Refa.
2 and 3.

Previously the lsochoric thermal conductivity Measurements of*
solid Ar were «ade by Clayton and Betchelder8. They observed a good
agreeaent with the lew Д ce Л/f in a wide temperature range, but
in the premelting region, their results were •arkedlj-,higher. The
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detailed Investigation of a "high-temperature region" was carried

out in by studying Л
 у
 of solid Ar, Kr, and Xe. In all the cases,

the temperature dependence of A
 y
 was weaker than 1/T and could be

described by the expression

Д,- А/Т + В (1)

where A and В are the constants of the temperature* In crystals with

orientationally ordered phases, such as C0
2
, N

2
0, CHCly>, and g g

the deviations tvomAcC 1/T are displayed more distinctly and even

the tendency to "saturation" of the isochoric thermal conductivity

in the high-temperature limit is observed-'' . And finally, in crys-

tals with the strong reorientationul motion of moleculeв such as

CCl^, BPg, and CgHg, the isochoric thermal conductivity A does

not decrease in the high-temperature region but increases with in-
U- 7 8

creasing temperature ''• .

In the case of solidified inert gases Ar, Kr, and Xe, phonons

are the only low-frequency collective excitations and their thermal

resistance is due to solely to the phoron-phonon interaction. Heat

transfer in simple molecular crystals is determined to a conside-

rable extent by both the translational and rotational motion of mo-

lecules at the crystal lattice sites. The nature of motion associa-

ted with the orientational degrees of freedom of molecules may vary

from librational and low-frequency jump-like reorientation in orien-

tationally ordered phases to a retarded or almost free rotation in

orientationally disordered phases» Because of the small width of

bands associated with the angular motion of molecules, their contri-

bution to heat traxsfer is usually rather small while the scattering

of phonons by rotational excitations may be of the same order as

the scattering of phonons by phonons-'. Upon the temperature Increase

in strongly anharmonic crystals, the mean free path of phonons par-

ticipating in the heat transfer decreases and mey become comparable

with their natural wavelength (or with the interatomic distance a).

In this case the thermal conductivity reache* the minimal possible

value X
 min
 equal to

 9

A ™ - С„ \Г 1
т
;

л
 /i (2)

where C
y
 is the heat capacity per unit volume, tr and

 п

the mean Velocity and minimum phonon free path length, respective-

ly. The estimations of the free path lengths for all these eubetan-
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ces at the melting point give £ close to 2 -f- 3 interatomic dis-
tances. This concept of the "minimum" thermal conductivity discus-

Q

sed previously by Slack can explain only the saturation of ther-
mal conductivity in the high-temperature limit, but not its in-
crease* We assume that this effect is connected with the weakening
of phonon scattering on excitations of rotational motion of mole-
cules due to the "destruction" of libron branches. At lower tempe-
ratures with the freezing-out of reorientational motion of mole-
cules, the libron branches would be regenerated and the phonon
scattering on НЪгопв would be increased.
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MAGNETIC SOLITONS: A NEW ТУРЕ OF COLLECTIVE EXCITATION IN MAGNETICALLY ORDERED

CRYSTALS
A.M.Kosevich, B.A.Ivanov

1
*, A.S.Kovalev

Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering» Kharkov
•Institute of Physics of Metals, Kiev

The theory of dynamical and topologieal solitons in ferromagnets and
antiferrornagnets is discussed. The description of such solitons is based on
both classical and quasi- classical mechanics. The magnetic soliton is
regarded as a bound state of a large number of elementary magnetic exitations,
i.e.magnons.

The theory of nonlinear dynamics of the magnetically ordered media is now

a big branch of " the aoliton science ". This fact is coused by many reasons:

(l)the nonlinear equations of motion relating to the real physical objects and

describing correctly nonlinear effects are complete integrable in some cases,

(2) the phenomsnological nonlinear theory has a reable microscopic quantum-

mechanical foundation, (3) there is a great variety of magnetic materials of

different dimensionalities demonstrating nonlinear properties.

In the simplist case the dynamics of the magnetization vector M in

ferromagnets is described by the damping- free Landau- Lifshitz equation. In

dintensionless variables it has the form

SH/dt * 1НШ] * IM JMl = 0, Ш

where J * diag(0,0,±l) for easy-axis ( + > and easy-plane (-> ferromagnet

J = diag(e,0,l) for the biaxial ferronagnet

J * diag(c-h д/дх g, h d/Эх g,l) fo- the thin magnetic films

(h is the thickness and g is the Gilbert operator».

In the case of antiferromagnet the Landau- Lifshitz equations for the two

sublatticea reduce approximately to the equation for the antiferromagnetic.

vector L, which has the form

-Cb d
2
L/dt

Z
l • (X. ДЬ) • IL 3b) * 0. (2>

For the ferrimsgnetic materials where the sublettioes are not equivalent
< M
i * * V '

 t h e e t
3

u a t i o n ( 2 >
 traneforne to

rr dh/dt - \h d
r
Wdt

Z
l * 1ЬШ * (L Jbl - 0, C3>

where f} * |M
T
-«

2
I.

Eg, (l)-(3> give the examples of nonlinear dynamical •yetenw with different

character of the ground «tate» (twice or continuouily degenerated) , different

nonlinearity and dieperaion laws of the magnorw.lte dispersion law is the main

characteristic of the linear (noninterecting) mgnons. It has one branch in

the oaae of a ferrcaagnet: «t - l*k
2
 (for easy axis), t> - Н1*к

г
)(1+с*к

2
И

1 / г

(in biaxial case), w « kll*k
2
»"

2
 (for easy plane) and w si 1 • hlkl + k* (for

a ferromagnetic film). The dispersion law of the sagnons in antiferramgnets

and ferrites has two branches and the gap: »*> 1 • k
a
 (for a antiferrasagnet)

and w и *a*k
a
»

t / a
- n (for a f«rrite). In the nonlinear case the m i l
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excitations in nagnetical materials correspond to the interacting nagnons.

Their " nonlinear dispersion law "in all above- mentioned examples ( with

the exception of the precession magnons in antiferronvwjnet> has the form a a

w(k) - a p, where w(k> gives the linear dispersion law and p is the roagnon

density (a > 0).Because of the attraction of the magnons (or > 0) the nonlinear

spin wave becomes unstable. The developing instability causes magnetization

localization and gives rise to the solitary waves, which are the stable

solutions of the nonlinear dynamical equations (l)-(3).In this small-amplitude

limit the solitary wave(or the magnetic aoliton) may be treated as a localized

spin wave.Such a dynamical aoliton (or bion) is characterized by two arbitrary

parameters, for example, by its velocity V and the precession frequency « of

.the vector M. All the other parameters (such as amplitude or wave number) are

expressed in terms of the quantities V and u.

The small amplitude soliton velocity V approaches the group velocity of

linear spin waves and its amplitude Л is in inverse proportions to the

localization region Д (А ~ 1/Д). In this limit components of the magnetization

M or antiferromagnetic vector L are proportional to the value xflxfx-Vt/l

sin (kx-ut), where x ~ A, the function f is localized in region Д ~ 1/x

and exponentially decreases in space in ID case. The parameters x,k,V,u are

related by the equation (u+ixV) = F(k+ix) for the dispersion law of linear

(nagnons u = F(k). In the ferromagnetic films the unusual dependence holds for

the localization- region size A on the amplitude A because of the non- local

magnetodipol interaction and integro- differential form of eq.(l): in this

case & - I/A
2
 and soliton is more weakly localized than in the usual ID

magnetic problems. Moreover, the nonexponential (power- law) behavior of the

asymptote at large distances (M(x)-M(O) * 1/x as x •» ±») takes place for

such the solitons. In the integrable ID systems (such as eq.(l) for the easy-

axis, easy- plane and biaxial ferromagnets, eg. (3> for the isotropical ferrits

and eq.<2) for the special case of dynamics of the easy- axis

antiferromagncts) the exact two- parameter dynamical soliton has a form of a

complicated function of the arguments x(x-Vt) and <kx-ot>, where parameter

x,V,k and u are related fay the foregoing equation. The dependence on the phase

of magnons in soliton <kx-ut> is periodical and the value x(x-Vt) describee

the moving envelope of the nonlinear wave. But in the different magnetic

systems these sol item solutions have some particularities, which manifaat

itself evident in the essentially nonlinear region of the dynamical

parameters. In the easy- axis ferronegnets in thie region the magnetic aoliton

represents a bound stcte of two domain walls of opposite signs, which enclose

a region of almost totally reversed magnetization. The width of this area 6 is
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constant in time and depends on the values of V and <•>. In the limit w,V •* 0 we

obtain two domain boundaries which are infinitely distant from each other and

immovable. In a biaxial ferromagnet the magnetic soliton may be represent as a

bousd atate of domain walls as well, however in the general case these walls

oscillate with respect to each other - the soliton pulses. In the limit <a •» 0,

V < V (the Walker velocity) the soliton decays to yield the two independent
о

moving domain walls. The essentialLy nonlinear soliton dynamics in the easy-

axis antiferromagnet fas the qualitatively similar character in the special

case of an oscillation of vector L in a fixed plane, (in this case eq.<2>

transforms into well- known sine- Gorgon equation). The usual dynamical

eoliton with the rotation of vector h does not exist in antiferromagnetic with

the sinple easy- axis anisotropy (because in this case the precession magnons

don't interect with each other), but such soliton exists in the combination

with the ieO°-antiferromagnet domain wall. Then V and <•> dive the velocity of a

domain wall and the frequency of mgnone which are associated with it. In a

ferromagnet with easy- plane anisotropy in the essentially nonlinear limit г

low- frequency soliton may be represented as a bound state of two rotary

waves. (In a rotary wave the magnetization M turns in a plane that makes the

angle with the easy plane from some direction in the easy plane to the

opposite one). The dynamics of an easy- plane ferromagnet is very sensitive to

an external magnetic field. For a small field along the heavy axis the state

of the system in the dynamical magnetic soliton is different for x •» <» and x -»

-a>. When x = ±®, the magnetization lies on the easy cone surface, but has a

variety of directions. The small amplitude limit in this case is of interest

too: in some velocity range on the line u = w(V> for the spectrum of linear

magnons magnetic aoliton transforms into specific algebraic soliton with a

power- law behavior of the asymptote*

for ID Models of magnetic materials we can compare the results for

claHaical eolitons with the reaulte of quantum ooneideration of spin cumplcxee

and discuss the quantum nature of the magnetic Molitona. As the quantum

analysis of magnetic system* starts with finding the energy spectrum of

exitations, it is necessary to find the magnetic aoliton enerdy В «ml to

change from the classical parameters of a soliton V and ы to quantities having

a quantum- mechanical meaning, namely the momenti*» of the noliton field P and

the number of «pin deviation» in it N. it is easy to verify that these two

pairs of independent dynamical quantities (V,t») and <P,N) are related to each

other by the following relations: V » (OB/dpfu, hu * (де/Ш)р. In the case of

easy- axis ferromagnets the value N is an integral of motion and the

dependence of the energy E on P and N has a form E/E» * th N • 2 sin
a
P/ah2N,
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where Eo is the domain wall energy and values N,P are expressed in tents of

its characteristic units. This semi- classical expression for soliton energy

exactly coincides with the quantum result for the spin complex in XXZ

Heisenberg chain, and this statement is valid for any number of bound juignone

N.not only for N » 1. What"s more the average magnon distribution in the spin

complex coincides with the envelope of the classical soliton» These facts give

us an opportunity to treat the magnetic so I i. tons as the bound states of a

large number of magnons. It is interest that the dependence of E on P above is

periodical. But in the case of nonlinear channeling of rnagnons or for the

nonlinear surface spin waves, where the magnons localize not in the direction

of their movement, but along the perpendicular direction, the dependence E =

E<P,N) is monotonic and quasi- relativistic: K/2Eo =U+P?Nz!1/;!th{NS!+P2l. The

quasi-classical quantization of magnetic soliton in biaxial ferromagnet gives

the results quite identical to those for the spin complexes in corresponding

quantum system (XYZ Heisenberg chain) too. But now the whole projection of the

magnetization is no longer an integral of motion. (It is a reason of

oscillation of the soliton envelope). Therefore, to quantize the soliton

motion, it is necessary to construct an expression for the adiabatic invariant

I = hN, where N is an integer which may be given the sense of the average

number of soliton- bound magnons. For the special case P = 0 the dependence E
1 /2

= E<N) has the simple form E/2Eo = snfN,(l+e; 1. It is interest that in

biaxial ferromagnet the average number of bound magnons is limited by the

value N«ax - In e for e « 1. For the easy- axis antiferromagru .ic the

quantization of soliton with oacillation of vector L in the plane 9ives the

similar results: E/2E» = fsin2N • P Z ) 1 / Z . Such the dependence on P is due to

Lorentz invariance of the SGE. For the precession antiferromagnetic soliton

associated with the domain wall the result of the semi- classical quantization

has a form of the following dependence: E •= lEo + N2+ P 2i 1 / 2, which can be

interpreted in terms of the state of N noninteracting magnons weakly bound to

this domain wall» At last for the semi- c'assical quantization of magnetic

solitons in an easy- plane ferromagnet the expression for the dependence of

the eoliton energy on ite momentum and the number of bound magnons becomes E =

Eo sin P II • ttg(P/2>/ain N l V 2 . In this case both the ncnentu» and the

number of bound magnons are limited. For the small values of P and N the

dependence of B/N on k*P/N is the same as for the spin waves. In other

limiting case» wtore N takes on the maximum value, we have the Hamiltonian

function of a rotary wave: Er * B* sin Pr. Rotary waves have a smaller energy

than a single msgnon with the same momentum has and are an analoge of bieb

states in a nonideal Boss gas.
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PARTIAL FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS IN LAYERED CRYSTAL STRUCTURES

A.M.Kosevich, E.S.Syrkin, and S.B.Feodosyev

B.I.Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering

the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, 47 Lenin ave.,Kharkov, 310164, Ukraine

Calculations of the partial frequency distribution functions on the con-
crete irodele for the nultilayered crystal are presented. The models correspond
to a high-temperature superconductor. Particularly it is shown that guaeicali-
zed vibrations with the low-dispersion optical nodes can appear in the phonon
spectra of these structures.

Recently much attention has been directed towards the investigation of

the various physical characteristics of polyatomic crystal lattices with a la-

rge number of different atoms in their unit cells. HTS-tnaterials, numerous £e-

rroelectrics, ferroelastics, polymers, biopolymsre, intercalated compounds as

well as a series of otlier materials interesting for both their purely scienti-

fic and the technical aspects are examples of cotrpounds of this type. In many

cases these compounds possess multilayer crystal structures. A large lattice

parameter along the direction normal to the layers, which is characteristic of

these crystals, greatly weakens the influence of the crystalline regularity of

the atoms' spatial distribution perpendicular to the layers. Such a large cry-

stal lattice period affects various physical properties of these structures so

dranatically that they acquire features more typical for disordered system.

In particular, '.nis is the origin of the special features of the phonon spect-

ra and related physical properties. The special character of these features is

manifested first of all by the fact that the atomic vibrations in each layer

along different crystal lographic directions contribute differently to the pho-

non spectrum of a nultilayered crystal. Such contributions to the total densi-

ty of crystal vibrations are characterized by partial distribution functions.

The partial frequency distribution function v'(o>, characterizing the co-

ntribution to the phonon density of all the vibrations of the sublattice atoM

* (a unit cell containing g atoms) along the crystal lographic direction i is

dS
£ |eVp,W|", ш
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where к is a quasiwave vector which determines the vibration frequency ы am *>«

= ы (k); p is the number of the vibrational branch (p - 1,2, ...,3g) (thie de-

pendence is called the dispersion law of p-th vibrational branch; e (k,p) ia

the unit vector of polarization for this branch; V ia the volume of the crys-

tal; the integration is carried over the iaofrequency surface u fkJ*u « const;
dS is its surface element.

P

The function v (ы) is an important characteristic of the vibrations which

determines the thermodynamical properties of the crystal, tor example, it can

be used in calculations of the mean squared displacement of the *-th atom

along the crystallographic direction i

\

where m is the mass of the sublattice atom *; integration is carried out over

the total frequency spectrum of the crystal.

The complete distribution function of squared frequencies is
q 3

i>(o) - У У t>* (и) (2)

We shall normalize this function to unity.

An analytical calculation of the partial distribution function (1) requi-

res the exact knowledge of the dispersion laws as well as the k-dependences of

the polarization vectors and as a result this is not a constructive procedure.

However a method exists which allows one to find partial distribution functi-

ons and which involves neither dispersion laws nor the vibration polarisation

vectors. This method was developed by V.lteresada
1
 in 1967. A summary may be

found in the Befs?'
3

This method uses the fact that the operator £

<•'• (r,x'l are the elements of the matrix of force constants4'") may be
sented as the sum of operators with simple spectra. These operators are repre-
sented by the Jaoobian matrices that contain complete information on the sys-
tem properties defined by its vibrations. Such procedure paradtcs a subspaoe,
which is invariant under the oparator Ь and includes only the displacement of

the atom under consideration (host or impurity», to be separated out of the
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whole space of atomic displacements of the crystal. A spectral density p <»
2
>

h

can be constructed for each of the generating vectors h that specifies the

initial displacement of the above atom. This density is the most essential

characteristic of the crystal vibrations <p (u
z
> = -зг (htkyh), where X = u

2
 is

the eigenvalue of the operator L), E is the expansion of the unit of operator

XJ, i.e. the operator of projection onto the subspace of eigenfunctions of the

operator L corresponding to the eigenvalues which do not exceed X). In parti-

cular, the function of squared frequency distribution, g(X) is equal to an

arithmetic mean of the spectral densities generated by the system basis vec-

tors .There is extremely simple connection between Peresada's spectral densiti-

es and the partial distribution functions Ш .

3gi/ft»; = 2ырУ(и
г
), (4>

where p" Ck) is the spectral density, generated by a single displacement of an

atom 8 along the crystal lographic direction i.

In the preceding works
6
'

7
 we considered a simple model of a multilayer

crystal, which takes into account its nultilayeredness in a proper way. We

showed that the phonon density contribution of the Yttrium sublattice to the

phonon density of the 1-2-3 HTSC practically does not differ from the contri-

bution of the weakly coapled dopant monolayer. The partial frequency distribu-

tion functions of QX)-layer and the CU> layer reveal distinct quasilocal ma-

xima inthe "intermediate" range of the phonon spectra. Such quasilocal vibra-

tions are low-dispersion (i.e. with almost zero group velocity vu) optical no-

des polarized along the axis С and generated due to a snail period of the re-

ciprocal lattice in the direction normal to layers.

But that simple nodel could not take into account the complicated stuctu-

re of the single layers consisting of several different atoms. The method used

allows us to investigate the partial frequency distribution,functions genera-

ted by the atone of each type displaced in an arbitrary direction. Me consider

a polyatomic model adequate to the real structure of a multilayer crystal of a

1-2-3 HIS t^pe. Taking into consideration only the central interaction between

atoms, we use the magnitudes of the force constant* calculated on the basis of

the data published in the Bef! The results obtained are reduced to the folio»

wing. ' з

Fig.l presents the functions »'(*) «£ »*(») for the layer CU>t in two dif-

ferent ***
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1) curve a corre-

sponds to the simpliiii-

ed model, considered in

the works
6
'

7
;

2) curve b corres-

ponds to the nodel ta-

king into accouunt all

the atomic interactions Figure x. < w
m

in the layer. We see that the vibration localization remains, but the distinct

peaks of the localized vibrations shift to the low frequency region. The den-

sity of states of the oxygen atone are concentrated in the same frequency re-

gion where the density of states of Cb02-"molecules" are concentrated accor-

ding to the calculations on the basis of the simplified model. The vibration

frequencies of the more heavy atoms Си shift to the lower end of the spectrum.

The total contri-

bution of the vib rati-

ons of the Си atoms is

presented in Fig.2. The

latter characteristics

can be measured during

the neutron experiment? -=-n n у л £ л о

V.ci tl.H U, О (/.&

The data of the neutron Figure 2.

experiment are shown as dash line.

We would like to thank Professor I.Natkaniec for giving us the results of

neutron experiments
9
 before its publication
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SURFACE WAVES PROPAGATED IN SOLID SUBSTRATE - LANGMUIR-BLODGETT

FILM SYSTEMS

Kosevich A.M., Syrkin E.S., and Voinova M.V.

B.I.Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering
the Ukraine Academy of Sciences, Kharkov,310164,Ukraine.

ABSTRACT. The influence of Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) films on surface
shear wave velooity at arbitrary coupling between a film and solid
eubstrate is studied. It is shown this film influenoe is essentialy
different for limit cases of strong and weak ooupling. The surface
wave velooity change caused by the presence of LB films has been
investigated also for the Rayleigh polarizarion.

INTRODUCTION. Amphiphilic Langmuir-Blodgett (LBJ films deposited on
the solid substrate are considered now as ultrathin d~25A molecu-
lar objeots It). Unique molecular architecture of these films
allows to realize different ooupling between the substrate and euch
absorbed LB layer. The weak coupling may be realized between the
hydrophobic surfaces while the strong coupling correspondes to the
polar head groups of LB film deposited on hydrophilic substrate
surface. In respeot of application of LB films in modern acoustio
sensors {1} the analysis of the layer influence on the aooustio
properties of the substrate is seems to be important.

In present report we have studied the influence of the absorbed
LB film on the propagation of shear surface waves with horizontal
polarization. On the basis of maorosoopio dynamics of a solid
surface [2] the dependence of the vibration frequency on the wave
vector has been obtained. This dispersion equation allows us to
calculate the velooity of the aooustio shear surface wave which
depends on the LB films parameters, namely, the lateral el&otio
modulue and two-dimensional mass density. The surface wave velooity
change caused by the presence of the absorbed LB film in case of
the Rayleigh polarization was also under the consideration.
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THE MODEL

Let us consider an elastic half-space with absorbed

Langmuir-Blodgett film. According to ref.[2] the density of surface

free energy is
 t S )

 t
b
\ . ""MA: ̂ Ц *

where a new independent dynamic variable U* is introduced. This

elastic displacement of a film differs from the solid substrate

surface one. Here A t-b, is the force constants tensor and the

capillary parameters p , ̂ чл» ^ B Y S characterize the surface

mass and elastic properties of the LB film respectively. The

variation of the total free energy equiiized to zero gives the bulk

motion equations ••

and correspondent boundary conditions at Z = 0 :

Let us consider surface shear wave with horizontal

polarization. Prom eqs. (2,3) the dispersion equation for that

SH-wave may be obtained

where the coupling parameter JL corresponds to the interaction

between the solid substrate and LB film and the parameter A is an

effective length of the interfacial distorsion.

Using the following parametrization

the parametrio solution of the dispersion equation (4) can be

obtained:

S
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where XL and tO are the wave vector and the frequency
respectively. The relative change of wave velocity for shear
surface wave is equal

4> * * £ u
 -*<Д

For the limit strong coupling between the substrate and IB film

the shift in wave velocity is a quadratic function or frequency

i V
)

In fact this limit case corresponds to Love wave propagation. In

Pig. 1 the dispersion lawe for the arbitrary coupling parameter

values are shown.

CO

Fig. 1. Dispersion laws cf the eurfaoe aooustio shear waves for

different coupling parameters oC (schematic plot)

In the opposite limit case «L « 1 a new wave in the film

ie ooouring. The velocity of this eurfaoe wave is determined by the

capillary parameters of LB film only:

(7)

Following the procedure described abovo the relative change in

the velocity of waves of Rayleigh polarization can be obtained:
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У & Vj (8)

This expression is in the agreement with data of

ref.[1j. Unlike the SH-waves the relative shift of velocity due

to the presence of LB film in the later oaee is a linear funotion

of frequency.

CONCLUSIONS. Prom our results it follows, that the macrosoopio

dynamics of LB film deposited on the substrate surface is different

for the strong or weak coupling. In case of weak coupling, the new

low-frequency surface wave arises. The velocity of this wave ie

determined by inherent layer characteristics only. On this wave

frequency besides of resonance vibration the anomal absorption of

the acoustic wave by LB film is appearing [3 ].For the limit etrong

coupling the relative shift of SH-wave velooity is a quadratic

function of frequency in the contrast to linear dependency on

frequency for Rayleigh polarization. Due to this faot it is

possible to determine LB film parameters more accurately by means

of surface waves in comparison with bulk waves. Then, at the

frequency 10
11
Herz the velooity shift ie appreciable ftV/V

0
~10 .

The results obtained allow us to suggest a method of

independent measurements of LB parameters, namely, the two-dimensi-

onal mass-density and the elastic modulus of the fill». It is

possible to determine surface wave velooity in the film» from the

analysis of weak-coupling case we obtain

In case of strong coupling the relative change in surface wave

velooity gives the expression for surface mass density:

It may be concluded that modern aoouetio experiments using

surfaoe waves sensors give the possibility to determine LB film

parameters with great aocuraoy.

1. V.P.Pleekii, Sov.Aooust.Journ.22,(3),1991.

2. Yu.A.Kosevioh and S.S.Syrkln, Sov.Phy».Solid State, 21»(7),1989.

3. Yu.A.Kosevioh, Sov.Phys.Solid State,22,(9),1991.
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MAGNETOCONDUCTIVITY OF 2 0 ELECTRONS OVER LIQUID HELIUM SURFACE

Yu. Z. Kovdrya, V. Й. Nikolayenko, 0. I. Kirichek, S. S. Sokolov,

and V. N. Brigor'ev

B. I. Verkin Institute for Lena Temperature Physics and Engineering,
Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, 310164 Kharkov, Ukraine

The magnet©conductivity of surface electron* in liquid helium for

the first tint* is measured at temperatures down to 0.5 К. As the

temperature Is reduced a transition t*> the quantum magnetotransport

occurs, and nontrlvlal temperature and field dependences of magns-

toconductlvity о ***• observed.

The condition ha. > AT <h is the Planck constant) it» Is eyelo-
C С

tron frequency, k the Boltzmann constant) is easily satisfied for

surface electrons <8E> over liquid helium in the magnetic field. In

this limit the energy spectrum of electrons corresponding to their

motion in the liquid - vapour boundary plane Is discrate. This fact

provides a noticeable interest to the research of the kinetic 8E

properties in such conditions. ЛЬ Гщ > ДТ kinetic properties mrm

dependent on the carrier scattering within the Landau levels. At

temperatures T > 1 К the electrons mainly interact with helium

atoms in vapour. At temperatures T < 1 К they are scattered by

thermal excitations of the liquid helium surface (ripplons).

This paper reports the studies of longitudinal magnetoconduc-
tlvity о carried out in a wide range of parametersi temperature

хм

0.5 - 1.6 K, magnetic fields up to 25 kOe, electron concentrations

n - (1-9)-10* cm*
2
. The studies cover th* region where th* Wlgner

crystal exists.

The longitudinal magnetoconductlvity was estimated from th*

measured phase shift of the low frequency signal, which passed

through the cell with surfaee electrons С1Э. Й cell of circular

geometry was used. Electrons ware obtained from a tungsten filament

switched en for a short period. Th* electron concentration n was

estimated from th* pressing potential and using th* requirement of

complete charge saturation. Th* call was mounted in a copper cham-

ber, which was in a thermal contact with the >te refrigerator.

The temperature dependence of Q^ is shown in Fig. 1 for three

concentrations n - 10*, 4-10* and 8.9-10* em"* in magnetic field
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4.66 kOe. The decrease in о
ц
 at lowering temperature typical of

the 0** scattering give* place to a «light increase in the rlpplon

region and it n • в.Э-lO cm" Q i» independent of T. The tempe-

rature of the minimum 1* within 0.85 - 1.03 К and 1» «lightly depe-

ndent on concentration.

The dependence* a!̂ <H> лгт «hown in Fig. 2 for the concentra-

tion 4-10 cm* for different temperatures. The o" value increase*

with H. At relatively high temperature* there appear H-quadratie

regions. In the region of ripplon scattering o* change* with the

-l IS

magnetic field as <j - H .

It is known that in zero magnetic field the transition to the

crystalline state is accompanied by a decrease in 8E mobility,

which become* half as large CS3. In our studies the transition to

the crystalline phase showed quite лп insignificant decrease in the

amplitude of the signal Measured. In the crystalline region c~* - H

in low magnetic fields and o£ - H15 at H 2 17 kOe.

The dependences of 0^/n on the electron concentration at 0.5

К and 1.45 К in the Magnetic fields 4.86 kOe and 17 kOe mrm shown

in Fig. 3. At relatively high temperatures 0„/ъ i« practically

independent of n in the whole range of magnetic fields. The same

effect is observed at low temperatures in sufficiently high magne-

tic fields. There is only • small fall of o^/n at T - 0.5 К in

the magnetic field 4.S6 kOe, this probably being within th< measu-

rement error. The result* may mean that the intereleetron Interac-

tion doesn't become apparent at n studied.

In the region Ли > AT the change over to quantum transfer
с

occurs in the 8E system. The expression for о in the SE system

for the region of gas-atom scattering was obtained In Ref. 3. The

calculation was made taking into account that the electrons follow

the Boltzmann statistics and assuming a *hort-range potential of

the electron - He atom Interaction. The theoretical calculation and

the experimental data demonstrate rather good agreement. Й little

discrepancy at temperatures . 1,9K can be possibly related with

the deviation of electron-atom interaction from the polnt-

interaetlon approximation.

The eonslatent theory of Magnetio transfer In the region of

ripplon scattering was developed by Monarkha 143. It ia found that

the determining contribution to the electron scattering In the mag-

netic field is due to the rlpplons with wave vectors q < 2/f, where

I is the magnetic length. It is assumed that the Landau level width
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1* dependant on the electron collisions with He «ton» tn the vapour

•van at temperature* below 1 K. One can see in Figs. 1, 2 that the

agreement between the theory and experiment is *«ti«factory especi-

ally at n^ - Л.О-1О* CM"
1
. The discrepancy observed at low concen-

trations nay Indicate another scattering mechanism operating under

these conditional at higher concentrations it seems necessary to

take into account the contribution of the electron-electron intera-

ction. Thia Interesting facts along with the absence of significant

Influence of the Wigner crystallisation on 8E kinetic properties

requires further investigations.

Pig. 1. Dependence of fflaQnetoeon-

ductivity a for BE above liquid

heliuM upon temperature at И •

4.86 kOe. 1 - n -1-10° см~*| S -

n
e
 - 4-10* ем**| 3 - n - 8.9- 10

е

cm"
2
. * - calculation C3.43. T

temperature of the transition into

the crystalline phase.

1.4 T(K)

15
 H(kOe)*°б Ю

Fig. 8. Dependence of o^ on magnetic field H. n - 4-10* ем"*,

О - «.в К, Ц . i.47 K, 0 ~ >«03 К, ф- 0.5 К. 1 - ejacu-

lation C33 at T - 1.ОЗ K| a - calculation C41 at T - 0.5 K.
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FiB* 3. Dependence of о /n or» n .
Д - 1.4S К, Н - 4.** кОв| + - 0.S К, Н - 4.М к0е|
О- 1.45 К, Н - 17.1 МЭв| а - 0.S К, Н - 17.1 кОе.
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TRANSVERSE GALVANOTHERMOMAGNETIC EFFECT IN BISMUTH

Vit.B.K/asovitaky, S.V.Bengus

B.I.Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering»

Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, 47 Lenin Avenue, Kharkov 310164,

Ukraine

The galvanothermomagnetic (Ettingshausen) effect is measured

in bismuth. The studies of the dynamics of the sample heating as

function of current and time show that the transition to non-

linear conductivity (Esaki's effect) is accompained by a sharp

increase in the transverse temperature gradient. The flow of non-

equilibrium phonons generated in a non-linear regime is observed

directly, and the coefficient of sound generation is measured,

which ia responsible for the power carried away by the non-

equilibrium phonons from the electron system. The temperature

dependence of 1-V characteristics is found to have a singularity:

the non-linear part of the I-V . characteristic is practically

invariable in the 1.6-11 К range. The singularity is assumed to

result from the restictions imposed by the small sizes of the

Fermi surface of electrons in' bismuth upon the momenta to the

phonons participating in the scattereing.

A supersonic drift of charge carriers in conducting media

(v
d
> a) provokes spontaneous phonon emission leading to a non-

linear effect. In bismuth this effect observed by Eaaki (1) shows

up as a sharp increase in the transverse magnetic conductivity

(E1H, where В and H are the electric and magnetic fields). To

provide necessary conditional considerable electric power is fed

to the sample: tf » (10
2
- 10

5
) W/cm a developed non-linearity the

non-equilibrium phonon flow can carry away up to 50X power from

the the electron system. The presence of a high power flow in a

n n-lineur condition sample alongside with a strong magnetic field

band the high thermomagnetic properties of bismuth can generate

appreciable galvanothermomagnettc effects, i.e. additional

electric fields and temperature gradients. In this work square
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current pulses of prolonged duration t s Ю 0 fis were used to

measure the degree of influence of the above effects upon the

formation of non-linear I-V characteristics in bismuth. The

experimental geometry is shown in the figure. Isolated current

pulses (Л of different amplitudes are fed to the sample through

the end contacts. The voltage drop response l/,
4
 was measured

simultaneously with the temperature (via special sensors) on the

opposite faces of the sample T
1
 and T

1 1
 . The dependences thus

measured T( I) and Д Т
1 р 1 1

( Л are shown in the figure. It is seen

that the sample change to non-linearity conductivity (/a 1 A) is

accompanied by a sharply increasing temperature difference

AT ' =T -T . This is direct evidence for the transverse flow of

non-equilibrium phonons appearing in the non-linear regime. The

small temperature difference AT
1
'

1 1
 ( Л < 0.1 К in the linear

conductivity region (/< 1 A) results from the Ettingshausen effect

д Т NT ..

<э

А |\
1
3 4

2

18-
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where N is the Nernat coefficient, x is the thermal conductivity.

(Calculation shows that this experiment is feasable in almost

adiabatic conditions: the power carried off to liquid helium is

less 10 X of the input power.) The solid lines in the figure show

dependences T ' (I) calculated by the thermal balance equation

assuming a sufficiently thin sample (the thermal length L_> d, d

being the sample thickness) and no longitudinal temperature

gradient. Assuming that the numb» r of non- equilibrium phonons is

comparatively small, i.e. the relaxation time of electrons

remains, relative to the momentum variation, the same as in the

resistive part of the I-V characteristic, the non-equilibrium

phonon flow and the nonlinearity of the I-V curve may be described

introducing supplementary terms q .(J,H,T) and B(J,H,T) relating

pn

the heat and charge flows [4]. Then we have for the geometry of

experiments described

q
ph
(J,H,T) * « • g-| •

 v

where q • a 8 AT is a power carried away through the sample

surface to liquid helium. The experimental results (see the

figure) and known X value permit direct evaluation of о . and

hence the sound generation coefficient Y » e.g. a . ^ 66 W

Y > q
p h
/ ff • 0.3 for I • 10 A, H • 30 kOe.
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QUASIDEGENERACY OP THE GROUND STATE OP ANISOTROPIC X-Y CHAIN

v IN MAGNETIC FIELD AT LARGE N.

A.A.Loglnov, Y.V.Pereverzev

B.Verkin Institute lor Low Temperature Physics and Engineering,
Ukrainian Academy of Sciences,Lenin Ave.47,Kharkov 310164, Ukraine.

The problem of quasldegeneracy of. the ground state of an
anlsotroplc X-Y chain in the transverse magnetic field for
arbitrary values of the model parameters was investigated, familiar
results for Islng model and for the anlsotroplc X-Y chain without
the field were generalized and defined more exactly.

1 .We consider one-dimensional spin (s = //«?) anlsotroplc X-Y
model in transverse magnetic field H with the Haralltonlan

Ж=- S (A S; SU, * $ Sfsjj, )-H$3f 0)
where Sf(ot*X/faZ ) are the components of the spin operator, N is
the number of sites of the linear open chain.

Despite the nondegeneracy of the ground state of this model
when Jx^To • it is known that In the thermodynamic limit it is
characterized at zero temperature by the magnetic parameter of
order (by angular phases). This conclusion follows from the
Investigation of the system correlation functions fj].

The spectral nature of this phenomenon In the limiting cases of
anlsotroplc X-Y model without the field and Ising model in the
transverse field was elucidated in the works (2) and (3]. For these
cases It was found that when Л/-* со there is a state with the
excitation energy £*»«У, \< i that differs from the ground one
macroscoplcally. Thus, in the thermodynamic limit there is a
quaeidegeneracy of the ground state similar to the degeneracy in
the pure Islng model, which leads to the appearance of ordered
phases at вего temperatures.

In the present report this phenomenon was investigated for the
general model ( 0 * The distinctions of the quasldegeneracy In this
more general case were studied; the region of the values of
parameters where the degeneracy took place was indicated. The
asymptotlcs of the excitation energy given in (3 1 in the case of
Islng model was defined more exactly.
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2. Having used the well-known transition from the spin

operators to Feral ones (Jordan-Wlgner transform) we wrote down the
Hamiltonlan ( / ) as a quadratic form

where the following notations, were Introduced

a
Without loss of generality we suppose that

Form (Z ) la reduced to the diagonal form by the linear canonical
transform ~ £ , &

Finding of the values of £ j for a finite open chain of N sites Is
reduced to the finding of all roots of the equation relating to the
ends of the chain (£7ft =/,«,., )

where Л^(£) — are the four non-aero solutions of the disperse
equation for the Infinite chain

that depends analytically on S * as a parameter.
In the case of Islng model equation (7) Is of the second order and
has two roots, and equation (6) has the same form with /,/г»/>£.
Both in this case and In another limiting one - anisotroplc X-Y
model without rield(A=0) - all Я н in equation (€) can be expressed
in terms of one root Л of (?) (Я ,//Л ."Я ri/Л) without explicit
presence of parameter g . This fact simplifies the solving of the
problem considerably.

We cannot do this In the general case,and fro» the for» (9 )
we can only notice that the roots have the fora, Af,X|
which fact will be used later in this paper.

3. To solve problem (6 ),(> ) it Is convenient to write down
in the explicit fonn the roots Д

п
 fe)of the disperse equation ( ? )

and boundary equation (6 ). The solutions of ( 7 ) can be expressed
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In terms of Its own rootsXf - corresponding to the value ol£=O and
satisfying the /

Equation (6) can be presented with the help of (?) In the following

Taking Into account the solutions of ( 9 ) tne studies of
equation ( (0 ) lead to the following results relative to the
structure of Hmlltonlan I i ) spectrum near the ground state for
large values of N.

The energy of the ground state Is separated from the
quasi-continuous spectrum of the chain with some slot
that does not depends asymptotically on N and tends to zero when
H">(Xy+7jf)At • However In the fields Ц^ Jy+fy there Is exactly
one excltated £
level of energy with energy of excltatlon(j0<>J],£0/2 in this slot.
This level approaches very quickly to the ground one when/lA* o° .An
asymptotic formula describing the behavior of O)0 depends on the re-
gion of the values of parameters И , Ту t T% and Is of the fol-
lowing form:

, 0<И<{Щ
1

function A that does not depends asymptotically on N Is equal to
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In the case of «he anlsotroplc X-Y model without the field formula
( И ) becomes the result of 12 J for even number of sites

and for odd N It gives Kramer's degeneracy (J
o
sО .

Switching of the field In case I leads to the appearance of a
factor which oscillates rapidly as f-l changes. This factor leads
to the accurate degeneracy U)

o
~0 on some set of Isolated values of

field// which are defined from the condition Sin(//Н)¥&о . This
generalizes the corresponding result received In 141 for the
Isotropic Х-У model.

The result for Islng model obtained In 13] Is represented by
formula < /V) accurate up to the preexpotentlal factor A that we
received In various approaches:

Thus,in the thermodynamic limit In the region //< j&r*^)there is a
degeneracy of the ground state. The nature of this degeneracy can
be understood

1
 quantitatively If we notice that It follows

genetically from the evident degeneracy present In Islng model
without the field. With the appearance of the weak exchange Jy and
Introduction of the weak transverse field И these states are
distorted. However, the spontaneous magnetisation In the sites is
conserved, and field H leads to the appearance of angular phases.
The accurate limits of the ordered state conservation correspond to
the obtained limits of the existence of quasl-degeneracy.

I.E.Barouch, B.McOoy, Phys.Rev. A3, 786,(1971).
2.E.Lleb, T.SchultE, D.Mattls, Am.Phys.(N.Y.), [6, 406, (1961).
3.P.Pfeuty, Ann.Phys.(N.Y.),.§2, 79, <197O).
4.V.M.Kontorovlch. V.M.Tsukernlk, JFTF. gg. 355, (1972).
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GLASS-LIKE BEHAVIOR OF WEAK SOLUTIONS OF SOLIDIFIED GASES
V.G. Kanzhell?, M.I. Bagatskll, P.I. Muromtsev, I.Ya. Klnchlna

Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering
оГ Academy of Sciences of Ukraine named after B.I. Verkln, Kharklv

Heat capacity of solutions of substances with linear molecules
(

14
N

2
,

 1 S
H , GO,

 1 6
0

2
) m solidified Inert gases (Ar, Kr) was studi-

ed at helium temperatures. It was discovered that at relatively low
concentrations of dissolved substances, when direct Interactions
between the Impurity molecules could be neglected, the heat capacity
due to impurities behaved like that of orlentatlonal glass. It was
shown that glass-like behavior was due to non-direct interactions of
Impurity molecules via defoliation fields In a lattice, caused by
these molecules.

Universal behavior at low temperatures of thennodynamlc and
acoustic properties of various types of glasses and amorpli-is solids
is generally believed to have to do with a presence In these systems
of random tunnel levels. А 1аск of consistent microscopic theory by
the time present makes it urgent to Investigate systems with known
nature of tunnel states. The examples of such systems are solid so-
lutions ot diatomic molecules (N

2
, CO, 0

2
 etc.) In inert gases mat-

rices (Ar, Kr, Xe). The part of tunnel states In these systems is
played by low-energy levels of rotational spectrum of molecules-
го ta tors.

Until very recently, the quadrupolar glasses In classic solid-
ified gaees were observed with a variety of experimental technics
only In solid solutions of N

a
 and CO In Ar at high concentrations (n

> 50 ml.%) of linear molecules Ш . It was predicted theoretically
1 2 - 4 1 that under certain conditions the glass-like behavior could
be found in solid solutions with relatively low (n < 20%) concent-
rations of the components with rotational degrees of freedom, when
energy spectra of rotational movement of molecules would be
controlled by long-range indirect (static or dynamic) Interactions
between rotors via deformation fields, caused by these molecules or
other Impurities and lattice defects.

An adlabetlc calorimeter was used for heat capacity studies In

the 0.5 -12 К temperature ratiga or solid blnaiy solutions or AP - n
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**N
a
 (at concentrations 0.12 ̂ n 4. 2.7 ml.%), Ar - n

 1B
N

a
," A T - n

CO (0.07 < n < 2 ml.%), Kr - n
 l a

N
e
 (0.12 < n < 0.25 ml.%), Kr - n

1 4
N

a
 (0.12 « n < 30 Ml.*), Кг - n

 1 6
0

2
 (0.25 $ n « 10 mol.«> t6 -•

8] and of ternary solutions of Kr - 0.25%
 1 4
N

a
 - x Ar (2 < x < 25

eol.*) 19]. The heat capacity AC due to the rotational motion of
molecules (heat capacity of orientatlonal subsystem) wae derived
from specific heat of solutions.

The following general features of дС(Т,п) behavior of binary
solutions at the temperature region of T < 3 К were determined:

1) At concentrations of 0.0? < n < 0.3 ml.% the normalized
specific heat дС/п is concentration independent. It means that
interaction between molecules does not contribute noticeable to AC.
The temperature dependence of лС/п In that case has the shape of
Shottky curve (Fig. 1).

2) At lifting of the concentration of molecules from 0.2 to
1%, non-direct interaction In the orientatlonal subsystem Increases,
that leads to &C(T)/n decreasing In the saaxlmum region and to
changes in the character of the temperature dependence of лС/п. For
Kr -

 1 4
N

a
 and Ar -

 1 4
N

a
 solutions, the АС(?)/П dependence

approaches to linear (Fig. 3).
3) At n > I mol.% In Kr -

 1 4
N

2
 solutions the following three

features of behavior of specific heat of orientatlonal subsystem дс.
predicted theoretically [2 - 4]. are revealed:

- Quasi-linear temperature dependence of дС/п, that Is
characteristic for variety of glasses (Fig. 2 and 3);

- The broadening, resulting from Increasing of molecules
concentration, of the temperature region where the relationship дС ~
T holds (Flg.3);

- Absence within this temperature region of a dependence of
AC on the nitrogen concentration (Fig. 3). The last feature holds
only for solutions with 0.7 < n < 7 mol.x. In that case the
Interaction between rotors realizes aalnly through strain fields,
caused by them In the Kr matrix, which «gnltudes are Inversely
proportional to the spacing between rotors to the third. figures 1 -
3 on the example of Kr - **N

e
 eyetes Illustrate tbe above petitioned

general features of the дС(Т,п) behavior of binary solutions.
In the caee of ternary solutions Kr - n **»„ - I Ar (n = 0.25

mol.X; x = 2; 9; 24 mol.J) the character of temperature behavior of
дС/п at variety of AT concentratlone x le analogous to that of

АС(!)/П lor toinary solutions. Universal 81ш--1ш ышпо? in ter-
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nary solutions has to be observed In ACx/n va T coordinates (Pig.

4).

The comparison of heat capacities дС(Т) of binary and

ternary solutions allowes us to conclude that at molecules

concentrations of n < 7 mol.u the main contribution to the

non-direct Interaction between molecules Is due to the static

lattice deformations, caused by these molecules.

Note, that the linear dependence лС ~ Т for ternary solutions

la manifested worse, than for Мпчгу. This result could be explained

with the help of assumption that dynamic Interaction that le due to

the phonons interchange between molecules, leads to stronger

entanglempnt of levels and to energy stochastlzatlon.
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KXPURIIJSNTAL COKKOBORATION AMI 'i'HEORKTICAL BITER-

PRJSTATION OF DBPiiNDbHCK OP CHARGE VALU1S OK DC

PLOW VELOCITY THROUGH SUPERCONDUCTORS

¥.¥, l iende

1Ш) Cryogenic Instruments Enterprise at Institute

for Low Temperature Physics & Engineering, Academy

of Sciences of Ukraine, Kharkov

On the basis of a cqnsietent application of the electromag-

netic induction laws, the field transformations are derived

from Galileo's transformation, which suggest that the value of

the charge is dependent on its velocity» Experimental and theo-

retical results are in good agreement.

It was shown experimentally in 1976 [1] that on current

attenuation in superconducting inductance-free short-circuited

solenoid, the solenoid itself became charged* The authors took

that as an indication that the charge of the carrier in a super-

conductor was dependent on its velocity» Their careful investi-

gation for any other reason for charging the solenoid gave no

results» The effect observed remained unexplained since поде of

theories available treated the charge as a function of its velo-

city.

In 1988 the author of this paper performed a theoretical

study [2} which showed that with a consistent application of the

laws of electromagnetic induction to moving coordinates, the

aoove experimental effect [1] could be explained in terms of

Galileo'в transformation» However* no numerical estimation was •

given* Besides, the paper (2] was too lengthy to be published

and so gained no publicity»

In 1992 the author performed another study [3] and obtained

additional results supporting the previous finding* Besides, the

author compered experimental results fi) and theory [2] which

showed good agreement. Additional experiments are also proposed

which cooId be suffice to argue pro or contra the results In

Ref. 1. This paper generalises the previous results [2,3J and

furnishes additional experimental evidence for the dependence of

the value of the charge on its velocity»
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Two laws of electromagnetic induction

A2'di» = - . ^ (i)
T
 dt

and

<ifdT- 2 (2)
dt

where Ф
в
» Г 1? d 2Г is the magnetic flux, and Ф £> J D d 2f is

the electric induction, give, in terms of Galileo's transforma-
tion, the following fields in the moving coordinates

к* ш ь + [7 x 5J (3)
and

it'- it - [7 x 5J . (4)
In Eqs* (I)-(4) the primed magnitudes show the fields in the

moving system of coordinates,

Equations (3) and (4) suggest that the relative motion be-

tween the fields & and Й excites a cross-coupling, i.e. the

motion in the fields IT excites fields 5 and vice versa* This

brings about new features unknown in classical electrodynamics.

\vith Kqs*. (3), (4) fulfilled, the field components parallel and

perpendicular to the motion direction can be written as (2]*

a
chf + £

Hi - Ни ,

H
x
 - Hx ch I - r-V-pT x B

A
J eh £, (5)

where с is the velocity of light, i
These equations account for the results in Ref. 1 and the

phenomenon of the phase aberration, which cannot be explained in

classical electrodynamics* She transformation (5) states* if two

charges move with the relative velocity v, the force of their

coupling is dependent not only on their absolute values but also

on the relative velocity of their motion*

where г*
12
 is the vector connecting the charges, v

x
 ±

m
 the compo-

nent of V perpendicular to ?
1 2
* Using Sq« (6) and the method of

superpositions of the interaction forces between the moving
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charges and the immobile lattice charges, all the laws may be de-

rived, which describe the electromagnetic conductors - current

interactions [3]•

The calculation based on b'q. (6) shows good agreement with

experimental results [l] • however, the critics of Kef. 1 justly

suggest that the galvanic contacts, which are present when current

is fed to the solenoid, may introduce an error, e.g., charge

trapping may occur [4]. To avoid possible errors, the author per-

formed an experiment safeguarded against galvanic contacts: an

iron-core transformer was cooled to helium temperatures, the se-

condary low-voltage winding of the core of Nb-Ti wire was series-

connected with a inductance-free superconducting solenoid; the

total length of the wire and the solenoid winding was 910 m with

the wire diameter of 0.2b mm. The transformation coefficient of

the low-voltage transformer was chosen to be It>. The experimental

results are listed in the Table, which gives the current fed to

the primary winding and the readings of the electrometer connected

with the secondary winding.

Table

0 (A)

U (raV)

эг/и (л*/
;з.7

n»V) Jo.27

2

8

0.5

3

19.4

0.464

4

37

0.432

Ь

62.3

0.403

6

60.8

0.446

7

103

0.476

8

124

0.516

It is seen in the Table that -the quadratic dependence relat-

ing current and the potential to be measured persists with the

relative error 8.4*10 • If the superconducting solenoid ia not

connected and the signal to the electrometer is taken from the

Faraduy cylinder running around the superconducting solenoid, the

quadratic dependence persists, but the signal amplitude is three

times lower, which results from the potential redistribution among

the capacities of different members with respect to ground»

The theory considered predicts a new physical phenomenon:

the interaction force» of two isolated regions of the conductors

with equal current are not identical for different current dlrso-

tiona. The repulsion force of the opposing current is л? •

L -X- higher than the attraction force in the some direc-

У ia not large it may however be measured using super-

conducting suspension.

The dependence of the charge on its velocity must lead to
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an additional negative bulk charge due to the heating of isolated

plasma.

The current densities in the conducting surfaces of normal

resonators on their pulse powering may exceed the current densi-

ties in superconductors. This must also generate charges on the

resonator electrically isolated from its power line. There are a

number of other effects in which the charge-velocity dependence

must show up.

The author is indebted to his colleagues from the R&D Cryo-

genic Instruments Enterprise V.M. Gorbunov, V.I. Oreinich,

S.I. Pochtar for assistance in experiments»
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ACTUAL PROBLEMS OF ULTRALOW TEMPERATURE PHYSICS IN UKRAINE
V. A. Mikheev, E.Ya.Ruaavskii,V.A.Shvarts

B. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering
310164 Kharkov Lenin Ave 47, Ukraine

The basic topics of experimental investigation of different quantum
systems near the absolute zero temperature are reported. The main
emphasis is made on the investigation of quantum liquids and
crystals, intensively studied in B.Verkin Institute for Low
Temperature Physics and Engineering (ILTPE3 last years by acoustic,
NMR and thermodynamical methods.

1. Introduction

The temperature range of 10"a- 10"*K became accessible nowadays for
physical experiments. Such works determining the level of funda-
mental science have been intensively earring out in Ukraine, mostly
in ILTPE. This review includes the main results recently obtained
in ILTPE in the field of ultralow temperature refrigerating and
study of thermodynamical and kinetic properties of the most
fruitful systems - liquid and solid helium

2.Obtaining of ultralow temperatures

The main problem on the way to absolute zero temperature is a need
of complicated and expensive mostly noncommercial equipment. The
ILTPE experimental facilities include a number of home- made
dilution refrigerators for a temperature range down to 10"*K and
among them continuosly operating cryogenic - cycle dilution
refrigeratortl]. There is also the unique in Ukraine nuclear
demagnetization refrigerator operating at temperatures as low as
10~*K [2J and a new developing double nuclear stage demagnetization
refrigerator for 10"*-10""K.
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10
0 10

Fig. 1
3. Solid 3He - 4He solutions - a new quantum system.

T.mK

Solid helium is a typial example of quantum crystals. The new phe-
nomenon was discovered in this systems - quantum diffusion ( 3 I
caused by tunneling transport of matter. At low temperatures solid
solutions of 'He in *He suffer an isotopical phase separation with
unusual kinetics of this process [4-6]. Samples were cooled through
the phase separation transition line step by step, and the signal
from the growing concentrated phase was measured. For 0.5% solution
a long- living metastable state was discovered, forming a new phy-
sical object-a quantum crytstal with small droplets of rich bcc'He
phase lmbeded in hep weak solution. To overcome the metastable state
one had to thermocycle the sample rather sharply between 20 and 100
mK. Fig. 1 shows the typical temperature deperdense of nuclear para-
magnetic susceptibility X <in arbitrary units) of decomposed solid
solution during the cooling C O ) and warming C + ) the sample. The
deviation from Curie- law (dashed line) is caused by exchange *He
-'He processes. It can be described by Curie-Weiss law at T>? mK and
leads to a negative Weiss constant 0* -4,9 mK at P-3.78 M>a. The
negative sign Indicates an antiferromagnetic nature of exchage.
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like in pure bcc
 a
He. The spin- lattice T

t
,spin-spin ^relaxation

times and spin diffuion coefficient D have been also measured being
close to pure bcc

 3
He of the same density. The T

(
data measured

during the phase separation at phase equlibrium points made it
possible to built the eqviliblium T-x phase diagramm for х

з
<1% and

compare it with regular solution theory.

4.Superfluid metastable liquids

a
He and

 4
He form quantum liquids of different physical nature at

low temperatures. They can dissolve each other and liquid *He-
4
H*

solutions undergo the first order phase transition - phase
separation.This transition goes under perfect conditions because
the absence of impurities in liquid helium makes possible the
homogeneous nucleation» At second in this system one can expect the
quantum nucleation at ultralow temperature. Two independent
experiments have been carried out to study the peculiarities of
phase separation in

 3
He-

4
He superfluid solutions.In the first

experiment the separation was initiated by an increase in the
concentration and detected by the change in the first sound
velocity and the dielectric constant. The second experiment used
the decompression method for initiation of sep. ration and pulsed
NMR technique for detection. Vte obtained that transition to the new
phase during the phase separation of the solution occurs through a
metastable state. The observed metastable phase of *He-

4
He

superfluid solutions is long-lived and the system can quickly come
over to a stable state when the concentration attains a certain
value corresponding to a rapid nucleation [71. Fig.2 shows the
temperature dependence of supersaturation AX during the phase
separation.The results of sound CO),capacitance(a) and NMR С * )
measurements are presented. The solid lint corresponds to thernal
activated mechanism of nucleation wich leads to the temperature
dependence of supersaturation Ax*T*const. It can be seen from Fig. 2
that experimental data for T > SO mK can be described by such
dependence and formation of new phase nuclei in *H»-*He solution
takes place by thermal activation.The observed departure fro*
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classical dependence at T < 50 mK can be associated with the
emergence of quantum effects during nucleation.

I. The HYDROGEN - METAL SYSTEMS

The transition metals vanadium, niobium and tantalum form a new
interesting quantum systems- solutions with the hydrogen isotopes
occupying interstitial sites in the form of protons or deutrons. If
a low concentration of deuterium in vanadium can be thought of as
Bose-gas then it will be expected to undergo Bose- Einstein
Condensation, when the thermal de Broglie wavelength, Xth , becomes
comparable to -he mean interparticle spacing. For an ideal gas the
critical density is given by I 8 ], no • 2.613 X~*. For deuterium
no = 1.34xlO*

7
Cm*/Jn)

3/
*T

s/a
«"*. Taking m*/a of unity this corres-

ponds to 2 atfc deuterium in vanadium at IK. 20 atppm at lOmK and
0.6 atppm at imK С mVm - 1-10 ). A superfluid transition of the
BCS type might be expected to happen for H in V at much lower
temperatures.The diffusion of hydrogen and deuterium in bcc metals
is extremely rapid and is probably governed by quantum diffusion at
low temperatures.
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MAGNET-C AND THERMAL RELAXATION NEAR THE ABSOLUTE ZERO TEMPERATURE.

V. A. Mikheev,Ju.A Tokar,A.M.Usenko,V.A.Shvarts.

Magnetic susceptibility and relaxation times T
f
and T

8
were studied

in 'He'He solid solutions at temperatures l-700mK by pulsed NMR
method.The equilibrium T - X

a
 phase diagram for 'He concentration

X
g
< 1% was built using equilibrium T data and compared with theory.

1. Introduction

The solid solutions of nuclear magnetic'He in nonmagnetic hep *Ke
form the unique system for investigation of kinetic and thermo-
dynamical phenomena at ultralow temperatures due to their purity
and simple crystal structure.The intensive tunneling motion singles
this system out into a class of so called "quantum crystals" and
leads to quantum diffusion effects I 1 ] and antiferromagnetic
ordering transition in pure bcc'He . At temperatures less then
critical temperature T

o
= 0.38 К this solutions suffer an isotopical

phase separation transition and form a new macroscopic quantum
system-solid

 3
He droplets in *He matrix.

2. Experimental details and results

The experimental device was placed on the nuclear stage of ILTPE
demagnetization refrigerator [ 2 1 and could be cooled down to
T= lmK. Temperatures were measured by 'He melting curve thermometer.
We studied weak solutions of. 'He in hep

 4
He of "He initial

concentration X
a
« 0.5, 1.2 and 3.2 atK in the temperature and

pressure range T « l-700mK and P = 3.5-3.8 MPa using pulsed NMR at
f * 250 kHz in a weak Magnetic field H « 77 Oe. At appropriate
temperatures the phase separation transitions occured,showing a
complicated kinetics of the process I 3 l.Tho nuclear paramagnetic
susceptibility of separated mixtures was found to obey a Curie-
Vteiss lav down to T 3 7 mK and was temperature Independent at lower
temperatures I 4 1.The obtained Weiss constants were three times
larger than in pure bec "He of the same density. Spin - lattice
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T^and spin - spin T
z
 relaxation times before and during the

isotopic phase separation were measured at phase equilibrium points.

Fig.1 shows the typical T
f
- data at two daughter phase equilibrium

at temperature T = 177.7 mK.Each point is an averaged result of 10

measurements. One can see that the NMR signal U С т ) proportional

T.K

-1

•••
••
*.

I
\

\

T=l 77.7 mK

• «-a

0.2

0.1

0

•A- ""

Kg. 1
.s

0.5

Fig. 2

to a parallel magnetization M С т )of the sample recovers with time

т after saturation pulse to an equilibrium value U
a
 following two

exponential law with T*and Г"intrinsic times for dilute and rich

daughter phases

T?) -

We have calculated both these times and preexponential factors

normalized to U
n
 by a fit to С 1 ) and suppose the latter to be

equal to the relative quantities of 'He in both daughter phases.

Using this data it is possible to build an equilibrium T-X, phase

diagram for small
 s
He concentrations from an expression [ 3*]



1 7 7

Vr - Vd Uoo
X = X, * * С 2 )

3 ' Vr - Vi Uoo

where index i corresponds to the mixture before separation.For Х
з
<

1 atJi we assume molar volumes V of in itial mixture and dilute
daughter phase to be equal.It reduces the formula < 2 ) to simple
expression Х

з
= X^U^ / U^. Fig.2 shows the calculated X

a
for cooling

Of) and warming CtOthe sample with Х
з
=3.18 atx before separation at

P = 3.7 MPa. Here we also plot the points calculated from X
3
& 1/ T

j

dependence [ 5 ] valid for small concentrations of He ( 3 ) .

3. Discussion

The large values of Weiss temperature mightindicate a different
from bulk

 3
He exchange process remaining of antiferromagnet

nature.The low temperature plateau can be treated as a
nonequilibrium effect in the sample or magnetic ordering transition
in low-dimensional magnetic system of

 3
He droplets.The comparison

of X data taken from both the preexponential factors and T s for
X
3
< 1 atx showed a good agreement with a regular solution theory

[ 6 ) and proved the relyabllity of the method.
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MAGNETO-OPTICAL STUDIES OF THE HTSC MATERIALS

A.A.Milner, N.F.Kharchenko, O.V.MilosIavskaya,

B.Vf kin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering Ukrainian Academy
of Sciences, Lenin ave. 47, Kharkov 310164, Ukraine

The reflectance and transmiUance magnetic circular dichroism (MCD)

spectral studies of two sets of materials - YBa 2Cu 3O ? f films and R CuO4

single crystals (R=Nd, Ce, Pr and La> were carried out in the visible

light in the temperature range 10 - 260 К at the magnetic field up to

7T. MCD appeared to be sensitive to the composition and temperature of

samples.

1. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic and optical Investigations of the object» qf YBaCuO and R2CuO< type

have to clarify the nature of phenomenon of high temperature superconductivity.

It would be reasonable to expect that magneto-optical spectra will provide new

Information concerning the origin of optical transitions and the contribution of

the different components of the crystal structure of HTSC compounds into their

magnetic propertics.The high interest in the circular optical anisotropy pheno-

menon Is strongly stimulated by the anyonic superconductivity theory predicti-

ons ID. Up to now the only data on MCD spectra of YBaCuO and (Nd,Ce> CuO were

presented tn (2-41. The existence of quite measurable peaks in MCD spectra, as

well as their strong dependence upon the alternating parameters. Just those

which are being changed when finding the best superconducting compounds, work

well tn the experimental Investigation of the HTSC cuprates.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

This paper reports the results of MCD measurements tn the 1.5 - 4.5 eV (275 -

825 nm) spectral region in the magnetic Held up to 7 T at temperatures from 10

to 260 K. The studied objects were 200 nm thick c-orlented YB»2Cu3O7^ films,

grown by the method of successive application of layers on the MgO and SrTlO

substrates, superconducting (so) and non-superconducttng (nsc). and as crown

single crystal platelets R2Cu04, where Re Nd, Ce, Pr and La. All the crystals

were non-superconducting. The circular dichroism Д1/1 « <l# - К*ЛК* '-*»

that is the reduced difference of the transmitted or reflected light with right

and left circular polarizations, has been measured by the method which used a

polarization modulator and a lock-In amplifier. The samples were placed inside

the superconducting solenoid tn the helium optical cryostate.
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1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 +.5
photon energy, eV

Fig.l. The MCD spectrum of sc

YBaCuO film on ШО substrate at T=18K.

non-superconducting

^superconducting

.5 1.7 1.9 2.1 2.3 2.5 2.7
photon energy, «V

Fig.2. The MCD spectra of the fll.ii

YBaCuO on SrTlO3 substrate at Tsl9K

before tec) and after (nsc) the

annealing in a vacuum.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The MCD dispersions of YBaCuO films are presented tn flc.l and 2. They corre-

late with the optical spectrum [51. The MCD was different In sc and nsc films.

In our measurements this fact was the most pronounced in the vicinity of the

photon enercy of 2 eV. The spectra which are shown in flg.2 correspond to the

same film. It was originally superconducting, then after being annea'ed In a

vacuum it became non-superconducting.

The MCD measurements have been carried out at different temperatures, flg.3.

No evident chances of MCD value were revealed tn the range from 15 to 60 К at

the enercy 1.67 eV m the spectrum of nsc film. This fact agrees well with the

Л 1.0

"I 0.6

; • *

2 0.2

0.0

*ntc.1.67«V

e.2.0SaV

,«c.2.11tV

40 r.a« 120 160

Fig.3. The temperature dependences of the MCD in the YBaCuO films.

Each data series is normalized on the MCD value at low temperature.
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assignment of the 1.67 eV band to the optical excitations Involving the antlfer-
romagnettcaly ordered Cu(2) Ions in the CuO2 planes. When AFM vector lies in the
film plane one has to expect the temperature independent behavior of the
magnetic susceptibility as well as MCD. The 4.13 eV band displays substantially
paramacnetlc behavior. The MCD features near 2.1 eV change with temperature in
similar way. Their dependences are somewhat different for sc and nsc samples. It
may be connected with the influence of the neighbour, ng temperature independent
1.67 eV band on the 2.08 eV one. The paramagnetic run of the MCD vs temperature
curves allows to attribute the correspondent features to the excitations of the
Cu2*(l) "chain" ions. The last ones with the spin 1/2 are known to originate
from the Cu* ions when "extra" oxygen Is Introduced (71.

Reflectance MCD spectra of R2CuO have the following spectral features: the
dominant peaks at 4.1 eV for R=Nd or 3.4 eV for R=Pr, adjacent to these peaks
plato and broad band peaking near 1.9 eV (fig.4). The reflectivity spectra of
R2Cu04are almost flat at 3-4.5 eV (61, so we assume that the MCD features in
this reL-on originate from the magnetoopticaliy active ions, I.e. rare earth
ones. In Nd3CuO4 MCD value at 1.5 - 2.1 eV was the same for 18K and 240K. This
fact agrees well with the assignment of known 1.7 eV band to the transitions
Involving 3d states of magnetically ordered Cu ions 16,81. Otherwise the MCD at
4J. eV strongly depended on temperature (fig.4), being an evidence for assumed
above attribution of this peak to the paramagnetic Nd Ion (01.

From the form of the MCD spectra of R2Cu04 crystals (fig. 2) and mentioned
above temperature behavior we suppose that 4.1 eV peak in Nd CuO , 3.4 eV peak
In Pr t e eNd0 01CuO4 and wide band around 31 eV in Nd^ t 3 Ce 0 1 9Cu0 4 belong to

Nd»Cu6>''

1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5
photon energy, eV

-3

-4

. T-140K
T-240K

1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5
photon energy, eV

Flt.4. The reflectance MCD spectra
of R 2 Cu0 4 single crystals at T«18K

Flg.8. The reflectance MCD spectra
of NdfCuO4 crystal at different
temperatures.
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the 4f - 5d transitions In R ions. The energies of these translttons in the

free tons are 8.7 eV for Nd, 7.6 eV for Pr and 6.2 for Ce (101. Estimation of

the crystal field effect in cuprates results in the reducing of them to 5.9, 4.8

and 3.3 eV respectively. These energies can be expected to be lower due to tht

contribution of 4fR - 2pO states hybridization llll. The problem of the conside-

rable suppression of the 4.1 eV peak by the Ce doping to Nd CuO remain» «till

unsolved. It seems possible that this suppression is connected with the change

of the Nd3*- O2" bond length In distorted sites and decrease of the 4f - Bd

transition energy.

In summary, new information substantially supplementing the previous magnetic

and optical studies of HTSC compounds of 123 and 214 type is obtatned. It allows

in particular to consider the electronic spectrum structure of R2Cu04 and the

origin of the paramagnetlsm in YBaCuO.
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METAL-NONMETAL TRANSITION IN DISORDERED

THIN-FILM METAL-INSUIATOR SYSTEM.

A.A.Moshenskii and M.A.Spasova

B.I.Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and

Engineering of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, Kharkov

The percolation-localization crossover is observed near the

metal-nonmetal transition in the sodium-forraamide

cold-deposited system. The unusual behaviour of the

threshold conductivity exponent in the sodium-ammonia system

is observed.

There has been considerable interest in recent years in

elucilating the transition from metal to nonmetal in disordered

materials. Accoding to modern concepts, the MNT mechanism is

determined by the scale of potentional fluctuation, and hence by

the characteristic size of metal and insulator condensate regions.

The MNT mechanism in an atomically dispersive system, in which the

potential fluctuations are of the order of the electron

wavelength, is associated with the quantum-mechanical effects of

electron localization. In granulated metal-insulator systems with

(grain sizes exceeding 100 A) the MNT can be described by

classical percolation effects. The spatial scale of

inhomogeneities for metal-insulator condensates is determined by

the choice of pairs of metal and insulator, materials, the

temperature of the substrate during condensation, and annealing

conditions. Most deposited at the liquid helium temperature

metai-insulatir condensates have grain size less 100 A. Such

systems are interesting first of all becouse the MNT mechanism in

them is determined by the superposition of classical percolation

and quantum-mechanical localization effects.

He investigated cold-deposited thin-film sodium-formamide

(Na-NHjCO) and sodium-ammonia (Na-NHj) systems. Films were

prepared by the simultaneous condensation of molecular beams of a

metal end an insulator on a substrate cooled by liquid helium.

Metal was evaporated from the Knudsen chamber arranged

asymmetrically to the substrate. A certain sodium concentration
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gradient was created along the substrate. High-purity insulator

(formamide or ammonia) was fed uniformly to any point on the

substrate. Therefore, a series of samples with a nonotonically

varying concentration could be prepared during a single sputerrihg

act. In order to improve the accuracy of determination of the

sample composition, special calibration experiments were carried

out. A quartz pickup for measuring thickness was placed at the

substrate and could be moved along it with help of a special

device. As a result, the sodium condensation rate distribution

along the substrate was measured at different temperatures in the

Knudsen chamber. The error in the determination of concentration

was of the order of 0.5 MPM (mole percent of metal).

The dependence of the logarithm of the resistivity of the

sodium-formamide samples on the metal concentration at 5 К was

obtained immediately after the condensation. The sample

resistivity varies by about six orders of magnitude at the

concentration region from 70 MPM to 28.5 MPM. The concentration of

28 MPM is the MNT threshold concentration [1).

The dependence of the resistivity j> of the samples on the

volume metal concentration X in them is described by the following

relation: 0(X) " 0. (X - X
6
)"

j M
 (X

c
 - the threshold concentration

in volume percent of metal VPM).

Figure 1 shows the dependence of the

logarithm of the Na-NH^CO resistivity

on the logarithm (X-X
e
) at 5 К imme-

diately after the condensation ( • )

and after annealing to 50 X (О)

The threshold Conductivity exponent

changes for samples immediately after

condensation. For X < 17 VPM, M *

l±0.1, while for X > 17 VPM we have

jw> - 2.12 ± 0.1.

After annealing to 50 X, the

concentration dependence of 0 in the

expressionentire

Fig.l

concentrat ion range is discribed

- X
e
f'

9
.

by the

The threshold conductivity exponent M«* 2 is close to the

value obtained in the percolation theory for three-diaensional

systems. The value M - 1 is typical for the localization
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metal-nonmetal transition as well as of the conductivity of

two-dimensional percolation structures. The fact that the change

in the threshold conductivity exponent is not observed after the

anmaling of the system indicates that the effect is -associated

with the sample structure rather than with the thickness.

The change of the threshold conductivity exponent is explaned

by the localization of electronic states in the percolation

structure, i.e., by the percolation-localization crossover [2b

Using the theory developed in Ref.3, we can calculate the

resistivity at which the crossover takes place:

j>er-J>.-У~Г* U
where у - f.eVlA; 0, is the resistivity of a pur* sodium film

obtained under similar conditions, e the electron charge, L the

characteristic sice approximately eguel to the size of

crystallites in the pure sodium film havihg a resistivity and

^p(vt) the threshold percolation (localization) correlation length

exponent.

Using the results of earlier experiments [4], we have

obtained Ocr** ю'^Лст. Figure 1 shows this result is in good

agreement with the experimental value. Annealing leads to en

Increase in the inhomogeneity scale of the films and in the value

of Ocr « The crossover concentration X
v
 approaches the thr. .old

concentration MNT. Ho singularities on the dependence (Fig.l) «re

observed after annealing to 50 X (O)•

Thus, the metal-nonmetal transition In cold-deposited

sodium-formamide films is described by the superposition of

quantum-mechanical localisation and classical percolation effects.

A percolation structure is formed in the sodium-formamide

condensate, and the localisation of the electronic states in this

structure occurs as we approach the percolation threshold where

0cr**2*10~ A'cm. The threshold conductivity exponent in this case

changes and becomes equal to unit, while in the percolation case

it ie equal to two.

Sodium-ammonia films of varying composition have investigated

the same method (5). A continuous HHT is observed at 32 MPH.

The threshold conductivity exponent is equal 310.1 Immediately

after condensation ( • rig.2). Annealing of the system to 50 X has

resulted in decreasing of the threshold conductivity exponent down

2.4Ю.1 ( О Fig.2). Annealing to «• X leads to the further
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decrease of the threshold conductivi-

ty exponent down 2±0.1 ( x Fig.2)

obtained in percolation theory for

three-dimentional systems. The sodium

-formaraide system and sodium-ammonia

one are principal different. Sodiua

in Na-HH films is partial dissociated

at liquid helium temperature. The Na

dissciation leads to the formation

of electrons "caught" by ammonia

traps. An existence of the "caught"

Fig.2. electrons has resulted in appearence

of some peculiarities in a conductivity distribution of percola-

tion nets.

It is supposed the conductivity distribution in Na-КНд system

can be discribed by a power law with an exponent <6. In this case

the threshold conductivity exponent depends on J, . The dependence

is described by the expression м (oO - (d-2)-Л> + (1-/)"' where d -

the dimensionality of the systea (d«3); \L ~ the threshold

\ Г

percolation correlation length ( Vp « 0.88) [6]. A comparison of

our experimantal results with the theory [6] shows rather good

agreement. The threshold conductivity exponent decrease when the

system annealing is due to the ^ decrease. The exponent X

changes from 0.55 to 0.11 when the system annealing.
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IN-SITU VISUALISATION OF INHOMOGENETIES IN HTSC FILHS

BY LOW TEMPERATURE SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY 1LTSEM)

M.G.Nakhodkin, O.F.Bardamid. K.I.Yakimov

Taras Shevchenko Kiev University

Vladimirekaya etr., 64, Kiev, 252017. Ukraine

The results obtained on first in Ukraine LTREM which allow to

perform in-eitu investigation of inhomogeneities in superconductors

films at temperature below T
c
 are presented in this report.

A technique Tor investigative the superconductivity thin films

properties with high spatial resolution insted of only global

Measurements is necessary in order to obtain a good understanding

of electronic behaviour. By means LTSEM one can determine the

lnhomogeneous i.e. the local values of the critical temperature

T (x, y) and critical current density J lx,y) of HTSC films and

devices with spatial resolution " 1 mkm (1]. The principle of LTSEM

measurements are following. The superconductive bridge is scanned

with electron beam of SEM while it is cooled to the T<T .

Simultaneously, an electric bias current is applied to the film.

The electron beam causes a local temperature rise in the irradiated

surface. If T are near T or 1.Л I this cr.n lead to a local

resistivity change detected as a voltage signal &V(x, y). The beam

induced voltage signal modulates brightness of SRT beam and hence

the space distribution of inhomogeneitiea can be obtain on the

voltage image (11.

In the home microscope PEM-IOO У we mounted the stage in form

of flowing cryostat such that sample temperature can be kept from

10 to 300 К at 0,1 К stability. We invastlgated YBaCuO films on

(100» SrTiO
3
 the thick 200 nm prepared by electron-beam method

(2). The bridges 30-60 mkm wide and 1 mm long were fabricated by

photolitography. We worked in direct current regime (without

stroboscope) therefore the spatial resolution was not vry high and

there was a problem of ambiguous correlation voltage image with

conventional eecondary electron image. To increase the precision of

method the eecondary electron signal can was blanked by Av and the

black spot appeares on conventional SEM image. For example in

Fig.la, b show the SEM voltлее image of superconductivity bridge

and secondary electron micrograph with beam blanking respectively.

This way we can to rise spatial resolution to <2 mkm. In Fig.2a
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present the micrograph and Fig.2b-d the voltage imagiев in y-

modulation of sample with increasing bias current and at T«const.

It is clear that number of local resistivity regions and Av value

increase with I.. Similar voltage image of resistive transitions

can be obtained by increasing sample temperature. In 13,4) it was

founded that local resistivity transition occur due to structural

defects such as grain boundaries, substrate defects and so on. We

investigated epitaxial films with great number of twins and obvious

grain boundaries are not observed. We carried out the sawple

composition with microprobe electron analysis but did not found

clear difference between stoichlonetry of resistive spot* and

surrounded regions. The future studies is necessary to elucidate a

question about spatially inhomogenous in different films.
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Fie 1. Voltage image in brightness Modulation. The bridge

boundaries are outlined la). The secondary electron SEM

nicrograph with blanking by Av. The arrow shows to

resistive area (b).
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Fie. 2. The micrograph of bridge la) and voltage iaagies in

y-modulation at I
b
»0. 1 mA <b), I

b
*0

r
!* nA (e), I

b
«l »A (dl.

The arrows show the bridge boundaries.
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STRUCTURAL PHASE TRANSITIONS IN LAYERED DOUBLE

MOLYBDATES AND TUNGSTATES

Nesterenko N.M., Syrkin E. Л

Inst. for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering Academy

of Sciences of Ukraine, 47 Lenin Ave., 310164, Kharkov.

The review is concerned with the results of theoretical

and experimental studies of structural phase transitions in

double molybdates and tungstates MR(X0>)
2
. Main attention is

paid to aspects which are related to the layered structure of

pompounds studied.

Double molybdates and tungstates (DMO") with the common

formula MR(X0
(
j)2 where M is alkali metal ions, R - the triva-

lent metals, including rare-earth ones, X is molybdenum or

tungsten, are crystallized into different modifications . The

object of our studies are layered trigonal (TDM'T) and rhombic

(RDM/T) compounds of this class where Mo and W form the tetra-

hedral oxygen coordination.

Complex studies of layered DMsT started in the 80th at

the Institute For Low Temperature Physics and Engineering

showed that with the temperature decrease from room to helium

ones DM/T are structurally unstable.Some of them exhibit vari-

ous phase transitions of different nature (ferroelastic. mag-

netic, ferroelectric , cooperative effects of the Jahn-

Tellering type). As л rule, structure phase transitions are

accompanied with deformations and the appearance of domain or

heterophase structures. Here we present the results demonst-

rating peculiarities of the DM^T and structure phase transi-

tions in it which are related to their specific layered

structure. It should be noted that the information obtained

herewith is fairly important to study the low-temperatures

(below IK) magnetic ordering in a number of RDM/T . Main re-

sults are obtained by the light scattering and absorption,

dielectrics, ultrasonic, thermal and X-ray studies. In synthe-

sized DK'T, including mixed compounds. Theoretical considera-

tions are based on model microscopic calculations using modern

methods of the lattice dynamics theory.
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The general structure of layered DM/T can be presented as

layers <R
3+
(X0

4
)

2
~>^

>
 arranged in a different way which alter-

nate with planes occupied by M cations . DM/'T has a high deg-

ree of isostructure. Sizes of tetrahedrons (XO.) are in fact

Independent of the type of metal M and R ions ; on the other

hand . the phase transition temperatures can differ very much

in isostructural compounds with different, types of И and R ca-

tions. One of the problems, namely control of the transition

f
 temperatures, is solved experimentally by synthesizing mixed

systems. However, now the theoretical prediction of the value

and sign of critical temperature shift can be obtained only

qualitatively.

The obtained data 11,21 evidence that anisotropy of ela-

stic properties of RDMsT is essential. According to these

data, the ratio of shear modules С. . to the C,, one

characteristic of the longitudinal sound in a layer is of

about 0.1. In term of (31 layered DM/T are weak anisotropic

structures where it seems unlikely to expect the appearance of

acoustic branch with the dispersion law characteristic of ben-

Fig. 1 The spectral distribu- ding vibrations. However, as

tion functions of frequen-

cies in a layer,1 and per-

pendicular it.2.

62 № 06 OS

it is shown in (41, the pre-

sence of such elastic aniso-

tropy which corresponds to

Y"-0.ni in the calculation

(the ratio, of force cons-

tants) is sufficient to mani-

fest itself in a number of

physical properties.- In par-

ticular, low temperature

anomalies of the thermal

effect)
02 ft 06 01 j l Z O t 0 i «

expansion coefficient (the presence of " membrane

found in RDM/T are explained in view of the above.

As stated above, at phase transitions of the ferroelastic

nature in TDM/T (KSc(№>0
4
)

2
. KFe(MoO

4
)

2
. RbIn(MoO

4
)

2t
 MaSc-

(Mo0
4
)

2
) or the cooperative Jahn - Teller effect In RDM/T

(KDy(MoO
4
)

2
. CsDy(Mo0

4
)

2
. RbDy(MoO

4
)

2
 etc) both spontaneous

deformations wi'h shear components and volume deformations Ap-

pear. Experimentally it is shown using RDM/T as an example

that Introduction of an Isostructural impurity changes the

elastic lattice anisotropy which seems to result in an abrupt

change of ..the phase transition temperatures and stability be—
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Fig. 2.
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Soft modes in

crystals
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undarjes of different phases. Studies of phase diagrams of

mixed compounds made it possible to establish that introducti-

on of light and heavy Impurities into a "soft" sublattice

changes the phase diagrams in a different way. Besides

the T shift to the higher tempe-

rature for a light impurity (M<<M
L
)

and to the low temperatures for a

heavy one (M>>M, ) new phase tran-

sitions are found in the mixed

systems whose temperatures depend

only on the compound mass ratio

and anisotropy. The generation of

light and heavy Impurity spectra

In the lattice is known to be dif-

ferent. In a strongly anisotropic

crystal . taking into account the additional effect of an

impurity on elastic anisotropy. softening the local vibrations

which are induced by a light Impurity [SI can be responsible

for. the lattice instability.

Experimentally it is shown that the phonon spectrum gene-

ration in D M T for k-0 in different symmetry and dlssymetry

phases reflects their layered structure. At phase transitions

those structures are established to exhibit multiplication of

layers included into a unit cell. i.e.. in the lattice parame-

ters critical points of the Brlllouln zones correspond to the

direction normal to the layers.

Of special interest is to study domain and heterophase

structures In unstable DMT. At phase transitions shear defor-

mations (the secondary order parameter) are shown to be frozen

which seems to be due to the initially low shear modules In

the layered DMT. Ferroelastic domain structures are easily

switched under the mechanical

action, at the first - order'

phase transition samples became

spontaneously monodomain. The

process evolves due to the side

motion of interphase walls.

Upon nonuniform heatJng the in-

tergrowth of nuclei having a

Fig Э Form of tn* nuc- specific form in a layered crys-

leis in layered crystal tal results in bending ("warp-
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ing) the thin plates of some DW/T at the martensite phase

transition. The theoretical model of the heterophase structure

Is developed and the plate bending is estimated which appears

u< der the real conditions. The bending value is shown to be

comparable with the plate thickness Г61.

Recently of interest is to study incommensurate phases

in DUO". In TDM/T the incotnntencurate phase is assumed to

exist near T__ of the second-order phase transition from the

trigonal to ferroelastlc monoclinic phase. Preliminary mea-

surements of the behavior of soft modes decay near the T

point to the existence of an additional mechanism of relaxa-

tion of soft modes on density lnhomogeneities in the region of

lncoirmensurate modulated phase due to the shift <(Sc(MoQ.)> ~

layers. The peculiarities are considered in the formation of

ferroelastic domain structure 17].
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STRUCTURAL TWINNING AND THE NONSTOICHIOMETRY
IN THE CERAMIC SUPERCONDUCTORS

Vadim S. Nikolayev

Bogolyubov Institute for Theoretical Physics,
Ukrainian Academy of Sciences,
Metrologichna Str. 14-b, 252143 Kiev, Ukraine

Theoretical model describing the formation of !)0e structural twins is proposed. The dependence
of the twin splicing vt> .size of a monocryslal differs from the classical square root law as a result of
a nonstoicliioinctry of the compound. According to the model the twin boundaries are depleted of
oxygen.

1.INTRODUCTION
The structural twinning in orthorhombic ИВа̂ Си̂ Ог-» (1:2:3 below for the sake

of brevity, R is a rare earth) has received considerable attention since the discovery
of the yttrium high-7"c superconductor. This is because the twin boundaries are
well-known as a source of the flux line pinning and sometimes considered as 'weak
links' which may act as Josephson junctions. The majority of investigators consider
them to be described very well by the theory of concentrational domains in solids
suggested by Khachaturyan [1]. According to it

Ltxy/Ъ, (I)

where L is a period of the structure (size of the domains) and D is a size of a
monocrystal. It is perfectly true in most cases, where the boundaries are assumed
to be the kinks with a width much smaller than /,, so they do not interact. But it
might not be true for the nonstoiciiiometric compounds where the positions of the
'excess* atoms correlate with the deformation. The 1:2:3 compounds belong just
to that class. Let us consider the model for their bulk structure in detail.

2.MODEL
The main variables of the model are the probabilities of filling the oxygen sites

in the basis plane of 1:2:3 compound (CHO|_* plane). There are two such inequiv-
alent positions in the unit cell (Fig. 1), (hat ran describe the referred structure.
The probabilities of occupation of these sites will be called ;*j. The index denotes
crystallographic direction: 1 corresponds to [001] and 2 — to [010] directions. For
convenience I shall operate with an equivalent set of variables с = jn + pi (the con-
centration of oxygen in a unit cell) and ц — i>\ — Рг (the order parameter, which
differs in sign in the neighboring twins). The continuum approximation will be
used from the beginning to describe the 3-D model.

The surfacial density of the free energy can be divided into four parts:

F ш F, + F, + F, - TS. (2)

The first part is the Coulomb energy of the oxygen ions interaction

F. = VVxft + {V - V, )(p, + ъ)3 + •(?•/)*, (.4)

where V, is an interaction with the nearest-neighboring O-io»s and V - Vj is an
interaction with the other O-ions. I assume here that the oxygen ions which be-
longed to the different unit cells, "feel" only the field of the mean concentration
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Figure 1: The structure of л basis plane of a 1.2:3 compound. The Cu-sites are on the «olid
lines intersections, the O-sites are in the middle of the sides of the squares. The dotted line
shows the unit cell and the open circles point out to the sites of oxygen inside it.

of the electric charge in the other unit cell, not the field from the separate ions.
Moreover, I assume, that the coordinate dependence of the mean concentration
с is weaker than that of the order parameter r/, so the term with (Vc)2 coutd be
omitted.

The second term in (2) is an elastic energy. It can be measured experimentally
as an internal energy of the 1:2:3 compound when 6 = 1 :

F, = Ci)ki\ti,uul'i, (4)

where n,3 are the component* of the deformation tensor, сци are ones of the elastic
tensor.

The next term in Eq. (2) is an energy of the interaction between the oxygen
and elastic subsystems:

F, = -Cijkl(KiV\ + AliPtfrij, (5)

where

( ) * • ( * : ) •

6, are the material constants.
The last term introduces the temperature T into the model, S ia a configurationnl

entropy.
The next step is • minimization of the free energy with respect to the elastic

variables - displacements of the ions. It results in the following condition for an
orthorhombic deformation e = (мн - и»)/л/2:

с ='/(*» -Ь,)/у/2. (б)

Then the expression for F takes the form

(7)
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after the division by V. Неге г = T/V, (j1 = 2r/V,

7 = ((ii - Ь,)3С/Л + V, )/V, С = с„„ - с„„, (8)

г and r/ are the functions of the space variable z = (т, + x-^ls/l and the problem
appears to be one-dimensional.

3.1MIASE DIAGRAM
First of nil it is important to show under which conditions the kink аз a solution

of the variational equations for the Lagrangian (7) can exist. It turns out that
the phase diagram of the model coincides exactly with one suggested for the strict
шслп-iiclrf limit (i.e. for <j —• oo) of the functional (7) by Khachaturyan tt at. [2].
The classical kink solution exists in a region of stability of the orthorhombic phase.
All the consideration below will concern that very region. At the tame time the
twins arc possible in the mtscibility gap (where two different phases can coexist)
also. So there arc at least two parts of a phase diagram in which the mechanisms
of twinning can differ.

4.MINIMIZATI0N OF THE ENERGY
It is quite a complicated problem to analyze the long-periodic solutions of varia-

tional equations for the Lagrangian (7). For the sake of simplicity we shall consider
below the fixed profiles of the functions t)(z) and c(z) on one period:

„,, - ( £ м И <W2 ' ""'' 4.)-I-**»' •**>- 1 S "* •
I ,.Г , ,„ 1 cj, otherwise
( iU, w/2 < z < Lfl K

The substitution of the polygons instead of exact solutions of variational equations
for ч(г) and c(z) brings some error into the calculation of energy. But the error
should not be large when L > w, when the contribution of the boundary region is
small.

Next problem is to calculate the energy per unit area E and to minimise it with
respect to а, гц and c*, at constant L and 5. The condition of the conservation of
the mean oxygen concentration c" = I - 6 in the sample implies that w = 2L/g (c* —
c)/{cd - с.,). The numerical calculations show that гц (and thus e (6)) depends on
L. It should be taken into account while minimizing the energy of the «ample with
respect to L. The optimal value of c*, appears to be less than one for с*. Note that
it was not assumed from the beginning.

One can see that the sixe of the sample D is connected with an optimal twin
spacing L by the formula

&1)

The correspondent L(y/D) curves are represented in Fig. 2.

5.DISCUSSION
It it easy to see that all the curve* in Fig. 2 resemble the straight line* predicted

by the Khachaturyan's model [1]. But the difference increase! with the decrease
of г. If the considered model is true the experimental points still should be fitted
well by the straight line. But the extrapolation of that line to the point D » 0
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Figure 2: Twin spacing versus crystal size, both expressed in arbitrary units. The parameter
of the curves is T/V. c. = 0.9.

should yield L Ф 0. It, can be deduced from Fig. 2 that the difference between our
result and the result (1) increases with the decreasing temperature. Really, it can
be shown analytically for T - 0 that L <x \'D rather than L oc \ff) at large L.

6.CONCLUS1ONS
1. The region of existence of the twinning on the T-c phase diagram consists at

least of two parts in which the mechanisms of twinning differ. The transition from
one mechanism to another may cause the anomalies in various physical properties
observed near T = 200K.
2. The mechanism of twinning valid in one of those regions is suggested. It differs
lVom the Khachaturyau's model [1] by the account of the effective interaction of
the twin boundaries which cannot be neglected for the case of nonstoichiometric
compound. The elfect exists due to the conservation of the mean oxygen concen-
tration.

The dependence of the twin spacing versus the size of a monocrystal was cal-
culated. Generally it differs from the square root dependence of Ref. [1]. The
difference increases with the increasing nonstoichiometry level and/or decreasing
temperature.
:i. The suggested model of twinning predicts the decrease of the oxygen concen-
tration within the twin boundary.
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LOW-TEMPERATURE ACOUSTIC RELAXATION IN HTS CERAMICS

P.P. Pal-Val, L.N. Pal-Val. V.D. Natsik

B.Verkin Institute for Loxt-Temperature Physics & Engineering,
Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Kharkov, Ukraine

In this paper a short review of the main experimental data on
relaxation phenomena in YBa

a
Cu

3
0

x
 HTS-ceramics is given. It is

shown that the acoustical methods give important information about
dynamic behaviour of crystal defects which are responsible for main
characteristics of HTS ceramics.

I. INTRODUCTION
A study of mechanical relaxation processes in solids gives im-

portant information on dynamical behaviour of a crystal lattice.
In particular, abundant qualitative and quantitative data may be
obtained on mobility of crystal imperfections and parameters of
their interaction with each other as well as with the electron and
phonon subsystems of crystal. In this context, the use of acoustic
methods to investigate HTS metal oxides is especially promising
because of the fact that the most of their superconducting and
other important characteristics depends to a great extent on a
large amount of lattice imperfections, i.e., oxygen vacancies,
twins, grain boundaries etc.

II. ORTHORHOMBIC PHASE WITH x a 7

It is now well established that the elastic and relaxation pro-
perties of the orthorhombic ceramics exhibit a number of low-
temperature singularities, namely,the temperature dependence of the
sound absorption has several peaks and the elastic moduli Cor the
sound velocities) show a hysteresis during thermocycling above 40-
50 К (Figs.1,2). It has been found that the peaks P

e
 and P

3
 shift

to higher temperatures when increasing the vibration frequency. It
means that they are of relaxation nature and the activation parame-
ters of the corresponding thermoactivated relaxation processes have
been obtained. The peaks P

i
 and P^ are almost insensitive to the

vibration frequency and are likely connected to the phase transi-
tions in the corresponding temperature intervals.
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III. EFFECT OF THE OXYGEN CONTENT VARIATIONS

It has been found that the behaviour of the absorption peaks
proves to be very different when the oxygen index x is reduced.

1

The peak P becomes lower in the orthorhombic phase (x > 6.42) and
disappears in the tetragonal one. Other peaks are observed in both
phases and their amplitudes depend weakly on x CFig.3). This fact
testifies the occurrence of a relaxation process which takes place
only in the orthorhombic phase. A characteristic feature of the
orthorhombic modification of YBa

e
Cu

3
0

x
 is a preferential oxygen

occupancy of the 0(1) sites in the basal plane. The CuCD-OCl)
chains of atoms alternate with rows of the vacant 0C5) sites whose
occupancy increases with reduction of x. A possible elementary
event of the relaxation process responsible for the peak P might
be a thermally activated displacement of an 0C1) oxygen atoms to
one of the nearest sites. The lowering of the peak P

3
 could be then

explained qualitatively by a shortening and gradual disappearance
of the ordered CuCD-OCl) chains because of the partial removal of
oxygen from the basal planes and because of an increase in the pro-
bability of occupancy of the ОС5) sites.

The change in the oxygen content has practically no influence
on the low-temperature boundary and the magnitude of the sound
velocity hysteresis in both the orthorhombic and tetragonal phases.

IV. COMPARISON OF ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES OF CuO AND ТВа
а
Си

э
0

ж

The most of properties of the HTS metal-oxides are governed by
the state of the cuprate planes Cu-0. The similar planes with a
planar coordination of copper by oxygen ions in a monoclinlc unit
cell are present in CuO. A comparative study of the temperature
spectra of sound absorption in CuO and HTS metal-oxides* shows that
they are very similar in the intervals 30-60 К and 235-250 К
(Fig. 4). The results obtained do not allow to attribute unambigu-
ously the peak P

t
 to the thermoactivated relaxation process. Alter-

natively we can assume the presence of a phase transition of the
order-disorder type with a disordered low-temperature phase.

It is known that in CuO the antiferromagnetic ordering takes
place below 230 K.

 r
n the other hand, the peak P

4
 shifted towards

lower temperatures when increasing the vibration frequency. There'*
fore, we may suppose that the high-temperature peak in CuO and

Cu
s
0

x
 is.connected with the antiferromagnetic transition.

The greatest differences are observed in the intermediate tern-
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perature range 100-200 К. The peaks ?
г
 and Р

э
 typical of

 2 3 x

are absent in the absorption spectra CuO. In contrast to YBa Cu 0 ,
only one peak at 160 К is found in CuO. The lack of the peak P may
be explained by the absence of the ordered Cu-0 chains in this case.

The temperature dependences of sound velocity in CuO ceramics
show a broad hysteresis at thermocv~ling analogous to that in HTS
metal-oxides. Two possible microscopic mechanisms of the hysteresis
are mostly discussed. According to one of them, twins are regarded
as anisotropic f'erroelastic domains, the boundaries of which may
move under the action of thermoelastic stresses Another approach
consists in the assumption of some phase transition in the vicinity
of the high-temperature hysteresis boundary. The occurrance of the
hysteresis in CuO and the tetragonal YBa Cu 0 does not agree with
the assumption of its twinning nature. The development of a domain
structure of the low-temperature phase below the transition point
may be considered as a mechanism responsible for the hysteresis.

V. ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES OF YBa
2
Cu

3
0

x
-Ag COMPOSITES

The study of acoustic properties of YBa Cu 0 -Ag composites
made in a wide range of silver concentrations (0<c<100?O

3
 shows

that up to с = 20 % the substitution of the Cu atoms by the Ag ones
does not take place and no changes in oxygen content are found.

In the samples with c>10 */. Ag a new relaxation peak the ampli-
tude of which increases when increasing с is found (Fig. 5). It has
been shown that the thermoactivated kink-pair formation on disloca-
tions in silver is the process responsible for this peak.

When increasing c, the hysteresis in the sound velocity has a
tendency to decrease and disappears completely at с £ 50% Ag. The
presence of plastic silver between grains provides relaxation of
the thermoelastic stresses arising at thermocycling and removes the
origin of the hysteresis.

The concentration dependence of the sound velocity is non-
monotonic in this composition (Fig. 6). The formation of the inter-
grain silver layers improves contacts between grains at low с and
leads to the increase of sound velocity. Its further decrease at
higher с is due to a thickening of the layers of silver which has
lower sound velocity than the grains of YBa

e
Cu

3
0

x
.

1
 P. P. Pal-Val, L.N.Pal-Val, V. V.Demirskii, V.D.Natsik and V. V. Pryt-
kin, Sverkhprovodimost'CKIAF) 4. 1542 C199D.
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Galvanomagnetic effects and current instability in layered
conductors

V.G.Peschanskyab, J.A.Roldan Lopexb, D.T.Stepaaenkob, and D.A.Torjaniks

a B . Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering of the Academy of Science*
of Ukraine, 47 Lenin ave., 310164 Kharkiv, The Ukraine.

bKharkov State University, 4 Svoboda Sq., 310077, Kharkiv, The Ukraine

Galvanomagnetic effects in layered conductors with quasi-two-dimensional electron energy
spectrum are studied theoretically The magnitoresistance asymptote in high magnetic field
H essentially depends on orientation of vector H. It is shown that in nonlinear conditions, the
influence of the intrinsic magnetic field of stationary current on conduction electron ballktics
leads to excitation of the voltage auto-oscillations.

The considerable part of organic conductors and dihalcogenides of transition metals fea-
tures layered structure with a marked anisotropy of metallic conductivity. The electrical
conductivity along the layers is much larger than conductivity along the normal a. to the
layers. The energy spectrum of charge carriers can be represented in the form

(1)

and weakly depends on the momentum projection p, ж pa i.e.

ori = ijao < a», a»+, < a . (2)

where aB it maximum value of £B(py,Ps) at the Fermi surface (FS) e(p) ж «г-
Quasi-two-dimensional nature of the electron energy spectrum leads to the essential de-

pendence of galvanomagnetic properties on the orientation of external magnetic field H «*
(H»costf,O,H»ein0). In particular, the magnetoresktance asymptote along the normal to the
layer» pm o£ for i» < 1 substantially changes at some vaties of I. For К tan» < (ftr)'1

the electrical conductivity tensor component

oscillates with changing of tan I. Th* diameter of FS D^ ж pj^-py1* can U determined from
the period of oscillations. Here е,т, r are charge, velocity, and mean free time of conduction
electrons with respect to the inlrsbnlk collisions, V, в дчж(дф, ф is the phase at the electron
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orbit in the momentum «pace, ft ie the electron rotation frequency for 0 = 0. pj?" and pjf"

are maximum and minimum values of momentum projection pT, respectively, p>(^o) — Р.Г"»

fi is the Planck constant, a is the distance between the layers. Only terms of the order of 17*

are retained in Eq.3.

For в = ж/1 the electrons with dispersion law (1) move to the open trajectories along axis

у in coordinate space. The motion of the electrons in thin metallic plate (thickness d is much

smaller than electron mean free path 1 = vr) with specular faces у = ±d/2 i» accurately

periodical and the electron displacement Ax along the axis x of the current direction for the

time of electron passage from one face to another depends on the magnetic field. In particular,

at some value of Ho = H?j, electrons pass at the distance equal to d for an integer number of

periods of a motion to an open trajectory and electrons belonging to an open section of FS

by plane рн = pH = const make a small contribution to the electrical conductivity because

Дх = О and electron! drift along the current direction is due to the i&trabulk collisions only.

b conductors with high density of charge carriers, effects of intrinsic magnetic field H

on electron ballistics can essentially influence on the electrical conductivity of the sample.

In nonlinear conditions, the electrical conductivity can both to lower and to grow, with the

increasing of voltage, depending on the change of the total magnetic field E » H« + Hj.

When Дх(Н) = 0, the electric current distribution if instable because a small change of

current density j and H leads to increasing of the electron drift and current formed by

electrons moving to the open trajectories grows.

By making additional assumption

«•(Py.Pi) = £ s ^ i . <i(Py.P») *<i = «ом» W

€r(d/l)*<«,<€r

one can find the asymptotic expansion of current density in the case of specalar reflection of

conduction electron* from the plate faces. The main term of the current density asymptote

is follows:

where f = y/d is dimensionless coordinate, A(x) it the vector potential of magnetic field, £

is the electric field, U = («IAFJVOE*, °» » *be bulk electrical conductivity along the layerc

at H = 0.

The nonlineariiy is manifested in current density dependence on vector potential of et№

consistent magnetic field, which matt be forad from IIMCWSH «quiioae. The soUtion of

magnetostatk equation is:

A,(y)« 2A, famfam Ub)*t + К fLA ,A - ФЛ
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Here *(Ho) = 1, И, > 0, v{Eo) = - 1 , H, < О,

ВД2,/,) = j'ftdt (l - ?тЧ)~* (6)

am(f ,p) is the amplitude of the elliptic integral f = K(am(;,/i),p), A* = h»d, h« is magnetic

field wherein space period of electron motion to the open orbit equals 2«d,

*, (7)

The parameters I and sin(0/2) are determined by the expressions:

У-1/2

The relations (8) express implicit connection between the electric field E» and full current

flowing in the sample J = IDd, where D is plate width, D > d. The currept density

distribution and magnetic field are expressed in the term of elliptk functkms and substantially

depend on magnitude /t, wiuch is determined by space average values of j({) and H*(£) with

respect to plate thickness.

The investigation of the current distribution for stability with respect to small space-time

perturbations of vector potential and electric field

*" (9)

leads to the Hill's equation for amplitude of perturbations a(y). To find the oscillation

frequency u, it is nesessary to set to «его Hill's determinant. Ufikaoi rather nearly to unity

one can obtain asymptotic expression for ы. If ц > 1, the frequency is real and of the order

It means that, excitation of voltage auto-oscillations occurs under condition p. > 1 . For

ц < 1, the frequency is imaginary and oscillations are absent. Auto-oscUlations appear, when

the nonb'nearity parameter 0 * (I U/jJ)1/* becomes comparable with unity. The external

magnetic field euproeses the oscillation! processes and from the condition p > 1 , one can

obtain the range of values wherein the oecillations is possible, namely B, < v?(I U/iiD^h..

The nature of considered processes remain the same in deflecting the external magnetic

field from the plate surface on small angle 9. The quasi-periodical dependence of current
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density on H weaken with growth of 0, that results in increasing of the nonlinearity parameter
value /? in which auto-oscillations appear.

At low temperature lev than КО, when quantisation of the charge carrier energy it essen-
tial, t ie angular dependence of the magnetoreaietance and high-frequency impedance were
investigated. Quasi-two-dimensional electron energy spectrum favours an inclusion of a great
number of charge carriers into the formation of quantum oscillatory effects and therefore re-
sults in a considerable increase of the amplitude Shubnilcov-de Haas oscillations in comparison
with botropic conductors. In metals the Shubnikov-de Haas effect is mainly manifested by a
dependence of the thermoelectric power on the inverse value of the magnetic field strength
and Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations of the magnetoresistance were experimentally established
only in semimetab of the bismuth type. The specific of FS of layered conductors results not
only in an increase of the quantum outUlation amplitude but in their peculiar angular depen-
dence as well, especially in the magnetic orientation range, where self-intersecting electron
orbits at* obtain to be present.

Tht Shubnikov-de Haas amplitudes art shown to drop abruptly at certain orientation of H
when the rtsptcthrt extreme FS cross section is self-intersecting. Knowing the magnetic field
orientation at which tht quantum oscillation amplitude abruptly decreases one can determine
<i,L«. tbtexttntofcorrifatioft of tht Fermi surface.
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TO THE PHEKOrflSHOIOGICAL THEORY OF SUPERCONDUCTOHS ACCOUHPING FOR

CRYSTALLINE

Poluektov Yu.K.

Kharkov Institute of Physics and Technology, 1, Acadeaicheskay

St., 310108 Kharkov, Ukraine

Superconductors have been 3tudied with account for point

symmetry using the Ginzburg-Landau (GL) theory and the phenoaeno-

logical theory of second-order phase transitions. It is shown

the essential distinction between superconducting states of the

crystals with center of inversion and without it. The crystalline

superconductors with two types of the charge carriers have been

considered.

The classical theory GL [1 ] considers the superconductor as

homogeneous and isotropic medium without account for crystalline

structure. Investigations of the new classes at the superconduc-

tors with complex structure (heavy-fermion materials, high-

superconductors, organic superconductors) have shown that it is

necessary the accounting of the structure and symmetry [2,3^ .

The crystalline class to which superconductor belongs and irre-

ducible representation (IR) of the point group along which take

place' the phase transition, determine dimension of the order

parameter (OP) and the form of the thermodynamic potential (TP).

The form of the TP determines the fora of the GL equations and

the density of superconducting currents»

The densities of the TP and currents for all of the 32 point

groups and all ZR are constructed* The crystals with center of

inversion in superconducting state have singlet ( S
 K
O ) or

triplet ( S = l ) Cooper pairs. The crystals without center

of inversion in superconducting state have simultaneously singlet

and triplet Cooper pairs.

Matrix OP con bo written in font [2,3]

where OfoiJ. - 3C,«/,Z ) are Pauli matrices, Vf(fT) (
ty(l()ж~ф(~Ю' * e suppose according to Landau that supercon

ducting transition takes place along single IR F. Therefore
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whe.*e {^(Г^т'/кХ W(r>
m
tf) are basis singlet and triplet

functions of the IR Г. For strong spin-orbit coupling the point

group transformation of К and the spin transformation can not

be treated Independently. The spin have to be consider as frozen

in the lattice. For superconductors with center inversion every

IB realizes only singlet or triplet functions. Therefore only

first or second term corresponding to g = O or S ~ i-

remains in the expression (1). For superconductors without center

inversion every IR may be realized by means of singlet end trip-

let functions and therefore we mist use general expression (1).

TP Ф contains the combinations of the OP which are inva-

riants under the point-group transformations of the normal state*

where Ф ; >
;
 С)Ь/, are the second- and fourth-order terms, Cf3

is the gradient term, C£)_ is the magnetic-field term. The TP
must be* a) real; b) the time-reversal invariant* *̂"*"*" с ** >

A —9—/\ ; c) gauge-invariant* # -*-OexРД A-~fa+?i£.yJ{
( /[~ is the vector potential). ^m

For the superconductors without center of inversion the
transitions in the superconducting state is the second-order
phase-transition. She singlet and triplet pairs arise below com-
mon critical temperature Т с - These superconductors, unlike

those without center inversion, may have in the TP linear gradi-

ent terms. There are tv/o types of such invariants: a) Lifschitz

invariants} b) invariants with magnetic field. The point groups

D
2
, S^, Сзд have not the Idfschits invariants. The groups. D^

t
 .

^2d* **
7f D
6* ^5h» ^ nave not Lifsohitz invariants ia one-dimen-

sional IR and the groups T
d
, 0 have not thier in one-dimensio-

nal and two-dimensional IB. ill cristalline classes and all IR

have invariants with magnetic field* For one-dimensional IR the

contribution to the TP of invariants with magnetic field is*

(4)
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Щ
$;Ь, B=ZotA.Tbe term ~J?

J
P have odd parity and it does not

enter in the ГР for the groups with inversion* She linear gradi-

ent terns can lead to the instability of the homogeneous states*

Probably therefore there are few of the superconductors with the

point-groups without inversion.

Some superconductors have several types of the chaxge car-

riers. In this case the expansion (1) is necessary for every .

type of carriers. We have obtained the common oritical tempera-

ture when the transitions for the carriers of all types take

place along the some IK. For transitions along different ZR we

have the split of the phase transition line. She existence of

iaterband superconducting currents is predicted

1. V.L. Ginzburg, L.D. Landau. uh.Eksp.TeoE.Fiz. gQ, 1064- (1950)
2. II. Sigrist, K. Ueda. Rev. of Uod.Phys. 6£, 239 (1991)
3 . J .7 . .«tnnett. Adv. in Zhys, 39, 83 (1996)
4 . Yu.U. Poluektov. fiz.Nizk.Temp. Tg, 256 (1993)
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THE ENERGETIC SPECTRUM REBUILDING OF THE ORDERED SYSTEM AT THE

TRANSITION FROM HOMOGENEOUS TO NONHOMOGENEOUS STATE.

V.A.Popov

B.Verkin Institute for Low-Temperature Physics and Engineering
Ukrainian Academy of Sciences,Lenin Ave.47

f
 Kharkov 310164,Ukraine.

The theory of energetic spectrum of nonhomogenualy ordered state is
developed.lt Is showed that,for example,in uniaxlal antlferromagnet
in magnetic state of domain structure type by spin-flope phase
transition the spin wave energetic spectrum depends of new phase
domain concentration.

1 .The transition of the physical system from homogeneous to
nonhomogeneous equilibrium state (phase) realizes by means of
different ways in particular by way of the first order phase
transition (?T). On this way a solid divides into alternate domains
of phases partislpating in the PT.A rise of nonhomogeneous state is
accompanied by a brcack of the symmetry including translatlonal
symo^ry oi the initial homogeneous state. This breack lead to
essential change of the solid energetic spectrum.

A part of energetic spectrum near to ground level is analysed
on the bases of the Hamiltonian quadric by the second quantization
operators a

+
,a . At the theory of disordered crystals with few

defects Hamiltonians are often used In the site representation a^,a
f

in which the quadric coefficients AfJ!̂  = \^k{t-e.)\g contain
the translational invariant multiplier A(f-g) and multipliers
TTpj characterizing individual properties r

f
 ol f-elte

atom (lor.) In the crystal ground state.

If tae ground state of the crystal is homogeneous then all
are identical and the Hamiltonian is translational invariant.If
is differed from the rest even though in one site then the
hamiltonian loses translational invarlance.

The Hamiltonian of the system in nonhomogeneous state «rising
from homogeneous sta

+
e on the phase transition is similar toy its

structure with the Hamiltonian of the system with defects.The
difference consists in that what in nonhomogeneous state of the
domain structure type a site position dependence ol parameters т)

г

can be approximated in continual approach by functions near to tha
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piesewlse continuous Junction.
2.For deflnity we limit ourself by the consideration of an uniaxial
antlferromagnet (AFM) at the magnetic field parallel an easy
axis(IA).The quadric Uamiltonian In Holeteln-Primacoff
Bose-operators has form

Ж =
 (ГМа.вД

where indexes («,(3)= 1,? are magnetic sublattices numbers
coefficients A f^ip- A(fa-fp) + i^

a
A' (fa-Г P)^™

and analogous В-
аГ
,л , contain translatlonal invariant and

translational noninvariant terms. Parameters T)
f a
 are expressed

through direction cosines of the spin quantization axes In every
site ol the crystal lattice at equilibrium state. Evident torn ol
coefficients may be easy received from the Harailtonlan [1] of
beaxial AFM.

At the theory of the randomly disordered crystals Hamiltonians
of the form (1) In the site representation are used for research of
the energetic spectrum rebuilding and changes of disordered crys-
tals properties f2) be connected with It. Following the paper [2]
we find the Hamiltonian ()) In the form

X = X
Q
 + ( Ж - 3C

0
) = 3C

0
 + V , (2)

where X
o
 is the translatlonal Invariant Hamiltonian, corresponding

to homogeneous (r\^
a
 = T)

a
) antiferromagnetlc l.(a-i) - or Hope

l
x
 (a-2) phases of AFM taking part In spln-flope PT at K=H^ . The

Hamiltonian XQ describes the enei'getic spectrum of homogeneous
phase (1ц or l

x
) and the perturbation operator V describes

Influence on this spectrum of the magnetic state nonhomogeneity In
the case 11= II-. , i.e. Influence on it of the nonhomogeneous
Intermediate state (NIS) (domain structure of 1«- and l

x
 - phases).

3.Unlike [2] we won't make use of site representation to take
account of the operator V . In our case the macroscopic «nail
domains of a new phase to be In equilibrium with large domains of
an initial phase. For researching of the influence ttoosa
imperfections on the energetic spectrum we will pass to
к - representation of the operators a£,af In the Harailtonian (2)

E afkexp(lfak). (S)
К
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In this case, for example, the terns in expression of the operator V

V(* = (fa) f A' (fa-ra)^ar'r'a " A' ̂ a-t'a)^ ]ajaaf a (4)

may be rewritten

at > {2 £ А
Ч&к

а
ак

 +

Here the terms proportional to thickness of the domain wall and c
x

to be oralted. In Eq.(5) i}
a1
 = т)ц

а
 and 1^= r\

fLa
 are values i)

f a
 in

I»- and l
x
~ phases accordingly, c

x
- concentration of l

x
- phase,

д
х
(к) = (t/N

x
) E exp(lfJ,k) ,

N
x
 - number 1± sites of the a- sublattice to belong l

x
 -

phase. Other terms entering in V have analogous form.
Thus the operator V le proportional to concentration c

x
 of

arising phase and is small, when c
x
 is 6mall.Weighting averaging of

products "^fofit' s
 w a s

 relized in the operator V at the transition
to к -representation

In consequence the multiplier c
x
 appears In the perturbation

operator. Apparently from Eq. (5) the operator V divides to two
terms. The first term contains the twin products ^ ^ i *№*%>
and so on by condition k^tk^.the eecond term contains euch products
with k

2
^±k

1
.Inclusion of"the first term into Hamiltonlan 3C

Q
 renorms

its coefficients. The coefficients of new ground Hamiltonlan X'
Q

depend of the arising phase concentration.Diagnalization of this
Hamiltonian, ̂ , leads to the magnon energetic spectrum to depend
of the concentration ,c, and Is equivalent to the selective suraiing
up of perturbation theoi.7 series.

The rest part of the operator V has In this case matrix
elements different from zero but nondiagonal. Therefore it gives
contribution in the energetic spectrum of the nonhomogeneous
stats, beginning from the. eecond order 0/ the perturbation theory at
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4. Limiting ourself of linear dependence of the energetic spectrum
from concentration с we can reduce the expressions for magnon
energy where k-0 at two cases of the NIS: when concentration c

x
 of

phase lj (by PT 1,. * NIS) is small and concentration с„ of phase
1|; (by FT i j NIS) is small. At the first case:

*?NIS
№ ) s s 3 5

?|
( H
t> "

 t 2 <
t f "

At the second case:

f f
 2

 . (7)

Here iQ.pg.p^ are accordingly exchanging constant and constants
intra- and intersublattice anizotropy, and I

Q
 > 0, р

р
> О, PQ~PQ> 0

but S is quantum number of the site spin.
If we have plane-parallel plate to be cut out perpendiculary

to EA the concentrations Cj_ and c,. are defined by formula:

t
)"

1
(H-H

t
) , Cjj= 1-c

x
 , (S)

where x
x
 - transverse magnetic susceptibility of unlaxlal AFM,

H
t
- magnetic field of spin-flope PT. S

1
 p(H

t
) is energy of roagnons

by k---0 corresponding homogeneous 1,,- 'alid ]
x
- phases in point

PT. Since in uniaxial АРМ S|?j.(H
t
j=O then nonhomogenelty of magnetic

state leads to rise of activation at the second branch S^jc- of
the energetic spectrum NIS. Dispersion part of the energetic
spectrum NIS has analogous dependence from c.

Thus rebuilding of the energetic spectrum at PT jTrom
homogeneous to nonhomogeneous intermediate magnetic state in
uniaxial АРИ consists in arriving of concer.trational dependence of
both brench magnon energy and on account of this in disappearing of
unactivatlonal branch by l

x
 t NIS PT.

Ml B.C.Baryakhtar,A.A.Galkin,S.N.Kovner,V.A.Popov.2h.eksper. teor.
Plz.58,494(1970)
12) R.J.Elliot,J.A.Krumhansl.P.L.Leath.Rev.Mod.Phys.46,465(1974)
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SbiflJCTlJRE ANOMAL.IES IN SOLID DEltfEROHYDROGEN

A. I. Proklwatilov, M. A. Strzhemdchny, C. N. Shcherbalcov

Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering,

Kharkov,Ukraine

We carried out x-ray studies of pure HD to find that the parameter
ratio c/a of the hexagonal lattice differs appreciably Cby more than
1*) from the ideal value of VS73. The sign and magnitude of the
deviation is in accord with our estimates based on the' notion that
this effect associates with the asymmetry of the HD molecule.

The ever growing interest for deuterohydrogen in the solid state
may be explained as being due not only to the fact that HD is a
representative of the hydrogen family as quantum crystals but also to
those expected peculiarities that could stem from the asymmetry of
its molecule. The principal difference of the HD molecule from its
homonuclear isotope analogs is that the molecular center of mass does
not coincide with the geometric center of the electron density
distribution. This misfit must tell upon the properties of the solid.
Indeed, the "centering" of the molecule at the lattice site as well
as rotations and translations vibrations are referred to the
molecular center of mass. On the other hand, both dispersion and
repulsive valence interactions, which are controlled by the electron
density distribution, are shifted along the molecular axis in space
by a considerable quantity 2AsQ C2d being the internuclear distance)
closer to the D atom. As a result, even the isotropic interaction
generates Ш anisotropic forces, which "admix" the higher rotation
states to the ground state with the rotational momentum J = 0.

As far back as the sixties it was found [21 that regarding a nu-
mber of properties the heteronuclear isotopes fall out of the isotope
series, presumably because of the asymmetry of the molecules. These
deviations are not great but exceed noticeably the measurement error
of the respective quantities. However, physically meaningful analysis
of many data is difficult or impossible in view of the unavailability
of reliable structure information. As to direct HD structure determi-
nation, known are only two studies C3, 41 with drastically conflict-
ins results. According to the x-ray data C3J, the HD at 4.2 X has a
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hep structure with a volume of 21.37 cm
3
/*ole. According to the elec-

tron diffraction studies [43. the W solidifies into a cubic (fee)

structure with a volume of 20.93 cm
3
/mole and following a warmup goes

over into a hexagonal lattice with V = 20.S8 cm
3
/toole. The essential

drawback of both reports is absence of any information on the purity

of the material under study, for lsotopic impurities are expected to

influence the results. In view of the above said we have found it ex-

pedient to carry out anew detailed x-ray investigations of deuterohy-

drogen in a wide rang© of temperatures with the equipment and proce-

dures used previously in studies of homonuclear hydrogens [S, 6].

The experiments were performed on a high-purity deuterohydrogen,

which as predominant impurities contained 0.3X nHg and 0.3X nDg. .The

amount of other impurities

was below 0.01%. The struc-

ture studies were carried

out on a DR0N-3M x-ray dif-

fractometer. Samples were

prepared by condensing the

IID gas onto a flat copper

substrate oooled to 4.2 K.

The lattice parameter dete-

rmination error was 0.02Я.

As a result we have

found that deuterohydrogen Temperature. К

within the entire range »~ •

from 4.5 К to 16.5 К has a hep structure. Extrapolation of the •assu-

red lattice parameters to T = 0 yielded the values: a - 3.712 А. с -

6.005 A, V = 21,58 cm
3
/mole. The most outstanding ancaaly in HD is

Ccf rig.l) a comparatively large deviation of the c/a ratio Ci.618)

from the ideal value V573 » 1.633. We realnd that in the homonuclear

isotopas with central interactions C3-73 the low-teeperature value of

c/a coincides virtually with *&3. As one can see froa Fig.1. the teo-

perature behavior of c/a in HD differs qualitatively froa that in

piu. Coaparison of tha two curves indicates that, apart fro» the com-

mon mechanise Cof a phonon origin) which lowers the c/a. in HD а ю г е

powerful mechanism operates, which Bakes the c/a grow and which is

nost likely due to the asymmetry of the aoleeule and the relevant an-

i«otropio inUraotione. Th* power of this Interaction can be judged

о

8 16
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upon by comparing with c/a data for nHg 171 С the tipper curve In
Fig. 3 whore the most powerful available anisotropic Cquadrupole-quad-
rupole) forces tend to chance the c/a ratio too.

Civ vai'-ie V
o
» 21.58 caP/aole Is essentiaHy at variance vUiv

thfe voUraa i
s
row electron diffraction d a U U l as well as with the

estimates C20.S8 cm
3
/mole) from the equation of state 181 and (20.93

cnrVftole) from the law of corresponding states [93. At the same time,
our volume is In good agreement with the old x-ray value at 4.2 К 131.

Near T
l r
 the HD volume amounts to 21.83 cur/aole. This value

coincides virtually with the value of 21.84 cur/mole calculated froa
the liquid using the Clapeiron-Clauslus equation. So, the overall
volume buildup in the solid is 1.2% by our data. Yet, if for V

e
 we

take the above quoted estimates, then this quantity would amount to
4.2V. which is by far nore than in pHg CO. 7 - 1.0%) and even in oD

2

С2.5*0 which seems to be unreasonable.
Now we shall discuss some of the implications that fellow froa

the structure of the HD molecule. The interaction of two HD molecules
can be put in the form

и = u
0
 + UgCJSj) + u

s
c2g ) + u

p
 c5 , 3 ^ , c n

where w
t
 is the unit vector that sets the orientation of molecule 1.

The quantity U
s
 is a function of rotation variables only of one of

the molecules:

U
S
C&» Z pjj СодСЗ) , (2)

N

where CC3) are the Racah functions defined as

C
Jm
C<5) * [4*/C2J+l)]-

|/e
I

Jj8
C& . ( 3 )

where Yj
a
C& is the standard spherical function The tors \5

p
 in Eq.Cl)

describes the anisotroplc interaction that depends on both rotational
variables

NLMM

with CCLMNji») as Clebsch-Gordan coefficients.
The above indicated hlghe>—J admixturos provide an anisotroplc

correction to the interaction potential of wleeules that ar».in the
ground, no«inally spherically syraaetric, state. This correction tends
to drive the crystal out oT the state with Ideal c/a ratio. lAich is
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characteristic of strictly spherically symmetric particles [111
constituting a hep lattice.

To assess structure implications we are bound to make one more
step, namely, to evaluate all the rotational corrections wltn account
of possible deviations of the hexagonal structure from the ideal one,
i.e with account of nonzero values of ? * c/a - VS73. The important
circumstance is that there are corrections to the rotational energy
that are linear in £ whereas the elastic energy associated witn these
deviations is proportional to {V This means that the lattice becomes
unstable and tends to a state with nonzero ?. Sinple considerations
show that the sign of the equilibrium ? is negative which is in line
with our experimental findings. Rough estimates (with no account for
quantum crystal effects) on the basis of solid state potentials 1121
yield for f a value about -О. ЗУ. which does not conflict with
experiment. Quantitative evaluations require а ноте accurate theory.
Detailed experimental data as well as theoretical calculations will
be published elsewhere.
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DEFECT FORMATION INDUCED BY ELECTRON TRANSITIONS IN CRYOCRYSTALS

E.V.Savchenko. I.Ya.Fugol' A.N.Ogurtsov. and O.N.Grigorashchenko

3.Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering,

Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, av.Lenin, 47, 310164 Kharkov. Ukraine

The electronically induced defect foraation in atomic cryocrystals

has been observed under subthreshold irradiation by alow electrons at

low temperatures. It is shown that the defect formation is initiated

by the self-trapping of excitona into atomic type and molecular type

etatee. The microscopic mechanisms of defect formation are proposed.

The creation and transformation of defects in solids induced by trapping

of excitation of the electron subsystem are presently a topic of active inte-

rest: These investigations cover nonoetallie systems and deal mainly with

ionic crystals and semiconductors. Atomic cryocrystals offer the best oppor-

tunity to study different electronically induced defect formation mechanises

because of their simple structure, small binding energy and strong electron-

phonon interaction. This paper presents the spectroscopical observation of

defect formation in solid Me, Ar, Kr and Xe.
A

Samples were grown fron the vapour phase in a special cryogenic cell. The

vapour pressure into the cell was about 10 «bar. SubJireshold irradiation by

low energy electrons was used for excitation. Defect formation was detected by

Beans of luminescent VUV-spectroscopy. The measurements were performed in the

temperature range fro» 5K to temperature of sample sublimation. Conditions of

the experiments excluded classical (knock-on and thermo-induced> mechanisms of

defect foraation.

The essence of electronically induced defect formation is the conversion of

electronic "potential" energy into kinetic energy of lattice atoms. The lower-

moat electron states emerging from the excitation of atomic cryocristals cor-

respond to free exciton3. Free excitons cannot create lattice defects direct-

ly since the lifetime of collective excitations on the lattice point is much

less than the inverse the Debye frequency. The situation is quite different at

the instant of «elf-trapping of excitons, when there is a sharp increase in

lifetime of excitation on the lattice point. In accordance with energy crite-

ria, the energy release in the decay or transformation of electron excitation

auat exceed the energy necessary for creating a defect. Translation symmetry

ia violated and the local deformations may turn out to be so significant that

they persist in the form of structural defects even after the annihilation of

t'.e excitation.
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Self-trapping of excitona in atomic cryocryatale occurs via two channels

viz.. into atomic type (A-STE) and molecular type (M-STE) states.

R*-» R*(A) + AE*(A-STE) •• bv(A) • R (1)

R + R* -> R*fM) «• AB*(M-STB) •» M M ) + R + R + AE°(D), (2)

• R is an atom of inert element, by R is understood a free sxciton.

In Ne, the self-trapping into A-STE is most effective; in Xe, the only

channel of M-STE self-trapping exi3ts. The processes (1) and (2) are accompa-

nied by a considerable release of energy, as a result of which there may arise

"hot" atoms in the lattice, with energies exceeding thermal by several orders.

There are two different stage in which the defect formation processes nay

occur: i) during self-trapping and ii) after annihilation of STE-states.

Analysis of the spectra taken from samples of different quality permitted

us to make out what specific features associate with defects. Observation of

the defect spectral components down to helium temperature indicate*- a nonequi-

librium nature of the defects. We suggested that the defect formation is sti-

mulated by the very process of self-trapping, i.e., it is the natural mecha-

g

nism of destruction of the lattice.

As an experimental check on the defect formation vodel, a study was made

of the behavior of the luminescence spectra during controlled irradiation of

the samples. The dose dependencies of the emission bands were studied at dif-

ferent temperatures. A distinct increase in the defect components intensity is
7-10

observed in Ne, Ar, Кг and Xe. The data indicate a build-up of stable

defects in the samples. Most likely, these are Frenkel pairs. The contribu-

tion of pre-irradiation imperfections was evaluated by extrapolating to zero

the dose dependence of the defect component intensity. Observation of defect

formation under the conditions when the thermal fluctuation processes of

defect production are "frozen out** and the impact ones are ruled out suggests

that the lattice distortions in atomic cryocryetals are induced by the excita-

tion of the electron subsystem. An analysis of tb» energy relaxation processes

and spectroscopic data suggests that the stimulating factor is a self-trapping

of excitons into A-STE and M-STK states.

Let us consider the case of self-trapping into A-STI states. The microsco-

pic structure of those states can be regarded as an excited Atom in a eiero-

cavityt* According to the detailed calculation (see and references therein)

the displacement of eicrocavity atoms in the first coordination sphere is

equal to 1.0 X, that is equivalent to the inclusion of five vacancies. It was
13

assumed that high elastic stresses arising around tho microcavit/ should
relax by plastic deformation which produces an increase in the microcavi'.y
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size through the formation of interstitial atoms. The aodel is based on

contention that defects appear in the excited states.

We can distinguish principally different stage» of the defect formation

process: i) a reversible stage and ii) irreversible one, corresponding to two

different configuration of atoms in lattice. The existence of a barrier sepa-

rating these states makes their simultaneous observation possible in the lumi-

nescence spectra. The high-energy "2" component reflects the initial stage of

deformation, which is characterized by the appearance of reversible stresses

in the regular lattice. The low-energy "1" component appears due .to the popu-

lation of more favorable state from the energy viewpoint, accompanied by the

relaxation of elastic stresses due to defect formation, and reflects the final

stage of deformation. The evolution of defect formation during excitation of

the ensemble of atomic centers can be traced by comparing the intensity of

doublet components in the sequence of optical transitions. Since the lattice

start3 getting deformed in the vicinity of a "not" center, various electron

states separated by nonradiative relaxation processes will play the role of

probea, reflecting the stage of lattice deformation at different instants of

tins.The analysis of the kinetics of relaxation in energy level reveals that

defect formation probability is proportional to the population time of the
14

states. The correlation between the defect formation efficiency and the

lifetime of the excited state is a direct evidence of the defect formation

during excitation.

Consider now the case of the self-trapping excitons into M-3TE states. The

microscopic structure of these states may be thought of an excited molecule in

mierocavity. Аз follows from the experimental results, the formation of pri-

mary aicrocavity with a centrosymetric configuration Dm. does not lead direc-

tly to the birth of a defect. Because of the excimer character of the molecule

its Frank-Condon transition, with emission of wide M band, occurs on the steep

repulsive part of the ground state tern. It leads to dissociation of K»
 M i t n a

considerable release of energy. In this case defects are formed after radiati-

ve decay, i.e., at the final stage of reaction (2). Resulting from the fact

that excitons close to the peak of the self-trapping barrier are captured
12

preferentially one can expect temperature independent behavior of the doee

curves. The experimental data *t low temperatures up to 15X are in line with

this hypothesis.

The nonsonotonous '"\riations in the rate of defect accumulation dl/dt

•et T>15 К (for example in Kr, see Fig.) become clear if one assumes that the

defeats appear also while the system is «till in the excited state. The

defects nay appear due to M7STE displacement to an off-center position (for
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instance, along the molecular bond on which the excitation is concentrated)

followed by a decrease in the symmetry down to C- . The off-center transition

is followed by activational overcca-

ing the potential barrier H.. It is

shown that the efficiency of this

nechanism is governed by the excited

state lifetime x,. The calculated

probabilities of the defect forma-

tion P.- show good agreement with

experimentally determined values

P
DF
~exp( - t

d f
/ ̂ (T) exp( -H

d
/fcT),

X
d f
 is the defect formation time.

So, the structure distortion» appea-

ring during the excited state life-

time remain in the fcri of stable

defects.

Time,
rnin.
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THE LOW TEMPERATURE LASER SCANNING MICROSCOPY (LTLSM) FOR

STUDYING THE SUPERCONDUCTING THIN FILMS

A.G.Sivakov, A.P.Zhuravel, O.G.Turutanov, and I.M.Dmitrenko

B. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics & Engineering of Academy of Sciences

of Ukraine, Kharkov

A method is described for visualization of various resistive states in thin films of both low

T c and high Tc superconductors when scanning their surface with a focused laser beam. The

2D spatial distributions of resistive response of these films to the laser illumination which

reflects the spatial variation of some superconducting characteristics (dR/dT, Tc, ATC, jc etc.)

were obtained. The applications are pointed to.

The present paper reports on laser probing studies of spatial distribution of the film

superconducting parameters. The essence of the method is that a laser beam focused onto

sample surface results in local variation of the superconducting properties due to their

sensitivity to illumination. This leads to a change in the voltage drop (so called optical

response) across the entire film biased by a dc source. The response signal is used to build up

a two-dimensional (2D) image of superconducting property under test on the computer display

screen during the scanning the film surface with the focused laser beam. A series of such images

obtained under systematically varying experimental conditions (temperature, current, magnetic

field etc.) reflects the evolution of the thin films resistive state in every point of the sample as

a function of these parameters. The analysis of the experimental LTLSM 2D images combined

with the results of the traditional methods of studying the superconductor resistive states and

the theoretical model of the response caused by various mechanisms of resistivity allow to

derive spatial distribution of the critical temperature T£, critical current density jc, thermal

responsibility etc.

The LTLSM spatial resolution is limited by the spatial spreading of the beam induced

perturbation in the sample and signal processing procedure rather than beam focusing and is

typically in the several microns range that is comparable witli the electron scanning microscopy

resolution having the same limitation in spite of much better electron beam focusing.

The signal-to-iioise ratio and the sensitivity of the method can be much improved by

modulating the laser beam intensity and using a lock-in amplifier. la addition, the size of the

thermally perturbed area around the illuminated spot decreases while modulation frequency

increased and can be reduced down to the light spot diameter (аррг.2/<ш) which also enhances

the technique resolution.

The LTLSM setup described in present paper consist! of such systems as optko-

mechanical, cryogenic, measuring and computer-control ones.

Optko-mechanical system includes the 2 mW power He Ne laser (wavelength 633 M I )
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with modulated intensity (frequency up to 150 kHz), the optical components for focusing the

laser beam into a 2//m spot, the polarizer for beam intensity attenuation, radiation detector for

registration of the light reflected from the sample surface used to obtain the optical sample

image, 2 galvanometer driven mirrors (scanners) to form the raster on the sample surface with

maximum size 150 x 150/un which is limited by the field of vision of the objective lens. There

is an alternative possibility to form the raster by moving the cryostat with the sample by two

step motors normally used for exact sample positioning. In the latter case the raster can cover

10 x 10 mm area with 0.5 ftm step.

Cryogenic system includes a miniature optical cryostat operating over a temperature

range 2-300 К and electronic temperature controller which keeps the temperature constant at

the preset point within the range with an accuracy up to 0.005 K.

Measuring system integrates a number of digital devices to indicate all parameters of an

experiment such as sample current, dc and ac voltage, temperature, modulation frequency etc.

It interfaces with a computer.

Control and experimental data processing system consists of the IBM PC AT computer,

a specially designed interface unit and a software package which supports different modes of

the device performance, input, processing and storing of experimental data and displaying the

results obtained in a form of
120/ш

X-56 Y-86

Y

2-86

visual images on VGA monitor

or hard copy.

Figure illustrates the

two-dimensional spatial

distribution of normal and

superconducting phases in

polycrystalline high T c

YBa2Cu3O7-x film at a fixed

temperature near Tc in (a)

brightness-modulation and

(b) 3-D "mountain landscape"

presentations. In the half-

toned picture the darker areas

correspond to the larger

response signal.

The LTLSM to study the

spatial characteristics of low

Tc superconductors was firstly

designed in B.Verkin Institute

for Low Temperature Physics

& Engineering of Academy of
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Sciences of Ukraine more than 15 years ago. Up to now, due to developing a number of LTLSM

applications, it has been demonstrated to be a powerful technique for the spatial investigation

of both low- and high- T c thin film superconductors properties for the benefit of pure and

appl'ed physics of superconductivity.

The lack of paper space confined us to the simple enumeration of some problems which

have been solved by means of LTLSM technique.

(i) The resistive states of superconducting tin films in a wide range of the current density

were visualized. The new resistive state with the phase slip lines (PSLs) was imaged [ 1 ] . The

interaction between two PSLs was studied as well [ 2 ] ;

(ii) The resistive regions in narrow tin channels responsible for the non-Josephson

generation were visualized. The region of non-Josephson generation is shown to be spatially

localized [ 3 ] ;

(Hi) The local critical temperatures in high T c epitaxial superconducting films were

measured [4,5];

(iv) The spatial critical current distribution in high T c superconducting thin films o'f

different quality and composition was mapped. An analysis of the results obtained showed that

the local critical current density in an individual film can be limited by the defects of films or

substrates and appears to be much less than that of the original undisturbed material [ 6 ] ;

(v) The proper procedure for determining the critical current of every individual weak

link incorporated into a multiconnected superconducting circuit by means of LTLSM is

proposed [6,7];

(vi) The local characteristics of the resistive response of the N-S boundary to laser beam

illumination was studied [8J. The nonbolometric response associated with the nonequilibrium

region in the vicinity of the N-S boundary was detected;

(vii) The propagation of the Joule-overheated normal domain ("hot spot") in a high Tc

film as a function of voltage bias and temperature was imaged;

(viii) The spatial distribution of the responsioility of the isothermal and nonisothcrmal

superconducting bolometers were examined [9,10].

We hope that a lot of applications and improvements of the described method in addition

to those mentioned above could be found especially under good theoretical support.
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SQUID-MAGNETOMETRIC DEVICES OPERATING AT LIQUID NITROGEN

TEMPERATURES

V.I.Shnyrkov, V.P.Timofeev, and G.M.Tsoi

Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physio* & Engineering,

Academy of Sciences ox Ukraine, 47 Lenin Ave., Kharkov 310164

The ways of iaproving the HTS SQUID-magnatometers sensitivity are
discussed designed to be used as the laboratory and experimental
equipment in physical studies, in the magnetic field compensation
systems for bioaagnetic researches and non-destructive control
systems.

SQUID operates in the small fluctuations limit at the temperature

T, if its intrinsic inductance L * Lp »(«
0
/2n)

2
/(k

b
T) where Lj.

is the fluctuation inductance; *., magnetic flux quantum. At

T-77K Ly-lo"
1O
H that gives the thin film quantization loop value

d «65um and the field period AB/*
Q
 - 4.7xl0~

7
T/»

0
.

Optimization of the magnetometer sensitivity for the variations

in SB is associated with increase in L up to the values L>Lj,. In

our film magnetometers, L is as high as (1.3-2)xlo"
1O
H. For such

magnetometers, the intrinsic SQUID noise has been estimated by

the Kurkijarvi-tfebb theory and the result obtained has been

multiplied by a factor *
L
'

2tr
 [i] taking the suppression of

quantum interference by thermal fluctuations into account at

L>L
r
.

For the conventional superconductors effect of magnetic flux

focusing [2] considerably reduces the field period, i.e. F-

S
eJ
r

f
/S « D

2
/d

2
 where F is flux focusing coefficient; S

Q f f
 and S

-d are the effective and geometric areas of quantization loop;

D, flux focuser dimension. In the film HTS structures, the value

F is lower than the theoretical one and is between 10 and 50

depending on design, in Table 1 are shown the corresponding

periods for the interferometers with different focuser* and

designs. The maximum focusing coefficient and minimum ЛВ/#
0
 value

of HTS interferometers (without spiral film antennas) have

been obtained in [3].
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T=77K
HTS
SQUIDS

w/2ir,MHz

8B,£T
(f-lkHz)
d, цт

D,nun

meas

ЛВ,пТ/Фо !

L, pH

«c,J/Hz .

! Thin Film
. UHF

. 457

240

100x100

1.4

14.3

14

150

4xlO~
30

Thin film
RF

20

2400

100x100

3.0

25

8

300

6xl0"
2 8

Table

Thin film
RF

20

600

150x150

5.5

30

3

230

3.5xl0"
28

1.

Bulk
UHF

360

55

00.8mm

04.0

4.0

1.0

1Ь0

4xlO~
2 9

Bulk
RF

20

390

00 . 8]RTH

04.0

3.0

1.3

250

6*io-
28

Consider the matching of HTS interferometer to the resonant tank

circuit. From the formal point of view, an effect of thermal

fluctuations on the guantun interference (intensive fluctuations

region) can be taken into account by substituting the effective

inductance for the diroensionless one l-2nLI
c
/*

0
 <*

 J

e
ffГ^/^р*

1
с
Ф

0
/к

ь
Т] which can be much lower than 2 <

i

e
f f

< < i
b Therefore,

for the hysteretic HTS SQUIDs with L>Lp the optimum coupling

coefficient к
t
 is higher than that of the conventional

helium-cooled SQUIDs
 k

oDt^
 > 1 e v e n f o r t n e

 case of 2 » 1 .

Otherwise, the peak-to-peak value of signal characteristic should

be reduced .

Study of the HTS ceramics interferometer spectral noise densities

of UHF SQUIDs has shown that at the sensitivity «e« 6*
2
/2U -

4xl0~
2 9
 J/Hz 1/f noise can be observed at the frequencies of <

700 Hz. The intrinsic spontaneous noise is due to "Josephson

clusters" (superconducting loops closed by N-Josephson junctions)

typical of HTS ceramics and polycrystal films.

It follows from the theoretical analysis, that in the energy

representation "Josephson cluster" may be considered as a

two-level system wherein the spontaneous transitions between the

corresponding metastable current states can arise. The number of

the clusters and X/f noise power are defined by the HTS materials
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quality. Therefore, it seems to us that l/f noise

resulting from the "Joaephson clusters" can be considerably

reduced if using the epitaxial file*.

Fig.l shows a plot of the spectral noise density S. ' for

planar interferometers fabricated from the epitaxial films

YBaCuO. l/f noise can be observed below the frequency of 10 Hz

(6c -1.7xl0"
29
J/Hi!) and is as high as 2xio~

28
J/Hz at lHz. The

measurements have been carried out with a system placed within a

ji-metal three-layer shield having an attenuation coefficient of

external magnetic field of about 70dB.

In the film interferometers with inductance L«1.5xl0~
10
H

(ЮОхЮОцш in dimensions) the magnetic field period was found to

be 2x10 T. This value can be reduced down to lo"
8
T using the

magnetic flux focuser 3mm in radius, with this simple design, the

sensitivity of the film magnetometers studied was as high as

Эх10~"т/Н*
1/2
 at f>UOHs and 1. 5xlO*

X2
T/H*

X/
'

2
 at f-lHr. It is

quite possible that the measurement of sensitivity obtained at

low frequencies can be further improved if using the HTS shields.

The preliminary investigations on the bulk RF SQUXDs (see, in

Fig.2) are indicative of this assumption.

Our HTS SQUZDs found first application in a complete set designed

to be used in universities' laboratories to train students in the

field of superconducting quantum electronics. For three years we

have produced 12 magnetometers of different types including the

differential one for measurements of the signals from the nearly

situated objects. The average life time is limited by the

interferometer degradation and is somewhat more than 14 months.
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THERMAL EXPANSION OP SOLID Dg AT KELIUM TEMPERATURES.

SOLDATOV A.V., ALEXANDROVSKII A.N.. MANZHELII V.G.,
PALEI V.V., STRZHEMECHNY M.A.

Institute for Low Temperature physics & Engineering
KHARKOV, UKRAINE.

Direct dllatometric measurements of thermal expansion of sin-
gle crystal orthodeutorium were carried out In the temperature range
0.9 to 5.5 K. The lattice contribution can be fit to the stanndard
two-term, T 3 plus T 5, expression. The rotational part a r o t in D2

was used to evaluate the excess volume Ov per nn J = 1 pair (0v/vQ=
(7 * I).10~3) In accord with our theoretical estlinates.

Solid hydrogen and Its Isotopes are quantum crystals with res
pect to both tranalatlonal vibrations of the lattice and the rotati-
onal motion of their molecules. The significant difference In the
strength of the anlsotropic and central Interactions of hydrogen
molecules' as well as the weak coupling between the rotational motion
of the molecules and the translatlonal vibrations of the lattice
makes It possible to separate these contributions to the thermal
properties of hydrogens. By comparing the behaviour of the transla-
tlonal component of the linear thermal expansion coefficients(LTECs)
of deuterium with LTEC of parahydrogen (H and deuterohydrogen [21
it is possible to determine the characteristic features of the Iso-
+opic effect In the thermal expansion of quantum crystals with a
central Interaction.

Presence of Impurities must lead to a considerable increase In
the thermal expansion of hydrogens at helium temperatures. The con-
tent of air Impurities In our sample was less than 0,001*. The total
concentration of the nonlsotroplc Impurities did not exceed 5.10~*%
and the lsotopic purity was 98,1% The Hg and HD concentration was
1,5 and 0,4 % respectively.

In order to decrease the contribution of B^ and D a molecules -
with J»1 to the thermal expansion of ortho-Dg, deuterium was conden-
sed in a special ampoule of a converter filled with catalyst Fe(0H)3

and kept here a day at the triple point temperature of hydrogen. The
content of p-D2 dropped to 2,25* as a result of the conversion.

We present here only recent experimental results, pertaining
to solid deuterium but the discussion concerns also our prevloi3



LTEC experiments on hydrogen M ] and deuterohydrogen [2].
The LTEC of solid deuterium a can be expressed by the sum:

a = a
iat

+ a
rot <*)

The a
l a t
term which describes the "lattice" contribution, at

low (T<<6) temperatures can be represent by the expression [31:
a

l a t
= aT

3
+bT

5
+... (2)

The a
rot
terra Is determined by the rotational motion In clus-

ters, formed by molecules with J=t (J-rotational quantum number).
a

r o t
->0 (when T->«>) and gives the assymptote Г4]:

a
"

t
- °T~

2
 (3)

For T^4K,, the LTEC of deuterium can be expressed In the forms
a = аТ

3
 + ЬТ

5
 + сТ"

е
 (4)

The coefficients in (4) determined by RMS method are: a «
(1,475*0,04).10-V

4
; b= (4,5+7M(T

1 0
K-

6
; с-(Ь0,15).1СГ

5
.

Using the data on heat capacity[53, molar volume and
compressibility[6], we have calculated the Grunelsen constant (at
T =» 0) for the translational part of the thermal expansion of solid
deuterium according to the formula:

.
 3

 «lat
 V

The calculated value 7
0
=2,0 within the accuracy of the experi-

ment is in line with the available data rrom other experiments and
the results of the self-consistent phonon theory. Because of very
close 7

Q
 values of р-Н

2
И] and o-D

2
 one could assume the Gruneisen

constant of the other hydrogen Isotopes take a values close to 2.

Direct dllatometric measurements on o-D
g
 and the previous re-

sults on p-Hgtn, HD [23 allowed us to test the validity of the law
of corresponding states [7] for thermal expansion common for hydro-
gens and rare gas solids.

ffe used the <x-l
Q
 and T/e^ as coordinates In this law (L

o
, the

sublimation energy at T=O; 9^, the Debye temperature at T«0 and P «
0). The normalized values (a.l

o
)/(a.L

o
)

x#
 versus (T/e^) lor hydro-

gens, neon, argon and krypton are plotted In Flg.i. chose as The no-

QB

Ш

* IJ : ' . ,
8 » ft а в

The LTEO of cryocrystals with
isotropic Interaction In re-
duced coordinates ( L

o
- eu'oli-

matlon energy at T-0, 0
C O
-

Debye temperature at T*0 and
P-O).

0- I
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iraallzatlon parameter Is (a-L

o
) of xenon, a typical classical solid.

As can be вэеп from Plg.1.. the behaviour of the thermal expan
slon of quantum crystals of hydrogens Is like that of rare gas so-
lids in reduced coordinates . The difference In (a.L

o
)/(a.V

X e
 °*

different solids does not exceed the total error or the experiments.
On the basis of the law of corresponding states for taersal

expansion of hydrogens, one could predict the temperature dependence
of tritium to within ~ 10» In the temperature range T/e^-IO" •
4.1.0"*-

Pig. 2.
Rotational contribution to

ИЕС of D, Да, vs. T:

' The rotational contribution Да (Plg.2) to the И Е С or
deuterium was obtained by subtracting the lattice contribution a ^
from the experimental data o. The calculations of Да were performed
in triple-cluster model 181 which accounts fop only the clusters
consisting of not ю г е than three p-D

2
 molecules; the number or

other clusters Is negligible Гог the random distribution or p-D
a

molecules in the sample. We used the rotational spectra of pairs [9]
and triangles 1103 and the well taown value of quadrupole-quadrupole
interaction constant Г - 0,93 К. There Is a good agreement which
testifies for the correctness of our approach. Besides, the
coincidence of the maxima of the experimental data and the
theoretical curve <v

o t
(T) Is an evidence of a correct determination

of paradeuterlum concentration.
Using the experimental data on да(Т), we estimated the excess

volume Ov per J - 1 pair at T-0, which corresponds to the lattice
dilatation due to formation of tbe duster from two p-D

2
 molecules:

Ov<?) • -3 I f AO(f)dT

where tf is the miBber of pair clusters. V Is the BOlar volume.
merle integration of la values CFlg.2) gives to

o
/v

o
 .- (Tti).io

lv being the volume per regular particle), whlcn is in good acooru-
ance with the theoretical «rst-prlnciplee estimate ew

o
/v

e
 -
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8.2.10~3 of the above ratio.
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ATHERMAL CREEP OF CLOSE-PACKED METALS AT CRYOGENIC TEMPERATURES.

VS>. Soldatov, I.A. Shepel'
EL Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics & Engineering,

Ukrainian Academy of Sciense, Kharkov-310164, Lenin av.,47

Creep of solids (i£. alteration under the constant load du-
ring tins changes) is physical property which has strong tempe-
rature dependence. Nevergerless the existence of sows close-
packed metals' creep under liquid helium temperature was yet
observed in 1930-th Ш. In 1956 hypotesis about quantum nature of
this phenomenon was surmised Ш. In our institute, in 70-th the
systematic investigations of creep of different metals and alloys
at cryogenic temperature range began and the main regularities of
low temperature creep were observed. On this base the theory of
low temperature creep was developed and the conception about
quantum properties of dislocations examined narrowly.

Kinetics of plastic flow of fee and hep mtals in suffi-
ciently low temperature range (T< 0,4 T of nelting point) is due
to thermally activated dislocation movement through array of
potential barriers wich have impurity or dislocation nature. In
this case correlation between rate of plastic deformation £ ,
deforming stress V and temperature T can be described by Arre-
nious equation

S - i.*exp f- iKt*)/kn (1)
with parameters £»« const, HCt") - effective activation energy:

#t*) - He*Cl - (t V t c У J * (2),
here £*- effective stress of dislocation movement through short-
range potential barriers, £c " magnitude of V*under the T-O K,
parameters p and q characterize kinds of obstacles and statistics
of dislocation - obstacles interaction (p<l, q>l).

Creep has non-stationary behaviour in this temperature range
and its tin» dependence of strain £ is described as:

£.-<C*ln(^t +1) (3).
here fit * const. Taking into account relation:

d,- (dt*/d inSMl/X) (4).
where & is hardening coefficient, temperature dependence of «C is
evaluated as: л */ */ -i

</. (V - (Zjo /<£ H pqHr/Tc ) **C1 -(T/To )
 f 7 ' (5).
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here To - He/k 2 * £ . / £ ) (6).
So, value of X tends to zero with T-~0. At the sane tine

creep rate sensetivity to temperature d ln£/dT changes as T~l :
d lnS/dT -(ISO* ATt *)/kT - HB/TokT (7).

Typical curses of non-stationary creep and dependences «С (Т)
are represented on figs. 1,2. Studing the creep of pure fee (Си,
Pt>, Ag, Al) and hep ( Zn, Cd) mtals and its alloys ( Pb-Sn,
Zn-Au, Zrt-Ag) [3-63 showed that the main features of creep were
described by equations (3,5,7) in vide temperature range.

Fig.l Fig£
Fig.l Time dependences of non-stationary creep of Zn and Cd

under different temperatures.
Fig£ Temperature dependences of«C coefficient for different

mtals.

But, there are principal distinctions between experimental
data and thermally activated theory of dislocation movement in
temperature region T<9 at 0,1 T& , where Та - C^bye's temperature.
Data of figs. 2 and 3 show that the dependence oC (T) under TO
becom weak and magnitude ofol, tends to non-zero value, parameter
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d inS/dT rushes to zero while temperature com to zero. These
characteristics of creep in helium temperature region were named
as athermal creep.

The quantum effects influence was under the consideration
when the seria of hypothesis was formlated. The theory 171 is
worked out and congruous bo the experimental data. It examined
two quantum mechanisms: 1) part of dislocation tunneled through
obstacle; 2) dislocation's segments "zero" fluctuations led to
the increase of probability of overcoming obstacles by
dislocation The first mechanism occurs at T< OJK, the second
one starts woking at T<O,1 T&. Formally the second mechanism can
be represented as increasing of temperature T in eq.l. So the

,_ i value of T must be
replaced by function
T*(T). The magnitu-
de of T* tries to at-
tain в/2 while T—0.
Equiations (5,7) are
changed accordingly,
the correlelation
between theory [73
and experiment is
reached by the para-
meter 9 fitting to
eqsX3.5).

20 40 60 80 100 T.K

FigJB Temperature dependent» of strain rate sensitivity to
teJiperature for Pb-Sn alloys (*,• - l.*A-2,o,*-3 aLZ
Sn, light symbols - active Reformation, solid symbols -
creep). 1- thermally activated theory, 2- theory C7J.

A complex experimental study ot tt» kinstics oT low ищзегвг
ture creep was made in wide temperature rant». Accordingly to
eqs. (1-7) a detailed analysys of obtained results gave quantita-
tive parameters of thermally activated dislocation's motion and of
dislocatoins - obstacles interaction. It had been shown that prin-
cipal regularities of creep under the helium temperatures were de-
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termined by the mechanism of dislocation's segments "zero" fluctu-
ations.

The theory predicted that for the values T«6 parameter
shouldn't depend on temperature. The last investigations of Zn
single crystals' creep under the temperature range 0,5 - lfi К [83
have shown that the time dependence of creep is described by

eqlS) while magnitude
ofeC hasn't temperature
dependence (see fig.4 ).
These data evidence of
quantum movement of
dislocations under the
condition approximately
T - О К and confirm the
theory [73 conclusions

0
T.K

on atherml
quantum nature.

creep

Fig.4 Values of parameter d> in temperature range
0,5 - 1,0 К for Zn single crystals.
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STATISTICAL MECHANICS OF MODEL WITH LOCAL ANHARMON1C1TY

IN TUB THEORY OF HTSC SYSTEMS

I.V. Stasyuk, A.M. Shvaika

lust. Cond. Matt. Pliys., Ukr. Acad. Sci., Lviv 290011, Ukraine

The investigation of the single-electron excitation spectrum and dielectric susceptibility of
Hubbard model including interaction with anharmonic vibrations is performed.

Introduction. Substantial attention has been recently paid to the study of theoretical
models in view of search of possible mechanism» of HTSC phenomena. These models are
developed in the spirit of & Hubbard model which describes strong electron correlations and
are supplemented by peculiarities of either electron states or lattice dynamics. It was pointed
out by Mullcr [l] that the anharmonic vibrations of the apex oxygen Од/ in YDaCuO-type
superconductors could play a significant role in the dynamics of the CuO-plane electrons.
The role of instability of oxygen ion in the problem of coexistence of HTSC phenomena
with ferroelectric ordering was noted in .[2]. It was shown that high values of dielectric
susceptibility occur in YBaCuO compounds [3].

Hamiltonian. The Hamiltonian of the model [1] has the following form

Hi = l/пцпц - fi (n,f + n,j) + g (n,7 + n f i) S/ - USf - hSf. (2)

Here, n«, — a]9aia is the electron number operator; д(пц +n,|)S? describes the interaction of
the CuO-plain electrons with the local anharmonic vibrations of the apex oxygen represented
by the pseudospin variables S*. The last two terms describe the tunneling splitting of the
vibrational mode and the asymmetry of the anharmonic potential.

In the case of t < U (narrow bands) we have the following single-site basis of state*

1,0,1)

i (3)

The definition of operators XRS • \R) (S\ allows an exact diagonalization of tf, for the cue
SI = 0, and the additional transformation |Я) *= ац, \r) reduces (2) to a diagonal form and
results in the Hamiltonian [4]

E . (4)

ctJf * n,Eo + USra ± У{щд - *)» + П», (5)

with al m £Л'пяХГ,ч. - ZKJr* where X~* « И («I. »i - 0, n, - 2,
пэ=п4ш1 (n r at hf) and А'пя (\A^%\ < 1) are presented in (4).
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Single-Electron Spectrum. The exciUtion spectrum of the full Hamiltonian (4) is then

determined using Green's functions which arc calculated from the corresponding equations of
motion with the decoupling of the high order Green's functions in the spirit of the Hubbard-I
approximation [5]. We find

T <6>

where tn is the Fourier transform of the hopping term. The coupling to the apex oxygen is
included via

The spectral theorem allows to calculate the mean values (A'mm). Adding the equation for
chemical potential In) = £nr{X") and normalization condition £X" в 1, we obtain

f Г

the self-consistent set of equations. The spectrum of single-electron transitions £»(fq) i>
determined by zeros of the Green's functions (6) denominator and contains eight bands
in contrast to two bands for Hubbard model. This is the result of splitting of Hubbard
levels into sublevcls (5) due to clectron-pseudospin interaction. For low temperatures, the
1 - • 4 and 3 - • 2 transitions between the low-lying levels (with Sf s= — 1 for g > 0)
are the most important ones. The distance between these two bands defines an effective
interaction potential U,// = (fj - £3) — (c* — e;) < U, which may even be attractive for
certain combinations of the parameters g, h and ft (see, c.f. [6]).

The standard Hubbard model ( j = A s f l = 0) permits for existence of double occupied

sites below half filling (n = 1—6) and empty sites above half filling (n = 1 + 6) with

(A'23} \n»i-t — (А'") |гж1+< ос (jjj as a result of electron-hole symmetry. The interaction

with pseudospin degrees of freedom results in (Xя) \nmi-s ос (jjf—) ( ^ « ) \ ( - ^ П ) U-i+# a

\Щ1) (Afa)*. Consequently, the electron-hole symmetry is broken and the system shows
hole conductivity at half filling.

Effective Exchange Interaction. Similarly to the standard transition from the Hub-
bard model л the t-J one, we perform the canonical transformation of the Hamiltonian
which results in

А $ & |& (8)

2>
where the generator 5 is determined from the condition Й' + t[$,A0] « 0. The exchange
part of (8) can be written in the form

4
jJtisrsj+srs*)+|(j*T+Ji?)[P?(st+si)+(St+sr)Pt\+

(10)
where Pf ж \ ± Sf, S? « Sf ± »Sf and 9t к the electron spin operator; JJ* are denned in
[4]. The expressbn in braces is the effective interdectron exchaiige integral. Now, it is an
operator in pseudospin variable*.
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The effective exchange integral contains components ./,**, J?r which describe the ex-

change interaction when pseudospins arc in fixed states (S\ — | or — j) and components
jjj, jjj, J^' etc. which describe more complicated efTccts when the electron exchange is
accompanied by the pscudosnin flipping. If the crystal is in equilibrium state, then, at low
temperatures, (S*) a ~\ (\K) - °> ( T ) - J) m& 47" (which is antifcrromagnetic,
J~~ < 0 for Ue/j > 0) produces the main contribution in the total exchange. When pscu-
dospin subsystem is nonequilibriutn (e.g. in the frozen disorder state which can be realized in
HTSC compounds with the nonstoichiometry in oxygen) the number of sites with 5* = + j
increases and the components Jy ~ and J*+ (which can be ferromagnetic for certain combi-
nations of parameters) give the contribution to tiic total exchange. This case can correspond
to the frustration of the exchange interaction discussed in some papers.

Dielectric Properties of the Model. The calculation of the transverse dielectric
susceptibility (corresponding to the component ex in the normal direction to the CuO layer)
can be performed starting from the following form of the Hatniltonian of interaction with
the external electric field

UiM^-Ej.'E&P', AI';=dtSf+dtnit (11)

where d, is the dipole momentum connected with the pseudospin flipping; dc is the electron
component of the dipole momentum corresponding to charge transfer from/to the CuO layer.

We have performed calculations of dielectric susceptibility \± = £ ot 'n *n e r e S' m e *
fi = const and n = const. The first case corresponds to the situation when a reservoir
of electrons created by another electron stains which one can consider as thermostat exists
in the system. The second case gives the possibility to extract the ion component of the
polarizability when we neglect the electron charge transfer in the normal direction to the
layer.

Starting from the Hubbard-I approximation, we find the average occupancies (X") and
investigate their dependencies vs field E± and electron concentration. In the case o f n *
const the main contribution into susceptibility is produced by the pseudospin subsystem.
The susceptibility

as function k possesses, in general, three peaks. The maxima at A • 0, g and 2p correspond
to the points of possible dielectric instabilities. The intensities of peaks are redistributed
with the change of n. These is illustrated in Fig.l for the case of U -* oo (ft « O.lg,
0 < n < 1), when we have two peaks. The first peak dissappears at n - » 1 and the second
one dissappears at n - » 0 .

The contribution from the electron subsystem into susceptibility, which appears in the
regime ft = const, can be considerable when the chemical potential is whithin the permitted
energy subband. Starting from the expression

2 ^ «

one can obtain the estimate ,vi £* <£/ (veW), when W - (A'^J1 W к the subband width

lepormaltzed due to narrowing effect. Hence, the estimate x£ /x i a (<?/<£) (O/l^) follows.
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By the order of magnitude d, ~ 2(0л)6, dc ~ eD, where Z{OA) is the effective charge of
0,y oxygen, 6 is the distance between the double-well minima, and D is the effective length
corresponding to the transfer of electron charge from CuO chains to the layers. Because
6 «tC D, we have x'x "£ Xi f°r 0 < W. Direct numerical estimation gives x i — 101 -r 10*,
which can match to the large observed c,, permeability values [3].

The calculation of the dynamic susceptibility function Xi(q,u>) (which is determined by
, the correlation functions constructed of operators 5* and n,-) is performed to obtain possible

dielectric anomalies and analyze the low-frequency dynamics (the spectrum of pscudospin
excitations) of the model. The effective interaction between pscudospinb via the conducting
electron subsystem is taken into account using the ladder approximation for the summa-
tion of loop diagrams. The peculiar dependencies of susceptibility and е„ vs temperature
T, electron concentration n and asymmetry parameter h are obtained. For instance, \±
achieves maximum at certain temperature and tends to zero at T —» 0. It is shown also that
the low-frequency spectrum of pscudospin excitations consists of two branches in the case
0 < n < 1. Their intensities change with n in the opposite way and achieve maximum values
at different h. It is obtained, that xx diverges at some temperature 7", which is determined
by the effective interaction between pscudospins. The phase diagram, which presents the
dependence of 7" vs n, is shown in Fig. 2. The formal analogy between the p ^tented dia-
gram and well-known dependencies of the superconductive transition temperature Tt vs hole
concentration in HTSC testifies to possible internal connection between these phenomena.
These indicate the advantages of more detailed investigation of dielectric properties of HTSC
materials.
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MAGNETORESOHANCB PROPERTIES AND STRUCTURE OF

LOW-DIMBNSIONAI. lNH
2
<CH

3
)

2
]MnCl

3
 "2^0 CRYSTALS

Гcepanov A.A., Khats'ko E.N., Kobets M.I., Pashchenko v ..,

Kaplienko A.I., Chernyi A.S., Mitkevich V.V., Tretyak S.M.,

Kapustyanyk V.B.

Physical-Technical Institute for Low Temperature, Kharkov

Lvov University, Lvov

Study into static magnetic susceptibility And AFMR of a

lHH
2
(CH

3
)

2
]HnCl

3
-2H

2
O single crystal in a 2-300K temperature range

ic carried out. The effective aagnetic parameters are determinated.

The crystal structure is investigated.

Low-dimensional metalloorganic compounds with unusual magnetic

and resonance properties have been of particular interest in the

last few years [1).

He synthesized and investigated a new metalloorganic compound

[NH
2
(CH

3
)

2
]MnCl

3
-2H

2
O (DMAMnCl

3
). The synthesis was made by cocrys-

tallizing hydrochloride dimethylamine and manganese chloride achi-

eved by evaporation at room temperature. The resulting crystals

were pink with a distinct cut.

The crystal structure determination was performed by utiliza-

tion a diffractometer SYNTEX P2,. The unit cell parameters ware de-

termined by least square method using 15 reflections with 30<26<35
o

and they are a>9.321(2), b*ll.992(3), c=17.154(6)X, 0*90.09(3)°.

There appears an uncertainty in the choice of syngony when deter-

mining lattice parameters and structure. This is resulted from the

minor difference in monoclinic and orthorhomblc structures probably

due to the proximity of the phase transition temperature ' and that

of the structural experiment. The structure was solved by the heavy

nton method on the assumption of an orthorhombic space group Abam.

But taking the above-mentioned into account, we refined the struc-

ture for a monocLinlc space group A2/a. Final value of residual

factor for 1449 observed reflections is №0,043 . The fragment of

crystnl structure is shown in figure. One can see octahedrons

formed by four chlorine and two oxygen atoms. The Mn atoms are lo-
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cated at the centers of the

octahedrons that form chains

through the common chlorine

atoms along the axis a.

To study new magnetic ma-

terials, it is essential that a

preliminary experiment should

be carried out to investigate

magnetic characteristics such

ae magnetic susceptibility an 2

magnetization. The Faraday

measurements of magnet! r-

susceptibility were conducted

with a magnetic balance at a 3

Fig. 1 kOe magnetizing field in a

temperature range of 2 to 300K. The temperature dependences x"
L
iT)

along the crystollographic axes a, b, с are shown in Fig. 2. ТЪ«

transition to an anti-
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ferromagnetic state

occurs at T*7.5 Ю . r»K

determined as tempera-

ture of maximum recip-

rocal suaceptibility.

Above 12K the suscep-

tibility is ieotropi<~

and has a wide maximum

corresponding to

T
O
*23K. The existence

of the maximum and th,=

absence of anieotrow

at high temperature .

are typical of lov,-

dlmenslonal isotropir.

ileleenberg magnets.

The data on

X* (T) weie processed

by u>»ing power cedes

(2) for a t wo-
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the layer (the number of neighbours is 2=4). The expression for an

inverse susceptibility %
X
(*) ie of the form

(1)

where 9=kT/Js{s+l), g is the Lande factor, Jl
p
 is the Bohr magneton,

N is the number of spin in lattice. The coefficients C
n
 of the po-

wer series are taken from the paper by Lines M.E. [3] up to n»6.

The experimental data for a 10-300K temperature range are in satis-

factory agreement with the curve plotted by using (1). If should be

noted that the exponential data were corrected both for a diamagne-

tic susceptibility calculated by the method given in [4 1 and a T-

independent paramagnetic component. The agreement between the ex-

perimental and theoretical %"
1
{T) curves makes it possible to cal-

culated exactly the curve paramagnetic point 9=28K. g=2 and the ex-

change integral J/k=-2.4K from which one can easily estimate the

exchange interaction field H
e
»J60 кое.

The resonance experiments were carried out in a wide frequency

range of 16 to 140 GHz at T=4.2K. the frequency-field dependences

for external magnetic field H directed along the crystallographic

axes a, b, с coincident with the magnetic axes x, y, z, respective-

ly, are shown in Fig. 3. For H»0 there are two gaps in the spin

wave spectrum that are equal to

27.5 and 84 GHz. If the external

field H is directed along an

axis b which is the axis of easy

magnetization, there occurs a

spin-flop transition at H*14.5

kOe. The above experimental de-

pendences can be adequately des-

cribed by the expressions given

in (5] where the resonance pro-

perties of rhombic antiferromag-

nets are considered.The gap va-

lues at H*0 were used to calcu-

late the effective field of mag-

netic anisotropy: И «0.27 kOe

20 40

Н.кОе
Fig. 3

and H *2.5 kOe. For H||c and H||a we observed an AFMR that can be
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given by the expressions: w
1
/f=/2K

a
 H

e
+H

z
 ; *

2
fX=S ZH

&
 H

e
+H* .

It should be mentioned that for Hi(b and polarization H||h an addi-

tional absorption is observed which can be considered as a eubthre-

Bhold two-magnon absorption.

The particular results reported in the paper can be summarized

•s follows:

1. The crystal structure is determined.

2. DMAMnCl, is ohown to be low-dimensional magnetic.

3. The values of gaps in the spin wave spectrum and those of

exchange interaction and anisotropy are obtained at T*4.2K.
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AFMR AND SPIN-ORIENTATION PHASE TRANSITIONS IN

A.A. Stepanov, M.I. Kobets, V.A. Pashchenko

Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering,
Ukraine Academy or Sciences, Kharkov

S.N. Barllo, D.I. Zhlgunov
Istltute of Physics or Solids and Semiconductors,

Belarus Academy of Sciences, Minsk

AFMR studies are performed on the single crystal Gd
2
CuO

4

at low temperatures. Resonance methods are used to find the
effective field of the exchange interaction and the anlsotro-
py of Gd spin subsystem.

belong to the family of compounds In which hlgh-T
c

superconductivity (HTSC) has recently been discovered. These ma-
terials are noted for the electron type conductivity and the per-
sistent tetrogonal symmetry of the crystalline structure dovm to
low temperatures. The high symmetry In the basal Impedes unambi-
guous predictions of the type of magnetic structure for antifer-
romagnetlc phases and brings about Interesting features of the
magnetic properties С1,23.

According to magnetic and thermal measurements, the antlfer-
romagnetic ordering of the CuO

2
 layers occurs at about ~ 260 K,

while the Gd subsystem becomes ordered at TJJ ~ 6,5 K, which is
accompanied Ъу the V-anomaly in the temperature dependence of the
heat capacity H 3 . GdgCuC^ has the spatial group 14/mmm (Z=2) and
the following lattice parameters: a=b* 3,900±0,005 A, c= 11,895±
0,005 &.

AFMR of the Gd subsystem «as measured using a set of radio-
spectrometers 13] of the frequency range 10-142 GHz in pulsed
magnetic fields up to 250 KOe at T» 1,8 K.

The frequency-field dependences of the AFMR spectrum of
GO,Cu0

4
 for different orientations of the external magnetic field

with respect to the crystallographlc axes are shown in the rigu-
re. In GdgCuC^ the Gd subsystem has two AFMR branches - a low-
frequency one (и/7 » H) and a high-frequency branch with the gap
of 82,5 0Яз, which Is described by the expression (u/7)

2
»
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О

Я? The behavior or the Held and angular dependences of the APMR
branches leads to think that they correspond to the vibrations of
the АРМ structure with the "easy plane" type anlsotropy and the
principal АРМ vector perpendicular to the tetragonal c-axls of
the crystal.

A deeper insight into the angular dependences of the low-fre-
quency mode In the basal plane at low frequences has revealed
anleotropy in this plane, which can Ъе described by the four-
ford syametry. This anlsotropy leads to a gap of 24,28 GHz in the
magnon spectrum. In the external magnetic field parallel to the
11003 and [010] ares the APMR mode Is observed to soften, which
is Indicative of the spln-reorlentatlon magnetic second-order
phase transition. The transition field Is 8,8 HOe at T» 1,8 K.
Within the simplest two-sublattlce model this transition may pro*-
ceed as a x/4 rotation of the ATM vector from the tHOl type di-
rection towards the 1100) type direction.

To find the effective field of the exchange interaction; by
the direct resonance method, we searched for the .AWR branch M
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strong pulsed magnetic fields. This branch softens with Increas-
ing external magnetic field and turns to zero at the point of the
second-order phase transition, which Indicates a "spin-flip" of
magnetic sublattlces.

The AFJffi branch was observed In Gd^CuO^ with the external
magnetic field orientation In the basal plane HI С1001 and the
high-frequency field polarization h|H. The branch softens In the
region of the spin-flip transition. The frequency-field depen-
dence of the revealed AFffi? mode Is well described (to within the
experimental error) by the formula (ш/т)

2
= 211^^11~(H/2H

e
)

2
]

Wi. The effective field of the exchange interaction Is readily
found from the above forraular to be 2H

e
= 108 кое.

Our experimental results on the AFMR features of Gu^CuD^ are
as follows.

The complete frequency-Held diagram of AFMR of the rare-
earth subsystem Is restored for Gd

2
Cu0

4
. The compound is shown to

belong to the class of antlferromagnets of the "easy plane" type
with the anlsotropy In the basal plane, which can be described by
the four-fold symmetry. Two gaps are found in the magnon spectrum
at the frequencies 82,5 GHz and 24,28 GHz. Also, the spln-orlen-
tatlon second-order phase transitions are revealed In the fields
8,8 kOe (HJttOOJ) and 108 kOe, which correspond to the spin-flip
of the magnetic sublattlces. The parameters of the effective
fields of the exchange interaction are found to be 2H

e
= 108 KOe

and the anlsotroples are H ^ s 8,05 KOe for the tetragonal c-axes-
basal (a-b) plane direction and H

a t
= 0,7 KOe In the plane.

The studies of А Ш and spln-orlentatlon phase transitions on
the rare-earth subsystem permit one to detect reliably the Ini-
tial magnetic structure of the single crystal GdgCuO^, which is
collinear with the magaetlc sublattlce moments along [1101.
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FIR MAGNETO-OPTIC STUDIES OP FERROELASTIC КЕг(Мо0
4
)

2

A.A.Stepanov, V.I.Kutko

Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering,
Academy of Sciences of Ukraine

The long-wavelength IR spectra of the crystal KEr(Mo0
4
)

2
 are

studied. Specific features are revealed In the frequency-field de-
pendences of the electron transitions. It Is assumed that in the
external magnetic field of 9 kOe KEr(Mo0

4
)

2
 undergoes a structural

phase transition.

Double molybdatss belonging to the rhombic slngonla of the
KR(Mo0

4
)

2
 type with the space group D2£ (where R Is a rare-earth

element)"possess a number of Interesting physical properties In-
cluding the farroelastlc ones. Some of them undergo low tempera-
ture phase transitions induced by the cooperative J?Jin-Teller ef-
fect П ) . Spectroscoplc and magnetic studies on these objects at
low temperatures have revealed some striking features, which sug-
gest that a structural phase transition with the antiferrodlstor-
tlon Jahn-Teller ordering occurs in KBy(Mo0

4
)

2
. It Is found that

In the external magnetic field this compound undergoes a struc-
tural рЬазе transition In the process of deformation or the By

3
*

environment with a Jump-like change In the g-tactor of the ground
state of the By

3
* Ions 12). KEr(Ho0

4
)

2
, which was the object of

our studies, represents a series of crystals with the Ising type
anlsotropy similar to KDy(Mo0

4
)

2
. It Is therefore interesting to

study the lowest electron levels ot the Er
3
* ion of this compound

in the external magnetic field to clear up the question of the
electron-phonon interaction.

We measured the transmission spectra of KEr(Mo0
4
)

2
 in the

long-wavelength IR range (14-40 cm"') at temperatures 2-35 К in
the external magnetic field up to 30 kOe. Three lines with maxim
at the frequencies 15.4, 26 and 30.5 cm"

1
 are found In the absorp-

tion spectrum of KEr(Ho0
4
)

2
. The 15.4 cm"

1
 and 30.5 cm"

1
 lines are

due to the transition of the electrons to the two lowest Er
3
*

electron levels; the 26 cm"
1
 line is an oscillation mode of the

crystalline lattice of KEr(lfoO
4
)

2
.
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10 20
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10 20
Magnetic field, kOe

The temperature measurement at H=0 and T* 2-35 К revealed no
appreciable frequency shift of the maxima In these lines, which
affects to the absence or the structural phase transition of the
Jahn-Teller type in KKr(Mo0

4
>

2
 at these temperatures. The studies

or the frequency-field dependences of the electron transitions in
the external magnetic field at the orientations H|a, H|b, H|c (a,
b. с are the crystal axes) show that with the external magnetic
field direction Я|а (along the smallest «-factor of the Er

3
*

ground state) in the field H~ 9 kOe there Is a kink in the curve
of the frequency-field dependence of the 15.4 cm"

1
 line upon the

external magnetic field (see the figure).

In the same orlenxatlon of the external Magnetic field the
electron level 30.5 cm"

1
 is observed to interact with the oscil-

lation mode 26 enf
1
.

In the external magnetic field along the a-axls КВг(ИоО
4
)

г
 has

the grfactor of the ground state equal to 0.3. Therefore, because
of a low value of the ground state splitting, the spectrum has a
doublet structure formed due to the splitting of the Er

3
* excited

levels. In the magnetic field H < 9 icOe the 15.4 cm"
1
 line Is

split with the ̂ -factor g^ з.З. at H > 9 kOe - g
a
» \Z (see the
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figure). This Jump-like change m the g-lactor Is caused by the
crystal deformation by the external magnetic Held.

The Jahn-Teller systems of this type are noted for a close
relationship between the structural and magnetic properties,
which results from the strong spln-orbltal coupling. Therefore, In
KEr(Mo04)2 the external magnetic Held can change the symmetry or
the crystal lattice. This phase transition at certain critical
fields Is ated with Increasing deformation as a function of the
external magnetic field. We believe that In the field of' 9 kOe
KEr(Mo04)2 undergoes a structural phase Transition accompanied by
appreciable deformation of the crystal lattice.
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NEW STRUCTURE ANOMALIES IN THE QUANTUM CRYSTALS OF HYDROGEN

AND HYDROGEN-BASED ALLOYS

M. A.Strshemechny

B.Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering,

Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Kharkov

Quantum crystals remain a topic of keen interest in solid state

physics. Progress in this field relates nowadays with research acti-

vities that push the frontiers of unexplored, i.e. with very low tem-

peratures, very high pressures, low dimensionality systems, etc. It

is quite selc'om that one is able to find anything of fundamental im-

portance in the older fields where, it seems, everything has been al-

ready dug out. So we think we are lucky to have found several very

interesting phenomena in solid hydrogens. Solid hydrogen, though

being as a quantum system somewhat "inferior" to solid helium iso-

topes, provide several unrivaled possibilities, viz. a much wider

spectrum of species, inclusive of isotopes and especially different

nucleai—spin modifications, whose interactions diffsr drastically.

The first of the effects to be discussed regards С П the struc-

ture of solid deuterohydrog&n. We found, as our predecessors have

done C2, 33, the structure of HD to be hep with a molar volume at T *

0 of 21.5B cc/mole. The strikingly surprising distinction of solid HD

was the magnitude and be-

havior of the lattice pa-

rameter ratio c/a <Fig.l).

Unlike in other hydrogens,

whose c/a values crowd

ground the ideal value of s

-/373, the c/a in HO is, so

to «peak, way off by a re-

latively large value of

того than 1%. The negative

sign of this shift is in-

dicative of a strong com-

pression along the с axle.

Wf.- relate this effect with

1.632-

1.624-

1.616
4 a 12

Temperature, К
the asymmetry, and hence with the larger eccentricity, of the HD

16
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molecule. Our preliminary estimates confirms both the sign and mag-

nitude of the effect. The most recent high-pressure studies by Sil-

vera's group in Harvard С4Э revealed a novel phase transition that

has no analogs in homonuclmar hydrogens and occurs at a rather mo-

derate pressure on the scale accepted in this art.

The most unusual results have been obtained on the solid light

hydrogen doped with neon CS3. Even though Ne and H- can be treated

as isotopes (their molecular LJ parameters are very close), one

should expect a low miscibility in the solid because of the drasti-

cally different amplitude of zero-point vibrations. It is indeed

so, the equilibrium solubility of Ne in H_ near the melting curve

is below 0.3*/. C61. What we did was to exclude phase separation to

be able to work with by all appearances metatsable samples. This

was accomplished by preparing samples at low temperatures by depo-

sition on cool substrates and not letting the sample to separate.

Then we studied by powder x-ray diffractometry the structure of the

thus grown crystals. There were several very unusual results.

First, in alloys with low Ne contents from 0.5% to 5% we observed

two sets of hrp-type reflexes with lattice parameter values close

to those expected for the pure components. Moreover, those reflexes

that could be assigned to the poorly scattering hydrogen were by

far brighter than in pure hydrogen. Second, what struck us roost,

the volume per Ne impurity, which by all expectancies should be

less than the volume v per host particle, turned out (see Fig. 2)

to be almost twice as v . We are able to explain all these findings

only by assuming that a Ne

atom forms a van der Waals £
о

compound (or cluster), ' £
which is loosely coupled g

to thr surrounding lattice g

and is quite independent j

dynamically. Considering E

the well known form of the "3 «9.4.

effective potential well »_

felt by a particle in the J ^

H 2 lattice C73, by attrac- 3 Q 20 40

tang the first coordina- Concentration Nt, X

tion shell the neon ato*

effectively breaks up the coupling between the first and second
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•hells and leaves the second shell in the crystal field only of the

third shell, which attracts the second shell and thereby, macrosco-

pically, makes the lattice expand.

It is widely known that hydrogen Is the best testing ground

•for solid state physics because any of the relevAht properties, in-

cluding the molecular potentials, can be computed from first prin-

ciples. To illustrate possibilities of solid state research in so-

lid hydrogen, I report some results of a high-precision dilatometr-

ic study C8J performed on solid deuterium with low (about 0.3%)

fractions of the modification with the rotational momentum J • 1.

These species form random pairs (or larger clusters) at higher J •

1 concentrations) with a joint rotational spectrum due to the elec-

trostatic quadrupele-quadrupole interaction. This last, moderate in

intensity (about 4 K), brings about at low temperatures a weak con-

traction o-f the lattice since the lower rotational states are at-

tractive in nature. This lattice contraction, or more precisely,

the excess volume per pair-cluster defect, 6v, can be calculated

without any fitting parameters, on the one hand, and evaluated in-

dependently by integrating the rotational part of the expansion co-

efficient as a function of temperature. The experimental value of

<5v/v = (7 ± 1)-10"
3
 compares well to the theoretical estimate o-f

0.52-10"*. I point out once more that this very small quantity of

about IX is an experimentally determined value for the excess vo-

lume per defect. Solid state physicists know that reliable esti-

mates even for much larger excess volumes *rm difficult to obtain.
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VOLUME OF Ar ATOMS IN C0
2
- ROLE OF ANISOTROPIC INTERACTIONS

M.A.Strzhemechny, S.X.Kovalenko, and A.A.Solodovnik

B.Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering,

Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Kharkov

Using the transmission electron diffraction technique we mea-

sured molar volumes of COg- Ar solid mixtures with Ar fraction»

from 0 to 100%. To explain an unuitual behavior of the molar velum*

as a function of the composition ws suggest a semi-quantitative

theory that takes into account both the isotropic and anisotropic

interactions important in mixtures rich in the molecular component.

Solid mixtures of cryocrystals attract interest by many rea-

sons. As it follows from heat capacity С13, thermal conduction C23,

and other measurements, impurities in thase systems strongly corre-

late even in the region of their low -fractions. Structure studies

of such alloys allow obtaining basically important information such

as the magnitude and nature of the orlentational order parameter,

the degree of horoogenicity, etc. Introduction of substitution impu-

rities entails changes in the interactions in the crystal thereby

influencing such observable quantities as the volume and the orien-

tational order parameter (in the case of mixtures rich in the mole-

cular component).

Here we report results regarding the system C0-- Ar which have

been obtained by transmission electron diffraction with the aid of

a special helium cryostat C33 and a procedure, both described else-

where (cf., for example, C43). These results are of a special inte-

rest because the variation of the molar volume with argon concen-

tration с has an unusual character. Application of a semi-

quantitative theory described below enabled us not only to explain

this effect but also to formulate consideration* as to the morpho-

logy of the alloys for с >10Х.

Samples were prepared "in situ" by deposition at T.«25 К onto

a polycrystal aluminum substrate, which served simultaneously as an

Internal reference. The temperature of 25 К (close to Hhe Ar subli-

mation temperature) was chosen with the aim to obtain as equiiib-
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rium samples as possible. The studies were carried out *t the same

temperature o-f Тп К. The relative measurement error for lattice pa-

rameters was 0.1'/.. The effective sample thickness was varied from

B0 to 200 A, the size of coherent scattering areas varying from 100

to 150 Д within the substrate plane.

Since the volumes of the argon-based alloys studied were coin-

cident with the volume of pure solid argon, it is natural to assume

that separation occurred at C0
2
 concentrations below 4X, the least

C0
2
 fraction studied. At the C0

2
 side, the alloy volume V as a fun-

ction of the composition behaved in an unusual way, passing through

a max-imum «round 10% Ar (sec Fig.O.

Before proceeding

with the discussion of the

rasults, we give theoreti-

cal uonsiderations which

could help understand the •

non/nonotone run of V vs.

с . In solid CO-, up to

the nislting point, there

are powerful anisotropic

•forces that govern the

orientational ordering of

the molecules and make the

crystal contract. It is

easy to show that, once

the anisatropic forces are "turned off", the volume par particle in

such a hypothetical C0_ solid would be in the neares-l-neighbor-in-

teraction approximation equal to a where or is Uennard-Joneii spac-

ing parameter for the isotropic part of the molecular interaction.

The corresponding molar volume, V - 38.41 cm /mole is somewhat lar-

ger than the volume of the liquid C33 st melting, V • 37.34 cm
5

clearly due to remnants of the anisotropic forces. Microscopically,

the contribution of isotropic forces to the dilution volume relates

to the potential V
i s
<C0

2
-Ar) of Isotropic interaction of the Ar

atom with the CO^ molecule. This potential can be constructed with-

in the atom-atom approach on the basis of the available Ar-C and

Ar-0 potentials with an account for the contribution to the isotro-

pic part due to molecule nonsphericity C73. As estimates «пои* the

27.0-

28.0'

co2

T •=

J

- Ar

25 K .

/
ft
Q

О о
о
о

\

8

зо 40
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volume at low CO- fractions is close to that evaluated from Ve-

gard's rule. For the above Estimations we used the krown expression

CB3 for the ey.tr» volume per impurity in cubic crystal:

4R F(R >
ДУ - «ri-E R,F<R.) =* — 2 £_ , (1)

whore 3 is the macroscopic modulus of the matrix; R is the near-

est-neighber spacing! F = « -dV /OR ic the excess -force acting on

the nearest neighbor; f runs over lattice sites.

Wnen Ar ci^oms are dissolved in the C0_ matrix, there is the

above mentioned contribution to the volume change associated with

the disi.sppaeranca of C0^~ CO- bonds due to tht» substitution of at

laact one cf the two molecules at bond ends. New as the емсе&а

force in £q.<i> one should take AU /dR where U is that part of
«ft an

the binding energy which vanishc-c when an Ar atom is substituted

for a CO» molecule. After simple reasoning we obtain

AV • £•£ у U , - (2)

where i denotes the three contributions to the snisotropic interac-

tion energy < quadrupol»i valance, and dispersion)! r and U art

the respective Gruneisen parameters and binding energy components.

To obtain a macroscopic description vie would take into account

that the anisotropic energy contribution (and hence, the respective

volume contribution) is proportional to the total number of avail-

able C0_- С0„ bonds. Joint action of both mentioned factor* yields

the curve- shown in Fig.l. The volume per argon atom in solid C0
n

amounts to 1.27 of the volume per C0
o
 molecule. Sahavicr of V can

be qualitatively explained as follows, introduction into the CO,,

matrix of small Ar atoms <which apparently should cause the volume

to decrease) is simultaneously accompanied by the breaking or ani-

sotropic force bonds (which leads to an opposite effect). As the

concentration с is increased, the former factor remains virtually

constant whereas the latter- is depleted because of tne diminish'.:-.̂

number of CO,,- CO- bonds and tit» decreasing oriantational o; der pa-

rameter (the quantity U in Eq.<2>).

inspection of Fig.l allows us to draw the following conc'u-

«ions. In the region of small с , where the alloy is without doubt

homogeneous, the behavior of the volume can be satisfactorily ex-
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plained by our semi-quantitative theory, which accounts for both of

the above discussed competing -factors. It is most likely that the

mismatch between theory and experiment as to the position and

height of the maximum is due to the degree of metastability build-

ing up with increasing с to end in an inevitable phase separa-
Ar

tlon. However, sine* the number of steps which an impurity has to

make till it reaches an impurity cluster is the less, the higher is

the argon fraction, a complete separation occur» at larger argon

concentrations. The fact that the electron diffraction technique

failed to detect macroscopic argon inclusions might only be evi-

dence that such inclusions are smaller than the size of coherent

scattering areas. These considerations give a complete qualitative

description for the morphology of partially phase-separated alloys

with с ranging from 10% to about 357..
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THE MAGNETOVOLUME EFFECT IN STRONG ITINERANT PARAMAGNETS
AND NATURE OF ELECTRON INTERACTIONS IN TRANSITION METALS

I.V.SVECHKAREV and A.S.PANFILOV

B. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and
Engineering ASU, 41 Lenin's pr. , Kharkov 310164, Ukraine

The pressure dependence of the enhanced spin
susceptibility of some transition d-metals, alloys and
compounds is reviewed. The results unambiguously confirm
the predominant role of the short-range correlations m
the electron-electron interactions in these systems.

The microscopic nature of the electron-electron interactions
and their behaviour for particular type of metals and compounds
can be exposed using magnetic properties. The .affective
interaction energy J defines an enhancement of the Pauli spin
susceptibility *p

X * S
Xp
 = p | NCE

F
)/C1-JN(E

F
)3 C D

CS is the Stoner enhancement factor, NCE
p
) :s the density of

states at the Fermi level E
p
) and Stoner criterion of the

itinerant ferromagnetism onset JNCE
F
)>1.

Theoretical evaluation for the J parameter in the nearly
free-electron-like metals is based on the local spin-density
approximation CLSDA) . For the narrow band electrons the
short-range correlations can be expected to predominate, which are
allowed for the Hubbard model . Their scale is related to the
intra-atomic Coulomb energy U , reduced due to the screening by
the conduction electrons:

J - IMl+bUAj
1
) (2)

(here u
d
 is the d-band width, b is a constant).

Both approaches converge when applied to transition d-metals
and give J values clcse to experimental ones. And only the volume
derivatives dlnJ/dlnV, which are typically -0.2*0 for LSDA and
nearly -0.8 for the Hubbard model (2) with the reasonable
parameters chosen , can be a criterion for the adequate inodei.

The magnetoelastic coupling constant С of the weak
ferromagnets was usually served as a main source of the
dlnJNCEp)/dlnV derivative in transition metals. The extracted data
for dlriJ^dlnV, despite of wide scattering range (-l,3.*.+0.2) , giv*
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on the whole some evidence in the favor of the Hubbard model, but

it is not reliable enough:

a) the used Stoner-Wohlfarth approximation is not always valid for

the jround state properties of weak ferromagnets with a fine

structure of the NCE) curve at Ep

b) the relation of the С constant to the excited state properties

depends on the excitations nature, which is badly controlled^' ;

c) finally, the derivative

din NCE
F
) din NCE

F
) din NCE

p
) dq

din V din V dq dlnV

which compete in the effects with dlnJ/dlnV, is usually reduced to

the Heine d-band homogeneous deformation

din NCE_) din Д
н з

din V din V
7 Я

leaving the sp-d electron transfer dq/dlnV'*° disregarded.

Following Eq.l, the magnetovolume effect in the paramagnetic

region dln^/dlnV, or the paramagnetic Gruneisen parameter, can be

written as:

din x din %
n
 din J

Г = 1 = s -& • CS-П (5)

P din V din V din V

or, taking into account Eqs.3 and 4:

,
 R
 din J v в din x dq

P * 1
3
 din V

 J 3
 dq din V

It contains less sources of uncertainties in the dlnJ/dlnV value
and gives the opportunity to avoid them owing to the higher

freedom in the objects selection. In particular, the corrections

in Eq. 6 at finite temperatures for both one-particle and

spin-fluctuation thermal excitations can be neglected in most

cases.

Below the results are reviewed, which were obtained fro« Г_

for the systems for which special precautions were taken to

eliminate correctly the electron transfer contribution:

1. the use of calculated results for dlnNCEp)/dlnV in Eq.5

CV.Pd
9
; TiCo, Ш

3
А 1

1 0
) ;

2. the experimental separation and elimination of the

electron transfer on the basis of a wide-range data for alloys

CPd-Rh-Ag
1
*, U:Fe-Kn-Co)

2

12
);
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3. selection cf systems with almost flat regions of NCE),
where dlnN(Ep)/dEp30 and transfer effect can be ignored
с и Ь 1 1 Ш1г Р Л 8 1 3 )

All the systems (except for vanadium) have the predominating
spin susceptibility being close to the ferromagnetic instability.
They were studied in the reasonable range of temperatures and
compositions to prove the Г-(%) linearity CEq.6) and to estimate
the corrections.

Table I
Volume derivatives of NCE_) and J for some d-metals and
compounds

Metal or
compound

V
Pd
Pd

TiOo
Ni

3
Al

System under
considera-
tion

Pd-Ag-Rh

(Fe-Co)Si

UCFe-№i-Co)
a

din NCE
F
)/dlnV

Theor.

L 2
C

5/3

1.0±0.1
f

1.1+0.^
5/3

5/3

Exp.

1.0540.15
е

-dlnJ/dlnV

LSDA

0.2
a

0.2*

Exp.

0.9+0. 3
D

0.7+0.15
е

o.e+o.i9
0.9+0.159

1.310. ^

Э.1.Ы

a
Ref.

b
Ref.

c
Ref.

14
9
15

d
Ref.

e
Ref.

f
Ref.

ie
11
17

9Ref.
h
Ref.
*Ref.

10
13

18

. 12

The final results are presented in the table I, and the
following conclusions can be made:

1. In general the effect of the electron transfer and
inhomogeneity of d-band deformation Cas the difference between
real value dlnNCE

p
)/dlnV and 5^) is comparable with the

homogeneous d~band broadening at pressure CEq. 4) and should not be
ignored.

2. The evaluated derivatives dlnJ/dlnV for d-aetals and their
compounds are located in the range -0.6+-1.3, which is more
definite in comparison with the ferromagnets investigation.. The
result differs significantly from the LSDA-predicted value and
unambiguously confirms the predominant .role of the 'short-range
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electron correlations that are described by the Hubbard-like
model.

3. Besides the d-band width dependence (resulting from Eq.2)
the functional relations between the interaction parameter and
other band structure features are not revealed yet.
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DENSITY OF ATOMIC AND SIMPLEST MOLECULAR CRYOCRYSTALS OH THE

MELTING LIKES. MELTING PECULIARITIES IN A QUANTUM REGION

Udovidchenko B.G., Esel'son V.3.

Institute for Low Temp. Phys. & Eng., Academy of Sciences of Uk-

raine, 47 Lenin Ave., 310164 Kharkov, Ukraine

The influence of zero translational oscillations of a crystal

lattice on the behaviour of the crystal density p = M/V (M is

the molecular weight, V
m
 is the molar volume) on a melting line

has been studied in the present work. The measurements of the den-

sity and the pressure P
m
 as a function of the temperature T of

solid p-H
2
 and n-Dg on the melting lines have been made by the im-

proved dielectric method /1/ at pressures P_^ 60 MPa (600 bar)

corresponding to T<gQ.Q is the Debye temperature. Ortho-para modi-

fications of hydrogen and deuterium used in the experiments gave

insignificant deviations from equilibrium ones with the tempera-

ture change from T
t r
 to T

m
~- 30 K. The experimental equipment and

•measurement procedure were mainly the same as in /1/. The data of

the measurements are given in Table. The measurement error of the

values P
ffi
, V

m
 is not more than 0.1 % and that of T

m
 is not more

than 0.015 K. Hydrogen purity was not worse than 99*995 % and

deuterium purity was as in /1/. The deviation of the measured va-

lues P
m
(T

ffl
) from the Goodwin equation /2/ doea not exceed 0.2 %

in the range P-^* 5 -f- 60 ШРа.

The effect of zero oscillations on the density p
 m
 of cryocrya-

tals is considered on the basis of the entropy melting criterion

/3-7/ having essential community among the well-known melting cri-

teria for the substances with dT
m
/dP

a
> 0. The considerable broa-

dening of the temperature range T
Q
 with respect to Debye ones,the

overlap of quantum (T
m
-4f. 6) and classical (T

m
^> &) melting tempe-

rature regions are reached by means of the data on о
л
 of atomic

oryocrystals He, He, Ar, Kr, Ze due to the united type of the par-

ticle interaction in these crystals and in solid hydrogens» As it

ia shown in A/» the following relation is the thermodynamic con-

sequence of the entropy criterion

V
m
 = a - b lnT

a
 (1)

The equation expressing the law of corresponding
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Table. PVT - relations of solid
hydrogen and deuterium along
the melting lines

• к

13.803
14.10
14.50
15.40

16.77
19.32
21.53
22.60
23.50
24.60
25.50
26.52
27.37

18.723
19.20
19.60
20.00
20.40
21.20
22.20
23.20
25.20
27.00
28.80
29.81
30.50

МРа
р-Н2

0.0071
0.90
2.14
5.08
9.79

19.81

29.55
34.45
38.78
44.26
48.90
54.26
59.06

0.017
1.92
3-55
5.20
6.89

ю.36
14,87
19.55
29.46

38.95
48.97
54.86
58.91

cm/mole

23.394

23.293
23.144
22.846
22.404
21.656
21.059
20.805
20.598
20.360
20.176
19.972
19.804

20.357
20.246
20.146
20.054

19.967
19.807
19.589
19.390
19.010
18.694
18.394
18.237
18.133

гз

v

0.9

QB

Pig. 1. Д -

4- -

н2.
о -
Хе.

D -
АГ,

D2>
Кг,

1 g . 2. Д-p-Hg,
our work»

data of /8/.

Veen obtained with terns of (1) for solidified Ar, Кг, Ze

Vj « 1 - (3/?i?>
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where T* = к \/С , \ = V^AGf^, £. and €T are the well depth of
the standard Leonard-Jones potential and the distance where it
turns into zero. Fig. 1 shows the literature data /3»8,9/ and da-
ta obtained in the work for **Йе ( X = 0.415), H

2
 ( Д, = 0.274), D

2

( X в 0.193)» Ne ( Л = 0.092) crystals according to (2) and toge-

'ther with the V.T —- T
m
 - data of Ar, Kr, Xe (the de Bour quantum

parameterj{~fi/б)/М& -*С С 0 3 /2/, T
m
> в).The central interac-

tion is characteristic of all cryocrystals mentioned. The diver-

gence and displacement of the dependence (2) of quantum crystals

having the same type of a lattice (hep) and T
Q
^ 0 which in-

crease with the growth of X ere thus determined by the influence

of zero oscillations. In the given case» it will be most reaso-

nable to take into account their influence by means of phenomeno-

logical self-consistence as both variables T
m
, V

m
 entering Into

(1) may be reduced correspondingly by the temperature C
6
-^,) and

volume (V^
r
) of the triple point. T

t r
, V

t r
 are the individual

parameters which depend most of all on the quantization of a sub-

stance and are connected directly with Л /2/. It is necessary

to note, however, that with such an approach, the allowance of the

influence of zero oscillations affects mainly the contribution of

the long-range interaction to the free energy and pressure of the

system*

From Pig. 2 It is seen that this group of quantum crystals is

characterized by the united equation, i.e.

ln
 <V

T
tr> « *'f*

6
 <

V
tr -

Solid helium has до vapour-liquid-crystal triple point because of

its quantum nature. However, in the framework of the approach

used, the virtual analog of such a point is possible* The determi-

nation of its parameters (T
t r
 « 2*54 K, V

br
 * 19.254 cnrVaole on

the melting line of the hop phase in ^Be) is made by means of the

relation T
c
/T

t r
 the tentative values of which were taken accor-

ding to Hg, &2» Besides the common type of crystalline structures,

the total dependence (3) is due to the interaction related to sero

oscillations. The linear character of the dependence ln T
a
/T

t r

(AV/V
t r
) of Ar (Fig. 2) Is established asymptotically only in

the region of high densities (high T) that agrees with the decrease
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of the contribution of attractive interaction to the free energy

and pressure of the system, with increasing density and tempera-

ture of melting /3/. Because of high zero oscillations, the par-

ticios of a Quantum crystals spend most of the time in the region

of their "solid cores" as a result of which in the limit of low

pressures and high X , the correlational motion of their par-

ticles appear due to the short-range interaction /2/. That's why,

In quantum crystals the influence of the repulsive energy as cha-

racteristic melting energy /3/ is displayed already with the mini-

mum pressures in contrast to classical crystals.

It will be noted that the existing data оай of H~, D
2
 at

Po£t 500 MPa /8/ indicate tliat equation (3) is fulfilled up to
pm
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KINK MODEL OP CURRENT CARRIERS
IN LOW-DIMENSIONAL SYSTEMS

Ukrabsku LI.

Bogolyubov Institute for Theoretical Physics
Academy of Sciences of Ukraine

252143 Kiev, Ukraine

Low-dimensional eyeteme (one-dimensional and two-dimensional one*) become uaeful materials
in scientific investigations and technics. Synthetic and natural polymer materials, including
polyacctylenes (CH),, biopolymers, Ыф-Тс superconducting copper oxides are well-known rep-
resentatives of low-dimensional materials. Due to peculiarities of electron-electron and electron-
phonon interactions the ground state of low-dimensional materials becomes degenarated. The
degeneracy of vacuum causes topological excitations of kink type. We construct many-electron
wave function which allows из to describe the kink states in the one-dimensional and two-
dimensional system (or 1-d and 2-d) [1,2].

where и and v are the variatoinal parameters, Fermi operators /*# and /л, correspond to
electronic states, partially localised near the Rn point (or near the m-th atom of the m-th
bond):

fc) + of,» sin(6*), AQ = ew> юп(в*) + <ц. сов(в*), (3)
к is the vector function of &,6* is a variational parameter. The Л» vector* produce the crystal
lattice commensurate with the basic lattice.

For the number of 1-d and 2-d crystal lattice* the ground state described by the wave
function (1) has the lower energies than those with the SCF one-determinant functions. Thee*
lattices correspond to such systems as polyacetylenea (CH)., square two-dimensional lattices
in CuOj planes of high-Г, superconductor* as La-Cu-O, Y-Ba-Cu-0 and other*.

In the ground state (l) the (J ! f s2 W)-electron system consists of M election pain. Varying
the values Rn we can change the centre of the localisation of these pain. Energetically favour
in the case of half-filled conduction bands i* the localisation of pain on bond*. A* a remit, the
periodic lattice diatorsion of the Peierls type ocean in the ground state. A* a rak, we haw* a
few energetically equivalent valence structure in the ground «tat* (Fig. 1).

a) e)

d) I I I I I I I
F ig . l . Th« equivalent esonant I I I I I I t
structure* in 1-d (a,b) and I I I I I I I
2-d (c.d) systems. Short l i n e s
denote electron pair*.
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The electron excitations connect with the destructions of one or two electron pairs and

excitation energies ha* ao energy gap E. So, the system with a half-filled conduction band is
a Mott - Peierls semiconductor. Electron doping leads to the metalisation of systems. Charge
excitations or current carriers exists in the form of topological excitations of kink type (Fig.2).

a) - . . - b)

Fig .2 . Electros exc i ta t ions of kink type ( . ) i a 1-d (a)
and 2-d (b) systems.

It is of interest that in 2-d systems the kink attraction occurs as a result of interaction
between different phases (Fig. 2b).

The Idnk states can be detected experimentally as a new bands in photoinduced absorbtion
spectra . The lonk bands were detected in 1-d polymer materials - in polyacetyknes. Such
bands were also detected in photoinduced spectra of 2-d materiab La-Cu-0 and Y-Ba-Cu-0
and they were explained also within kink model [Э]. Thus, the kink model of 2-d camera has
experimental justification.
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ELECTRON-PHONON INTERACTION INFLUENCE ON PHONON

AND ELECTRON EXCITATIONS IN AMORPHOUS METALS

Vakarchuk Ш, Myhal V.M., Tkuckuk V.M.

Ivan Fntnko Lvtv Stale University, 12 Drahomanov St, l.viv, 290005, Ukraine

The influence of electron-phonon interaction on the energy spectrum of phonon and electron

excitations in one-component amorphous metals is analysed. For the description of electron subsys-

tem the approximation of almost free electrons is used. The random positions of amorphous metal

ions are taken into accounts via Fourier transforms of density fluctuations. The vibration subsystem

is treated within harmonic approximation1.

The Hamihonian of the system under consideration consists of the Hamiltonians of electron

and phonon subsystems and of the interaction energy between them. The random positions of ions r;

are not fixed. The ions can vibrate around certain equilibrium positions ry - R; + U;, R, is the equi-

librium position and U, is the deviation from the equilibrium positions. Expanding «he electron po-

tential energy into the series over small deviations U, and being restricted by linear term, passing to

the second quantization representation for electron degrees of freedom one gets:

7Г

«1*1 у I * » » *• Я./» I./

ft'*' ,

where r is the electron coordinate, Ry is the position of randomly placed ions, // is the chemical po-

tential, а1„, л , , are tlte creation and annihilation operators of electron excitations with wave vector

k and spin a.

As a first step the electron subsystem H = W, is considered. The solution for tin- configura-

tional averaged electron Green's function is obtained:

»«".." 1~„. (О
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I ( k /.-) _ _|_ v nTJT

The quantities Q, satisfy the recursion relations

where

The mass operator Z(k, /л) is proportional to configurational averages

where «УДк^-'-.к,) are /-particle structure factor of amorphous metal.

The generally-known integral equation for mass operator2

y l r f'(k-q)v(q-k).V(|k-ql)

is obtained by partial summation of the series.

Within the approximation that accounts the quadratic over density fluctuations one has

T Г";

^ ^ - к)Л(|к -

the sign " + " correspond* to retarded Green function, the sign "-" corresponds to advanced Green

function.

When £ ' (k ,£ )>> Z"(k,£), i.e the excitations are well defined, and it is possible to speak

about the spectrum of electron excitation* £ = «(*)+E'(k,£); £*(k,£) is the electron cxcft»«i«nt

damping on the density fluctuations.

For the «lectron states density and the mean occupation numbers of one-particle electron states

one has

(£-*(*)-S (fc.fi)) +(£ <k,fi>)

/ I , = —
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The estimation of structural disorder influence on nt for 7'=0 within approximations

, £ ) *£'(•<„£<*)), Z'(k,E)* l" (M<*)) has been performed

) \

' Here the last equation is the equation for chemical potential, N, is the number of electrons. For

l"(k,e(k)) = 0 one gets Fermi step. The finite fife-time of electron excitations due to the scattering

on structure fluctuations leads to itr smearing Fermi-level к = kf for £ (k,e{k)) = 0 is determined

from the condition e(k) -t-S'(k,«(*)) = 0.

It is shown that in the approximation when the processes of phonon scattering on density fluc-

tuations and on electron excitations are treated independently due to the elcctron-phonon interaction

only longitudinal frequencies of phonon excitations1' in amorphous metal are renormalized

for the longitudinal phonon damping one gets the additive correction

where

Tlic renonnalization of transversal phonon frequencies and their scattering in result of interac-

tion with electron» takes place due to higher orders of perturbation theory m sums • ver wave vec-

tors. They arc not treated here.

In the crystalline metals, in particular in quati-one-dimensional metals, the dectron*phonon in-

teraction may lead to Kohn's anomalies in phonon spectrum. They are caused by the existence of

Fermi step in distribution of electrons over momentum*. In disordered metals even at zero tempera-

ture the step is smeared due to the finite electron excitation life-time. That is why the Kohn's anoma-

lies (if they do exist) give leu significant contribution.

The solution for configurationally averaged electron Green function with the account of dec-

tron-phonon interaction in the approximation of independent scattering of electron excitation on

phonons and on density fluctuations has been obtain m tbt form (I) with
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Here the following dotations are used

<a,(q) is the quasi-crystalline approximation for the longitudinal phonon mode1, £„(к,«) = 2, (k,<w)

in (1). The states density can be obtained from expression (2).

The account of anomalous averages of electron operators will lead to the appearance of the

gap in electron excitation spectrum at the transition of amorphous metal to the superconducting state

2MWt

f
*{E -

1 1
q|)-fta>,(r/) E-e({k-t

The quantity £ ( k , £ ) has the meaning of mass operator, Л # (к,£) determines the gap in electron

excitation spectrum that (Д*к , «• Дк „ = Д к(-1)° "J) can be found from the equation

k ~ 1M V^ П.., { 2У J (П„ -«\к-ф)г-hWt(q) )

Tho equation (3) coincides with the corresponding equation for the crystal*. Let us

note the differences that are caused by structural disorder. The additional contri-

bution to mass operator £(k,£) is caused by electron scattering on structural fluc-
tuations £,(k,£). This leads to the renormalization of electron spectrum of normal
metal. The phonon frequencies t»,(q) are «normalized as well. This permits to
study the influence of disorder on the behaviour of the gap in the amorphous metal
electron spectrum.
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"THE RECEIVING AND OPTIMIZATION OP THE PROPERTIES OP THE
HIGHPILL POLYMER COMPOSITIONAL MATERIALS WITH THE PROPERTIES
OP THE HIGH-TEMPERATURE SUPERCONDUCTORS" (HTSC)

Vosny P.A., Gorbik P.P., Eyakin V.V., bevandovsky V.Y.,
Ogenko V.M., Yanchevsky L.K.

The M.P.Dragomanov Pedagogical Institute, Kiev, Pirogov st, 9.
Institute of Chemistry of Surface, Academy of Soiences of
Ukraine.

Composites containing disperse ponder of bismuth ceramics as
a filler and obtaining HTSC properties have been obtained on the
basis of polyvinylchloride and polytrifluochloroethylene. Concentra-
tion dependences of density, rate end absorption of ultrasound,
absorption jump with change in frequency, porosity have been measu-
red for s nide range of HTSC concentrations. The study of temperatu-
re dependences of specific heat as well as application of the pro-
cedure for determination of a set of relaxation parameters (activa-
tion energy, preexponential curve, segmental motion cooperation le-
vel) by the results of calorimetric measurements for different con-
centrations of the filler have permitted studying the dynamics of
changes in the polymer-matrix structure subject to the filler acti-
on, determining optimal filler concentrations at nhlch a transition
of the main polymer mass to the state of the bound surface layer
takes place. A correlation between the stages of changes in the poly-
mer-matrix structure and changes in the relaxation spectrum corre-
sponding to them is found. It is shown that optimal filler concentr-
ations guarantee minimal porosity of the system, maximal elasticity
modulus and minimal size of structural inbomogenelty.

The composite retaining HTSC properties (diamagnetie suscepti-
bility, levitation) possesses more perfeot mechanical-and-phyoioal
characteristics, is easy for making products of it, has praotioally
zero porosity, which ensures the HTSC materiel protection from cor-
rosive media and air moisture. The obtained materials may be used
in industry for creation of superfast-respoose computers, supersen-
sitive diamagnetio displays, oryoeleotron devioes, LP and HP dete-
otors, diamagnetio bearings, levitating devioes, magnetic soi'*ens.
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